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THE F.M. ALEXANDER TECHNIQUE 
.• • " • , -l ·~ - • - . .. ...::. 
,. , ,, . TI:te~:A;!~x~i;i~~t T~S~£if!u~, ~s 1 ~n importa~t addi!ion ~o man's 
resources of self.:.awareness and personal educat10n. bstabhshed by 
F.M.Alexander (1869-1955) in the late 1890's, the Technique is 
valued in educational, theatrical and musical circles as a method of 
psycho-physical re-education. Lessons in the Technique help the 
pt1pil~ov.et§Pme'..'ifatterns of bodily mis-use that interfere with poise 
and free mo\'ement in all areas of activity. This encourages improved 
functioning, Cboth rphysicallf Cand •" psyclfofogica.ily' 'Viith attendant' .. 
benefits: in· ·c~ordination! health and well~b~eingf ' ' . 
• i .. • ""'., • " • . r' . ~. ~ - .. . ~ A ... . . . ,~ ~ ·Is's~ed by' the· So.clety 'of tf eachers of .. the F .M .Alexander Technique. 
t· - . < • - • ., - - ~- ' • - • J.uly 1984 
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I - INTRODUCTION 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
I had been.singirig in London"f6r seven years, initially in the 
amateur field and latterly as a full-'time- professional. My ' 
regular performing had started with solos in oratorios and 
concerts and then extended to lighter operatic roles. 1t was 
\ -
while performing in "The Marriage of Figaro" as the Countess 
and "Faust" ~as Marguerite that I realised that I required a 
far greater understanding of my whole psycho-physical 
mechanism. 
I decided to devote -·a yea-r to examining my vocal technique. 
After nine months I realised that there were certain habits 
that were impeding my progress -
1. My torso gradually dropped forward and downward while singing. 
I had s'tarted my singing career with this habit and had not 
been' able.to overcome it, in spite of advic.e from my teachers 
~nd my own efforts of will~ 
2. My arms were tense while I sang. This.was also an old 
habit 'Which had improve_d since my first singing lessons but 
not completely disappeared. 
3. My jaw was not free enough for singing, and the exercises I 
tried seemed· to ha_ye little effect. 
4. My lower back did not ,participate flexibly in the breathing 
process and I seemed to have very little control in this 
area. 
These were themost noticeable symptoms of a singing technique 
that was becoming unnecessarily effortful and therefore tiring. At 
Lhis stage I twisted my back and was told by the doctor that I 
had a weakness in my lower back for which there was no cure. 
As I was casting round for solutions, I noticed that other singers,. 
both students and professionals, also suffered from similar tension 
habits. It was then that I remembered my brief experience of the 
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Aiexander Technique and the idea of a study proje~t evolved. 
Each singer has his own combination pf ~hysical.t~9sions and 
the extent of _p1~ te~sion. varies according to c1;1rrent s,tress 
and the number of years that.the tension habit has been used. 
-Gommonstress patterns amon~ singers are: 
;_. 
1. Fixed neck either ~ith chin.too high or too low; 
2. Fixed eyfiS habitually,on the flbor or directed over 
the heads of the audience. 
3.. Stiff. jaw . 
this problem. 
almost every singer has to pay· attentiQn t.o 
' : ' 
4... Pulling down ~he chest.. . another very common problem 
which is difficul~ to solve • 
5. Over-tensed ~i~phragm .. the epigastrium (stomach wall) 
remains tense after singing activities . 
. 6. Rising shoulders -
chest habit. 
part of the pulling down ih the 
7. Lower back 
.activity here. 
either a rigid tension or total lack of 
8. Pelvis fixed either too far back or too far forward. 
} .·. '' 
9. Tight thighs often associated with the effort of high 
notes. 
10. Knees braced tends to encourage rigidity throughout 
the body. 
11. Feet tense also stiffens the whole body, right up to 
the neck. 
Details and combinations of such tensions vary with ea~h 
singer and the teacher has the responsibility for helping 
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the student to recognise and try to.eliminate such tensions . 
. ·-
The problem lies in the usual length of time devoted to 
.,.. - '~' .f. . • ". . -
sing~ng technique ~ither in am~sic school or for.9riva~e 
tujtion. Usually a singer will spend one hou~ a week with 
. . ' .. ' ' ~ 
the teacher and in that time the teacher has to train the 
whole instrument, which, of cour;.~e, involves the correct use 
•· 1 t •· •. ·' , v· . , , 
of the whole body. Tpe common tensions outlined above have 
. ' • .• (t . .- . -
been built up over the course of the singer's lifetime and 
the teacher has one hour a week in which to try and reverse such 
.· .. · . ( 
habits. 
My 6wn decision to work intensively on vocal tethnique for one 
year ·convinced me of l the enormity of this problem. Since. 
that year . I have taught privately, within a music college 
system and observed other teachers at work in Cape Town, London 
and New York. It is my view that the incorporation of the 
Alexander Technique into a singer's curriculum and performing 
training is an urgent necessity . 
. ~-
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Airps of··~the.;Project 
. . \ ---------.-
1 •. 'To examirre.1through; ~a:se. !studJes~s:p'e·ci;ific:f_~ays ·):nl whi'bl}!.:_a ·sJFngerl rniglt 
. inc rease_-his 'kiries-thetic, 1amrenessi r-througn lehe Ai.exander.ik:-: 
-·4•.,_ - --- .., _________ - --- ··-·-·-
' .:Te:chnique.and fapply ithi!s :t<Uthe art tof s_ingi(ig;.r t --•y !'t!-·:~ JC.::i • i.C':. 
2. To apply the findings of this examination to one further case 
· ·' ,· ""f.1 r: .· · n~ .. \4 ~ ... t ,, -, 1 "-'~..., 1 ·J~ ·1r- ?S \f t!~f" -,~ex::n,..ie1 ..... er: -ii.- ..... 
~tudy wit,h ,P?rPc~~ar, a.t_tentipJ1 t.o. ~ase of ,posture, _and br~~th.i_ng. 
- - -- .- -- • •; ... # t" ' 
3. ,To examine four further case studies with attention to postural 
•·
1 
.ner·., ,;.;,•. :rw-'/ .... " e-!10.1c;~ ~:'. ln~:cc te t~.at :L 1 1e!. ,,,.... ~:"'' ~·~ 
~?h§J.nges .b_rt?r~~ft:·,~~?~\ .. ~vr,}c~~f1~y 1 ~.lexander. Technique lessons. 
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'· II· . REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
F.M. Alexander began his personal search for a solution to 
vocal problems because h~ was .r~~~~atly )_o~i!)g. his. yoice during 
perfomaoces. This experience is related in detail in The. Use of 
:. ' . . .. . . .;': ' ' . . . ' ' ~ . . "' 
the Self i,l932). He also published. Man's Supre~e Inheritance 
(1910), Constructiv~ Consci~us Control of the Individual (1923) 
and The .Universal Constant in Living (1941). These books 
~xplain ~he_ prof?~nd ,iI!lplic~tio?~,of _th.e., syst;erri of bod,Y re-education 
that he evolved throughout his lifeti.me. 
• < ~ ( ~ ·-; • ' - : ! . . .. ' f' -· ~ 
I found references to the advantages of the Alexander rechnique 
in sever.3.1 ... b.ooks about t~afoi,rig ,.sir:i{Ser;s~. bpt. ':.er~ litt,~e, detail )( 
about how th~ Technique was u~ed. ii), the prod1.1ction of the. / ~ 
. •, . . . . . . ,; .... :. ' . . . . . ' l ... •. ' 
voice. There was, however , enough to .indicate that other singers. 
had behefi'tted from the Tethniqu~. " : ' 
'' 
.<' 
G.C. Bowden, a British singing teacherf writes: ., . 
~-, ' "" ,, '~ 
"There is aiways that difficulty.the artist, craftsman or 
player experiences of being out of touch with himself, off the 
p' .·:·::;.t~~ t<~- •' ' c' ". ' 
_beam, emp~y of inspiration. And it is precisely here that the 
' ' ·: . ~ 1 . . " . 
the rescue." · 
.' ' ' . 
Alexander Technique comes to 
. ' ., ~ 
.. 
In The Art of Song Recital 
clear statement: 
Emmons and .Sonntag make a very 
"American actors I traini~g organi's-at'ions today u~e F. Matthias 
Alexander's discipline to achieve head-neck-torso alignment, 
• • < • • . :-.. ' r ( • ' ~, ~ . :~"' 
. whic-h gives phys_i~al fre~do~, _which in_ .~urn gives psyc~ological 
·, . . . . . ' ~ 
freedom. Since singers, perhaps more than actors, urgently 
• .: c .:--. .: 4•.;.., ...... ~- ',i"))',·,-r-~; •... · . ·: '(r~~~·· 
need physical freedom as well as psychological freedom, it 
j. • * i'" 
seems very_ fo-o~ish for them to ~esist . .iiuch ne2essa'ry training." 2 · 
~n ·his .cont_ribu\,.ion to the collection of -~rticl-es .. on . T;ensi,ens in 
th_e. ~erformance, o.f. 1';1usic. .Walter ·(}run~r makes sever.al interesting 
points: 
II co-or:dinated, .body control .Mill .re.mov~e tensior:.-:.producing 
anxieties." 3 : • 
'':._. 
"The student of singing has.to learn what muscular rela~ation 
means." 
4
· 
A 
1 • G.C. B::wden,. F. tvatthias Alexander and the Creative .Advance of the 
Individuai~ p. 34. ·- · · ·- .'. ·-«, \ .... ·• • .. ·:· · 
2. S.Elmnns and s. Sonntag, The Art of Sotjg Recital, p. 117 
3. C. Grindea, Tensions in the Perfonrance df Ml.Sic, p. 62~ 
4. Ibid. p. 63. . . . ! .. 
·' 
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In· the,... same collection of article.s, Leigh Howdrd. 6.i,itlines a 
~eries· or itmber~f-ig:u~. ~xercises ··6a~ea:. 0A i tt1~1 ifa~~-~, b'~hiri·d 
th~ P.1exancter1T~ci1nique··anci' goes~on totciistGss~aw~ren~·~s ·~·s' 
~ . . .. . 
a key tS ·the problem or~ tensfoh: ~ .. ';" ·• · · ~' 
i .. 1 ·~ • .I 
'
11
• :. ·.first'. it. i~ · 'nec~ssary' to create a "c6nsci()~S _'awk'ren~ss 'bf· .. 
self fhr ord¥r to'1~oufitei--. fh~ ill r effects which' s:eir~iOiisness 
bring;:- : ., - ~· 
.. ~·., ·l ~ . ~ ..... ~ >,,. 4 ~, J r~.: .. ' .~ .. .._. . ... . . . .. .. ~?cr~: 1_S i·: H-i ·-·~> 
. a), Awareness of physical tension as a fact and. a recognition 
. ·: •I 'I'~ •'1 a~: ~:.A,~'>:· tit.:..:. ".~.;ll; f i.' 1 '\. .t . .. ~ ~ ~-lj;·\ .l:.,:. 
of its. presence and the form it takes with each individual, 
· ,. -.J; P1 , .. )\1 L-d ., · " ... r. 4··1 ·Y .. :~.· l, ...... + ., -~~. • • 
b) the practise of appropriate exercises which. help to 
establi_sh a. 'n9rm!.:ofr.freedomt.in body. a,nd·.voice, \ l · , 
C') th~ recognition of the free sound of ''th~ voice support~d 
on the· const~rit ti'Sw or the,..breatfi'.st~eam.'i•"J • :- • ,. ·"1:· 
-. ' /(. d ...•. . 1_. 
There.was also:evl:aence'of an'interfiationa1:singer using:the 
Alexander Technique as powerful tool in his survival kit -
Alan Titus, ·tn&iAYnerican; baritone~ ·attrf6~tes~a ·significant 
role ,fo the ~Alexand.'er'"Techfiique'.inrhi~ 'development as '£n 
artisL 
) . ··>.1 I• .i • · 
- - ~---· 
,., 
'l 
•: • ~ t ; \ • ~ 
iihtus ha$Gforfile<f an lntdcater iupport· system.· .• beginning 
with his !mother,' his wifei his Vocal t:eachers,-·hiS' first' I • 
. mani3.ger .•. ·and. ·a nuniber :-of' friends>. ~Ad<'i to 'this a number of 
years of study of 'the Alex~hder'Technique>tofacnieve tot~l 
freed~m of the body; from which evolved a focussed approach 
to singing and being on stage. As he explains, 'There is an 
Alexander principfe that eii.ergy 'f8libws 1ttioGght. 1 ::i ' .-,· · ~-
• .-~'!"·f;:_~ ... • .. ~ )(-•~.t -tr lf'.,r J; 1·'~,.)~•~c.._ .... I• 
With.Alexander he's also found that a singer d6esn't have to 
:. "°'t '* f''' ,"'t '~~I·->. ..,L)"'" +l : .,,·r .... l·J 
1 'bleed' in every performance: 1 !t 1 s a matter of keeping your 
/ ' t • f • . . :J . ' ...... ' ... . ~ t t . "'' . - ~ ... . .... ' " 
center. ' The ideal is to create the illusion of tensicin oti 
l . ... . ~ . t • . .... • ; .. l p 1 .l ... , ~ • ~ ... . . - . t ~-~ " 1"' 
stage without actaally becoming tense •.• But it is hard to 
-~ '! ... l~.... ~ ~ - , ~ f' • .. ~ j ·,. . ..... . . . . . . ... •.. -.--just let it happen .•. how do you do that and not have your 
'1 • ~ 4 • • l "'". { ~ • \ (' • '.I I .lo 'J r • • 'f " 
anxieties about whether you're going to make a top note · 
at the end or not? How do you not prepare but stay completely' 
1 .. C. Grindea, Tensions in the Perfomence of MJsic, p. -8~. · 
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Th~ ~ore tire~ !,go~~ th~0~o~e,I.us~d my Alexander Technique, 
and the more I started/get ting rid of tens-ion to keep up the 
. . / . . . 
s,cl!.e.d,y,le .. 1, I __ get S(),(bori~g a~ou~ 1 ~lexar.ider, but J ~· s c;i ~.~tiapie 
J • • ' • ··-·-· 
m_ore ;s,~ng~r:~-. don-~ '~ .. do l i~ ~ :·, • ·We'~ re,-fightir.ig.agai~st .~ra~itY. .. 
continually. - gravity. is ,pulling us dowr;i ... .,.We' re always, falling 
... • • • • ' .. • ., ' ,; •• .. ... .... ..,. ~~ • • • • .. .. • .. .! ..I . 
into c;>µr;:;~~ ves .and, the big, s~~r;e~ :- wt]ich ~~-:profound, becat:ise 
it affects our concept about everything - i~ the contrast of 
.J.b,.e ter:ision, of ,pulling. against gravity.'.·:_ ~e -don '.h-.h<~we ~t 
·language to descr.ibe. this, reality, but it is the 1 1 up' you. ~~~l when Y~I! ha~e ~h~~ . ~lex~~d~r ex~e~ie~c~. ~· i' · . - ... ,·. , 
•• 1 . r··.r r' ,. , ' ,,, W. ' ;"' .. 
~his was ar:. e~pression.:of what, I knew abopt _th,!=. ~lexander 
Technique-from my own.limited experience,-, ·being conceptualised 
J _. . I. I of , • • ~ ' • , ;. •. \. • ..J t J. • , ~ ! 
by Cl- su~cessful and experier:iced .artist. However, there..,was.,, i. 
- I ... I _. ·.. • T '.,... ' ,. ' - • • • • • • ·.. ..0. • ~, , ' ., ~ 'ii J · • · '"' ..L '" · · .· 
st~p ~o rdirect 9escription ,of how ,hi::>,-YT~rs C::f .~~~?~ 0of,~t~e 
Technique .had accomplished this tremendous form of support .. 
•..., 1 • .t.I • • ,. of .,. .-"•'. • , t.· ... , < 
.. , .. r ·,: l ..• . . . 
Further indication that singers and singing teachers were 
making:.use df!'tne')rechnique 'came from Painelci. Payne:'Lewis' s 
thesis/· 'The 1'AJLexarider Technique·": Its".R'ele\rahce"'f6r singers 
cifid ~Teacher!:> oT 'Singing·. 1 r. She cohduttedua.>-survey in~··1980 to 
find :out to· what· ex.tent. 'teachers of;~.slnging~were using. the. 
Techriique·ana' how.they evaluated·±t.s.effects on their· pupils. 
[n<-July 1984t. she', rev1sed the findings"'6f her· survey in an 
lirtic:le ·in-· the Journal' of Research in Singing- ·tn· whfth she 
.states·: . ' 
".; .ad8it'ional surveys~ Cif ·teachers of s'inging and singersiwho 
have' had ex"fensi ve · Aiex~nder traini"ng would' be oseful.: ·. the 
impact ·of the Technf'.que' on- those with minima·!· 'training is 
remafkable ~ ' Additional studies that. expforedl ·s·p'edfic · 
relatl.onshids between' IJ\lexander pri'nciples arid_ 'the' act 
singing would do much ·to clarify the benel'its of the '1 
Technique 1f'or singers ·'and teachers of singi'ng." 2 • 
.. ' ~.,. . ' . . ~ ; . ). ~ ... : .... r l • "'1 • : ! \ .. ; r \. 
of 
\,., \ .•· 
• ._1 L 
1 . R .. Jacobsoh, OPERA NEWS,. "Living the M::ment", pp. 11, 14. & 43. 
2 ~ :p. P ~ LeW1$, ·JOURNAL· oF RESE:ARrn JN SJNGING, "'Ihe Alexai1der' Irifluence: A 
. Canp:rrati ve Study", . p. 17. 
~ p . - - - . . 1 ~ ... ,, 
. , 
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It t'as. th~s~.· ·sp~ci.fic_. r:e1:a~i~r:ish_ips; w0ich iot~rest~~ m~. and,-
]?ecame, ttie"?if(l, 9f tt;l:~ .. §~udy .. p~?je~:t:..· - _, t .. ·, - ,. 1 , r>~~-
t I f '~ 
A~ thougQ,lame+a ~?yn~ Le11is' s survey. did not include anyon~ 
, 
who had studied the Alexander Technique intensively, during 
the' course' ~f lier studY- of"" speech' for' singers she '.poirits'\out 
some 'crucial benefits that c'ould be d~rived::. 
11As·':the Alexander Studerit;·tiegihsC•to· discove'f'· for' himself 'what 
hiS-habitua1· p'atterns'"'6f mov~fnent•are, :he can· m~l<e •consc!ous • 
thoicesC~bout"how~td tiselHi~ bodi. He dbe§ not~BiGe io rely 
on inef'fl!Cier\t .:ha bi ts as •;th~ processes . by which'. to §.~hi eve 
desired~g6a1.S :- -· The· ·Alexander 'technique thus;. becom.es· hot i 
-; • ,..c., - t - ,,., ., 1 · . • ... , .. - ' • , ,, . r. just a· technique fof·singing•or speaking but· a~ orient~tion 
to mind..:bod'y us~ that 'affects 'everyl dimensioii «:ir' dhei $· attivity. 
Develbpmeiit "of intellectual· and~1 f<inesthetiC sei'f ..:awareness is 
central to ·Alexander training·,· an<l •ts also ess~ntilii'· to( the· 
fine speaker,.or·ac£6r, dahcer or'sihger. 0 Y1.o iL".\ ·· ·· 
One: e~am~~e .. -p[r.a pupil. making. a ... ~011sciou~ choise about ho~. • 
to use her body, c;lur:_ing• th~ .aet,1ofr s~nging~can be. fc;:iund in 
,-
Frank Piexce, -Iones[s ?rti_cle "Voic~, .Pr.oduction:~as'"'a. F1,u1c;~~o.n ~ X 
oL Head Ba~anc~. ii! ~ii:ig~r~"· rMr Jones_ cc;mducted research in 
kinesthesis at Tufts University using multiple-image photo-
graphy' e~ectr~myography ·~apg for~e~time r~cords .obt.a~r:i-~q - r 
from,ai strain-;:ga~ge 1force~pla,tfo!"'m .to -d.emonstrate~the. effect 
of the•Alexander~~ech1'.lique;h~He~write~:.,, 
• .• ·'4_ ;Jr:.,"' 1,,..1~,\t' - .'· ·~ 
'-
"The.procedure for changing,.,the~reflex,balance.of,the hei:J.dr.~,. 
. • . •' '"' r f " - - • J • • • . • • \I J &. I·· ~ • .., .._ 
during.a learned ,a~tivi.ty•was developed by the,late F.M.-,, 
' ~ • -" ~ • • t·,,, • , I"'." .,. • • < ., I ·. , f 
Alexander .. as a ;method of -dealing with .. vocal strain. The _ -
- • • • .._ j. ~ • • ' ....;. .... • - 4 " "' • ' • • ..-:i \.. 
pupil .~~~trained ~~.recognize and ;in~i~~t ?n _inc~~~se_~~. 
muscle .tension which~teryds.to,fix.therposition of ~he head 
•• - ....... - • .... ". , } ... ,. ... _,,, .,>.w • ·• r r -~ ·.,.i" 
pY_;q~~reas~ng the di,stc;i.nce~b~~wee~ ?fcipu~ a~~·:~eY,~nth. _- '"'· 
cervical vertebra. When he is able to maintain this inhibition 
during speaking. or 'singing;1He. can e'xercise . .-a'rl ·indirect .control ' 
•' 4 ' • . ~ .. ., • • ' ... , - • 
which l fa'c'hit~tes1:;oice pro·du~'tio~·. ;·tythe'°:effect can be demon-
strated_ experimentally_by counterbalancing habitual head 
displacement by manual pressure about the occiput sufficient 
L P.P Lewis,- .. The Alexander Technique:Its Relevance for Singers and 'leachers 
. of Sing:ing , p. 17. 
• ••. \1 
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to prevent muscles attached to the head .from shortening. If 
the pressu~e is maintained while the subject is projecting his 
voice, the neck can be observed to lengthen and the resonance 
f 1. o the v9ice to increase." 
Mr Jones proceeds to verify this increase in resonance by 
using a tape recorder and a sound spectrogram. 
Alexander Technique lessons are offered at most of the major 
music and drama aolleges in Britain and"the United States. 
I once discussed the subject with a singing:teach~r at' ~ 
the Guildhall .School of Music and Drama who·said'that she 
encouraged·alLher singers·to·study the Alexander Technique, 
but she admitted'that she co0ld see very'little evidence 
that they were.able to use their skills Outside the Alexander 
lessons or in their singing.. This probably means that the· 
~tudents did not pay enough attention to the signifitance of 
what they were being taught. The other possibility is that 
co-operation and communication between the·teachers concerned 
with singing and Alexander Technique would help the students 
to gain ·maximum· ·benefit from the Alexand.er lessons. The ideal 
is a singing teacher with a certificate in Alexander Technique 
but these people ate few.and far between.· 
Certainly, there seems· to be a need for the e?Cploration of the 
· specific relationships between singing an·d Alexander Technique. 
The literature·indicates a wealth of potential avenues for 
pioogress in the realm of mind-body control and co-ordination, 
chanelling energy, using freedom and· release at vi t·al moments 
in performance and understi:i.nding awareness using the skills of 
the Alexander Technh:iue in daily activities as well ·as teaching 
and performing. The possibilities of these ~pecific relation-
ships are infinite and a study project can only open up these 
possibilities as further tools in the learning of singing. 
l. F .P. Jones , THE JOURNAL CF PSYCHJI:..O'.:)Y, "Voice Production as a Function 
of Head Palance in Sing'ers", 1972, Vol. 82, pp. 209-215. 
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III THE ALEXANDER TECHNIQUE 
'DEFiNING._THE ALEXANDER TECHNIQUE .. 
There are as many defi~i£~o~s 6r the Al~xander Te~hni~ue ~s there 
are people wrl ffng- about it. The .d.~ffnition issued by' the Society 
. . ~. . - -
of Teachers ·ar·the Aiexander Technique in July 1984 (see frontispiece) 
'· ' . ,. • ! (. : ' ' ' ' • ; ·' ~ • ,-is useful to hand out to prospective students. -In most of the books 
and articles I h~v-e read the author expre~ses reservations about 
. '. . " . " ·. . ' . being able to find the right words to explain the essence of the 
Technique. Because it is concerned with th~_co=.0i:dJ..1'.lat.i,.o.n_o_Lm.i.nd 
. ' • ;,- : . ·,· ,.' '; ; '· . '.,· . . • J -~ '", •. : • ~ -= ~!.- r . 
and body use, it has attracted _writers from vastly differing fields 
' ' ,- ~ C ;;o • ~ ~ ;·.,.. ~· : '.·• ·~-> ,'' ··.·~ ~~~-,~~ .. ~I • ~:~:~ :~ 
of enqufry. Alexander's own books are fastidi'ously detailed · 
explanations bt bot~ his'p~actice and. his. thea'fy ttiat~ar~ fasc~nating 
' ' 
reading for any student'of his '-r . l . ' Technique. In' additi~~' ~nthusiastic 
. ' ' ' ' - ' '' i Alexander Technique- students 
. • ( Ii. ' ,....· ~' • 
some eminent; some competent as 
writers,· some powerful,' some Just enthu~iastic fia\re :emerged 
. r , , . - .. i'"'~.:~ ·, . 
as adv6cates and ~nt~rpreters of hi~ writ~ng.and t~aching~ 
Professor John Dewey, the eminent philosopher and educationalist, 
was one of.: Al~xahder' $ stUClents He w~i t'es ih the in't~oduction_ 
to Alexander's b6ok, The O~e of t~e Self: 
• • JI' - < •, < • •• - • ~ •_ -0 
" .. ~his procedure and conclusions meet all the requirements of 
tne strictest I sci~ntific method, 'and ... 11e 11as appli~d the 
, I 
method in a field in which' it' has never' bee~-u~ed'before 
that of our judge~ents a.nd beli~fs· concerning' ourselved'and 
·' 
our -activities .... If there can-be developed a':techniqde 
. . I 
which will enable:ihdividui=ils really to secure th~ right.use-. 
of themselves, then·· the factor- on ·which depends th~ final· use 
of all other forms of energy will be brought i:inder:contr6L 
Mr Alexahder has evolved this tech~ique~tt- 1 ~·He '1 goes on to 
describe his own experience of the Technique< 
; ' ~ l '., 
" I verified in per~onal experience' all that'~r Ale~~hder 
says ·about the unity of the physical and psychical ·in --the 
(
. psychophysical; ~bout our hab:Ltually_w.r:o~ng use of ourselves 
and the part the wrong use Qlays in generating_all_kinds of_ 
~...- .. ' . ' -.. -.-.,-·-.. ' •'. .· .·.·:. ~·.·. ·, '· ~ 
. ' . 
. . ,.(· 
1 • F.M.'Alexan:ier; :• The-Use olt~;Self, p.xvi~ ~f introduction' by Prof.· 
Dswey. 
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, .unnec~ssary tensions ~n~.· wastes of ~nergy; about. the 
.viti~tion of our sensory,,appreciations which form.the 
ma ter.ial. of our, judgements. of. ourselves; about. the· uncond-
- . • '' t • ., • ' ~ • "· . ~ • • ~ t , • I 
itional ·necessity of inhibition of our customary acts·, and-
_ th~ tremendous. dtfficulty found. in .not ~doing" something as 
' ' /' ' • .· _. · • '°f. .r. ..I _. 
soon- as a.n habitual.,act .is. suggested,_. together with .. the. 
. . ·.. ~ . . . . . ~ .· ... 
. great. charge in mqral ",a_nd mental,, at.ti tude that takes place 
. a~ , prop;er:- co-ordinations ar~ e~tablished." . 1 ·-~ 
., 
,,. .. , 
In 1973r Professor Nicolaas Ji~bergen, the ethologist, spoke _., 
on Alexander's w.o_r;k, in his Nobel Prize. YJ.inr;i_i!l!S SP.etch. _His 
praise. of Alexander_'s. ~~h~eyemer;it is quot?d. by sguntless 
.\jriters who· wisJ:i to convey the ,r,eaction. of the •. ~cientific · 
wprld _to the principles. beJ1ind his,_ teac::hing.. ,_n,rht~ story of 
· perceptivenes.s., .of intelli?ence and of persistence· shown 
by.a man without medical training, is one of the true 
2 . 
. epics. of._medical resf$arc~ and.practice." f' 
Interpretation of Alexa,r._1d~r~·s teaching, frpm the pain.~ of 
, view of someone w_ith medical training is offered by Dr 
Wilfred Barlow in his book The Alexander Principle: "The 
. ~~exander Pr.in<fiple s.ta,te,s. that there are: ways of us~ng. your 
. body which are be,t ter ,thary,. cedain. other ways. . That .when you 
lose these be.tter ways of us~ng your body, your functioning 
' ,., . ·l,, ·-. . ,_. 
wil 1 begin to suffer:- -}n some -in;iportant. resp~c-~s ..... This.· 
approach is not. a fringe~medicine, a neo-progressi v.e .e.duc-
•• ._,. • > 0 ' ' .. ~ " • , ••• 
a ti on, a rel igi9us .. e,!?<?~pe, or a. quack science.: It. is a . di,ff ".'"" 
icult disciplined approach to personal living which leads, . 
through discipline., to a personal free.dom and heal.th which 
.... is possible .to some, ex~~~t f~r- in~st pe_ople. atIT_Jost. age~." ·3 . 
. . . 
Another eminent scie9tist,:frofes~or Raymond Dart, at~~nded 
lessons in the Alexander.Technique with Miss Jrene Tasker~~ 
I 
teacher_ traiped by ... Alexander. hims~_lf'. In 19.;+7 he writes in 
I 
, ~he South African Medical. Journal : 
. ~ t-;.··, ! ~-
"She revealed to me how. my own malpostured ha_bits of sitting, 
1 •. F.M. Alexander, The Use of Self, p. xx of introduction by Prof. J. DeWey. 
::·~ • :· 12. · E.· .. Mii~l-,:.,~'ni~"-~[\lexancter rtEfhni~,."· p·~xiv·of intiO;iuctiOrl~ = 
,;3.'; ·w.' Barlcw;- ., 'Ihe,:Al~er P,riilcipie, p."18. . 1: -
.\ 
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standing, walking and lying down could be bettered by her manipulating 
my moving body· concurrently with my consciously inhj_biting that. 
wrongful 'intermeddling with reflex details' of such .activities 
... which previously had characterised their performance. 111 • 
This eminent anatomis.t·was invited to deliver the Annual Memorial 
Lecture to The Society of Teachers of the Alexander Technique twenty 
three years later. His respect for Alexander's work remained Jn., 
tact and he added.: 
"The electronic facilities of the sixties have :confi'rmed Alexander's 
.insight and authenticated the technique :.he discovered in .the 
eighteen nineties of teaching both average and. skilled adult. 
individuals to become aware of their wrongful· body.use, how to 
eliminate handicaps and thus achieve better i.e. increasingly 
skilled use of themselves both physically and mentally. 11 ~: 
I return to Frank Pierce Jones~' Research Associate at Tufts Insti-
tute for Psychological Research, Boston, Whose research in;kines~ 
) 
thesia contributed much to the scientific confirmation.of.the 
validity of :Alexander's work: 
" ... release of neck-muscle tension, allowing surface muscles in the 
neck to ~engthen, increases· the antigravity response in postural 
muscles; sho~tenirig the sa~e mu~6les decreases the strength of the 
response. It is well establis~e~ th~~ head~neck reflexes are ~sed 
by animal~ to change the distribution of tonus in the trunk and 
limbs and that the same mechanism probably operates·in h0man beings. , 
It is unnecessary, however, to know why the mechani~m works in 
, .. 
order to use it. The chief difficulty lies in the fact that we are 
. " 
not accustomed to making kihesthetic observations and p~efef to 
accept the evidence of our other sense~ or somebodT else's judgement 
j rather than critically e~amine our f~elings of tensioh and weight. 
\
The on~y satisfactory technique I know for dealing with ·this problem · 
was devised by F.M. Alexander some 60 years ago. By watching himself 
in a triple mirror, Alexander was able to correlate chan.ges in the 
axis of his head with a loss of voice in speaking. He :found that 
_ 1. R.A. I.:ert, .'.3CUIH AFRICAN MEDICAL JCXJRNAL, ''The AttaimBnt of Poise", p. 79 
2. R.A, _ I.:ert.f. AN ANATIMISI''S TRIBUIE ID F. MATIHIAS ALEXANDER Annual furorial 
Lecture de ivered before The SOciety of Teachers of the Al~der.Techiiique 
on 20th M3.rch 1970, p. 34. · •• · 
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by inhibiting the change in head-axis he not only regained the 
use of his voice but produced an unexpected redistribution of 
- . 
tension throughout his body which brought wit'h it an improve~ 
ment in breathing and other automatic functions. For imparting 
; 
his .discovery to others! he.developed.a non-verbal -technique 
which is referred to as the Alexander technique .. Injt the pupil 
learns to inhibit any tendency he may have to alter the reflex 
balance of his head, while the teacher initiates some simple, 
everyday movement and guides the pupil through to its completion 
Any movement will do: walking, shifting position in a chair, 
get ting up and sit ting down, picking up a pencil. During this 
kind of movement (which should be called 'reflex facilitated'; 
rather than active or passive) postural tonus is redistributed. 
This is perceived by tQe subject as a reduction of the feeling 
. ... 
of weight and in the effort needed to move. This kinesthetic 
' \ 
effect persists long enough .after .a lesson to ... give the pup_il 
an opportunity to observe his own habitual actions against a 
new background of postural tonµs. In this way he gradually 
builds up a standard of kinesthetic judgement for himself and 
can go on to make further observations. and experiments of his 
own. In doing so he has added greatly to his resources for 
self-i~provemen.t." 1 · 
With definitions like these from e~inent·and erudite scientists 
and scholars, it is not necessary for me to evolve yet 
another definition. The expectations and potential implied in 
all the definitions put new h6pe into my desire to solve the 
habitual tensions that seemed to be impeding my progress as a 
singer. The·definitions are obviously products of each writer!s 
' • r '• ' 
own ~xperience of the Technique (they had all taken a serious 
course of lessons) and the aspects referred to relate to the 
pe~s~ective supplied by the writer's own particula~ discipline. 
The perspective supplied by my discipline relates to the 
elimination of unnecessary interference in the production of 
sound. With over two years of intensive Alexander lessons 
behind me, I can state that I used the awareness and control 
acqui~ed in these lessons to carry out ~i own interitions and 
the instructions fro~ some first class singing teachers to 
produce the tension-free sound that I had wanted for so long. 
1. F .P. Jones, "The Or~satior'l. of Awareness", paper read at 'a conference on . 
"Co-ordination in M.isic" at Michig::m State University, M:ly 18, 1967, pp. 9-10 · 
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ALEXANDER'S EXPERIENCE 
1n his book, The Use of tihe Self', published in 1932, Alexander describes 
the evolution of his technique. Although his style and attention 
to minute detail make·it· difficult to grasp at first reading, a 
thorough examination of the tex.t LS very vaiuable ·to any singer, 
and particularly any singing teacher, motivated to explore the 
infinite potential of improved mind/body use·.'. Alexander's 
experience with its failures and successes so honestly related 
$fiould strike familiar chords in the experience of even the least 
analytical of singers. As one's experience of the Alexahder 
Technique.grows, ·so the original dist:overies'of Alexander take 
on more and more significance-in the process of improving one's 
sound. 
Another reason for seriously studying Alex~nder's approach to · 
solving his vocal problems is to.help singers· and teachers to 
discover the root causes for difficutties with vocal sound. 
There is a great deal of superficial advice and adjustment in 
the prod_uction of sound and, in the end, the singer finds 1'.e 
is still struggling with certain features of his vocal sound 
that seem to impede the progress towards command of his voice. 
I 
M:my examples.of this occurred in the research data following; 
but one illustration here will suffice. Both a singing pupil 
and hi~ teacher can endeavour ·for mo~ths and years to open his 
throat and ease the pa~sage to head resonance; btit they are 
wasting their time if the·. pupil holds his head too far forward 
on his sh6ulders because the sh6rtening of the muscles at the 
back of his neck is actually preventing access to head resonance. 
A further most important re~son for understanding the evolution 
of Ale~ander's Technique is to appreciate the qualities of 
persistence, honesty and trust th~t led to.the -results. A 
singer faces many strJggles and disappointments in the course of 
a career, and it is most i~structive to understand how one 
individual handled such moments. Alexander is reputed to have 
said, "You can do as I did if you do what I did." The following 
account of his work, will illustrate why no-on~ has been through 
the pfocess to which he subjected himself. Fortunately for 
posterity, he spent the later part of his life evolving a .~aj 
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of passing his_experienGe on to others. 
Frederick Matthias_ Alexander was born in Ta-smania on January 20th 
1869. He gr,ew up in the country and received his education in 
Tasmania. _He.did not fit into the formal schooling, however; and 
a perceptive school teacher gave hirq extra tuition. At the age 
of sixteen~ Alexander took a clerical post with a tin-mining 
company and saved enough money to leave for Melbourne .. 
Here he decided to fulfil a long-standing interest in drama 
and began his acting -~ari_eer. In spite ;Of his outdoor_ upbringing, 
he had always suffered from-ill-health, and by 1892 he was already 
becoming plagued by hoars_eness during performances. He 1was 
treated with-inhalations,and rest periods, but the spells of 
hoarseness became closer together until he fear~d that his voice 
would not survive a performance. : Before one particularly important 
engagement, he consulted his doctor abo_ut how to pre.vent the 
recurrence of his hoarseness and was !3-dvised to speak as little as 
possible for two weeks .before the performance. In spite of carrying out 
. these_ instructions by th~ end of the performance he had 
almost lost his voice. 
During the subsequent consultation with his doctor they agreed 
that,; since his _voice had d_eterion.ited sc markedly during performances, 
there must be something wrong with the way he was using his voice. 
At this point Alexander.reached a dead end because his doctor was 
not able to tell him how to improve the use of his voice. So he 
J 
decided to search for the solution himseLf, since the usual 
medical solutions were not helping him. 
He began observing himself while speaking in conversation and 
while performing by using a mirror. He could.not detect unusual 
habits in his coriversatio_nal speech, but when he- recited he noticed 
three things: 
1. He pulled his head ·back. 
2. He lowered his larynx. 
3. He audibly sucked air in through his mouth. 
Then he observed his conversational speech again, and noticed that 
he did the same three things but to a lesser extent. The deg-ree 
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. ' 
of exaggeration: 'bf these h·ab'.l'.ts increas'ed ·th~ 'more 
forcibly' he" ;used his 'vofce 'i1ti reciting. • .• r '. .. ~ 
.. ! r , -..• , 
He :st~rtecr to work ·oh:· his 'bre~th in.take. H~ discdve'red that, 
although he knew he ~id' not want to' gulp ait, audi'ti1y',''·ne' 
was unabl~: to persuade hims'elf to. stop this habit. 
. ' ' .. --~ 
_, 
He then· tried to; stop his i·a·rynx' descending whe'n· he~ ~tarted 
to speak, but was alSo una~le to prevent 't'hi;~r habit.'· · .. ·. 
l . 
Hav,..ing; failed to change.'his· use of the most obvious sources 
of speech - the breath and the larynx - he turned his 
attehtiorl ·to -the"other habft he -had -de'tected::>:.. pulu:·ng the 
~ ... .. .. -
head back~ Here'· he foUhd a different result ._.,he( knew fre 
• • ~ - • • , - r • - - • j , "'.'"" , ., l • _ ; ,' . • ·y - ./"' 
did not >want· to ·pt.ill his· head· back, and he foµnd 'he -'could · 
. " · . · "· ... ·re' · ·, · 
exert his will over this habit: Furthermore,_ he realised 
that when he stopped-pulling his head back, he also stopped 
loweririg'·the larynX'to' speak and' he stopp'ed ~udit)ly guip:i.ng 
- ,;... - . I\ ,~ ... • - - . /" . • . .. 1" ~- .... ~ .: ,.. , for air.. Having realised the impor~a:nce of··the· head position, 
he expe~ifu~nt~d·fu~th~r~and-~iscbver~d 'that puiiing thihe~d ' 
too far forward aiso resulted in depressing' 'the: l'ityn:x ~hd1 
led to hciarsen~s~. : Vf • 
. . .. . 
· S6, after sJ·x ;moriths ·of -"observation arid expet:imerifati6n, 
ALEXANDER REALISED THE; IMPORTANCE OF·HEAD 1311'.LANCE IN THE 
FUNCTIONING OF THE BREA1W'AND. LARYNX•. 
He did not stop his observation here, although he had 
succeeded in isolating apparent causes. He continued his 
observations of inore <;than hfs head, breath and iarynx 'ahd 
noticed that any."use. 'Of his head' a'.rid 'rieck w.hfth- ~~S ~associated• 
with the deipressing~of'°his:..larynx Was also· associated'with. 
a tendency to ::lift his ',chest arici' 'ishof.'ten nis st~t~~e~ ' 
11Th'is' led me ori to ~a. long series· 'of experiments, . in some of 
' 
which I attempted to prevent the shortening of the stature, 
4 • • '. .- t - r-1 ,.,. ,- • · , - · i • ~ • •-·, f • · -. • 
rn others actually to lengthen it, noting the-results' in · 
each case• Fo.r a time "I al:terri'ated ·betwe~n' thes€( twot fi:5rm$' 
o'f. '.experiment\ ·ana after-::noHng the e'ffect of eath.::,upon my 
voi<:e, I found that the 'the best conditions ·of ~y .. larynx 'and 
l 
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vocal mechanisms and .the l.ea::;~ tendency. ~o .hoarseness w,ere 
associated ;.with a 1engt:hening of the ,stature •.• · Unfottunately, 
• • - ., ·--1.· .._ .' . \ • • ' 
I found that ·when I· came t.o practise, L shortened far. more 
· ' • .. ~ i .,. ~ e < '? • I ; < .! • 
than .J; lengthened, anq when .I came. Caple to look .for. an 
• ~ • r_, ' - ' ·~ • • ' 
explan,a~ion -.of this, I sa_w_;th~t. it,. was due to my tend_ericy to 
pull my pead <io~n. as I tried. to put it f or~ard in . order .. to . 
. . 
lengthen~ After further .experimentation I found at last that 
; .. . . I ' ~ ' .. . • . #' ' . • ' I ! ' v ; ."_;: • 
IN .,ORDER TO .. MAINTAIN. A LENQTHENING OF .THE STATURE IT WAS. 
NECESSARY. THAT MY .fiEAD SHOULD TEND TO GO UPW(\RDS,NpT DQWNWARDS, 
- ' - ~ • '• ' •• v • - "" • • • • •• 
WHEN I POT IT FORWARD.; IN SHO~T.,. THAT TO LE~GTHEN I MUST ,PUT MY 
• )I. . • ~ JL, 
HEAP- F:ORWARD AND UP'" (My ~apit_a,l~.) , . 
', 
The experiences which followed my awareness of this were f9re~ 
r.unners of a recognition of • tna,~. RELATIVITY,_IN.- THE USE OF THE 
HEAD, NECK AND OTHER PARTS WHICH PROVED TO BE A PRIMARY CONTROL 
OF THE GENERAL 
0
USE OF' THE 'SELF: (My capitals. j :· ·:· 
,· ' 
When, however,· I came to try to put my.head forward and :up 
while reciting, I noticed that my old tendency to Hft the 
Chest increaSedLand that Wlth this Went a tendency to increase 
the 'arch of the sp{ne and thus 
0 b~ing about what l 'now call a . 
. · ._ f 
'narrowing of the b~ck' •. This, I saw had an adverse effect 
on the shape and functicinj\fg of the torso i t'self, and t there: 
v . /"~ -
fore co'ncluded that to maint<iin a lengthening it was nor·· . 
. • ,'. I . . :•I ;· ) 
sufficient to put my head forward and ·up, but I must put it 
forward and up in ·such ;~"way that I prevented the lifting of 
the chest and siimii taneously brought about a widening of the 
b 'k ,,1. ac • 
His observation was therefore that THE FUNCTIONING. OF THE ORGANS 
. :., 
OF SPEECH .WAS I.NFLUEN9ED .. BY HIS MANNER. OF . USING: THE WHOLE TORSO, 
AND. THA~ 1:HE PU~f,,ING ,OF, THE HEAD .B~CK AND DOWN WAS NOT ME~ELY 
A MISUSE OF THE SPECIFIC PAR.TS CONCERNED, BUT ONE THAT WAS 
~ • • ' , ' ' • '. r_ ' I . ' " - ' , . • . '. . ' 
INSEP.~~AB~Y BOUND {)~ "{~TH A MISUSE OF ,OTHER: MECHANISMS WHICH 
INVOLVED THE SHOR.TENING OF THE STATURE. 
After this ·period he had his vocal . or.gans inspected by m.edical 
friend~ ~nd they were pronounced much heq.l thi,er and .stronger. · 
He had therefore succeeded in his original intention of. 
finding. out the cause of his hoarseness d_uring_ p~_r.f.01'.'mances •. 
1. F.M. 'Ale}<ander,' The Use of the Self, p.8." 
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The deta_ils .of . this . success were. that he was JiOW; able to . , .. , . 
prevent: hfa ,head from _pulling back.and dOVJn. wHh th~ accomp-
. . . . . 
any.ing · be_n·efi ts to hi.s. _vocal ;organs, . he~- rio longe.r· ;audi-bly. 
gasped for air'., he had taught .himself how ·t_? .. ~ead with, his::; .:'. · 
head forwar.d and up_ without lifting h,is chest·.an9 narrowing his . 
. back ~nd. had applied· all these-;-new. actions1 ·to hi$. <reciting. But 
he was .not able .to· maintain these, act:i,qns f~r;, long periods of 
time .• , A~, t_he mirror had !been t.he; o.nly.; means of~ .reminding himself· 
of his newly acquired improved, use :of his· body,: he\fpund it 
difficult ',to keep the· old ha9its ... from c!7eeping back~ into. his '. -
performing. The old'.1$ensations ·,began ito feel r,ight:- again.\ .. 
al though he. knew they..= were iWrong. . · . : ' .-. (' ...... .. ' .. 
.. r ,-. - ~ .. : .. 
This led him to the next important observation: 
II ••• I' thou'ght . this' was mel->eiy a per~bnal: idiosy~crasy', but· 
my t'ea~hing)ex'perience of the· past thirty-five;iyear~',.and' . ·. 
my obse·rvati'on: o'r pe'Ople with. 'whom I ~ome · ihto·· coht~tt iri 
~ther w~y$ have convi~c~d. me 'that thi·s. wa.~;;; no't an ;id':i.osyhctasy' 
_ . r ·: .. ~· , { '_ ·;"'.. _ t. _ , , , . . · ' . . ·' _ • ~ 
but that most people would ·have 'done the same ·in similar· 
Circumstances .. :t ;;.~s . ii!deed sufferih~"· Frorh ~~ dei·'Usion that 
. ' 
is :practically universal,' the delusion that because we are 
able to do what we 'will to do' in acts that are habitual and 
involve i'famili:~r sens.ory experiences," we sh~li'-'b~ equaHy 
succ'es'sful in doing what we r:will to do·' •tn 'ac't:slwhich ar·e·. 
• .. • ' ' ~ • • " ~~ "< • • ' • • 
contrary to our habit and therefore involve sen·sory experiences 
that are" Unfamiliar 0 II '1 0 '•\' '' 
: ··. ~ 
He. spent months try,ing to" ,solve .th.fa dile_mma ,,,.but.:.9id· not 
experience any •enlightenment_,, although he, sl;owly realised. that 
his attempts to .. use -the ,$pecific- P.~u::ts pf the bod_y ~orre_~,t~Y , 
invariably involved~~ the· obvio_us acc_ompanying act.s of ,standing, 
walking, usi:ng.; arms and hands and sq. on.· ·Using the mirr_or. ag?in, 
he noticed ~,that his wrqng use of his head, n~ck, .larynx-, voice 
and breathing organs also inyolved undue .mu,scle ,tension, in .his 
legs, feet and. toes .. ··He ,'h~d· actually been ,told- to "Tak_e· hold 
of the f-loor with your.feet" in drama classes and he had thought 
he was doing it correctly. His observation now told him that he 
\<,fas not·,carrying ;out this advice co,rrectly ,· .. but• bendi"!'lg his toes 
. ,. . ~ 
.downw.ards and arching1 his 'reet :unduly,. throwing hi_s; <Weight-. on 
' , -· _..,., ,..... " 
1 • F ~-w.- . /Hexaroer, The Use of the Self, p. 10. · 
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the outside of his feet. He states "It gradually dawned upon me 
that the wrong way I was using myself when 1 thought I was 
1
·taking hold of the floor with my feet' was the same wrong way 
of using myself when in reciting I pulled my heaa·back, depressed 
my larynx, etc.' a.nd that this wr·ong way of using myself 
constituted a combined wrong us~ of my whole physical~mentai 
m·echanisrns. I then reali~ed thit this· was the use I 
habitually .brought into play for all .my · ac ti v1 tes; and that 
it was what I may call the '·habitual use 1 of myself, and that 
my desire to recite, like any otheP stimulus to activity, would 
inevitably cause this habitual wrong use to come into play.· 
and dominate any attempt /I might be .making to employ a better 
lf h · t · 11 1 • use of myse w en reci ing. 
He worked with this realisation - THAT IT WAS NOT ONLY HIS 
TORSO HE WAS USING WRONGLY, IT WAS HlS WHOLE PHYSICAL MENTAL 
MECHANISM - and added the further ·.realisation THAT AN OLD HABIT 
LIKE TAKING THE FLOOR WITH HIS FEET WAS INVOLVED WITH OPERATING 
THIS WRONG USE; and he added a further vital piece of information -
THAT THE OLD' HABIT WAS ACTUALLY A LEARNED HABIT AND WAS THEREFORE:-
ALMOST IRRESIST·ABLE. (My capitals.) 
This.brought him to the next phase, which was to find a way 
of learning a new activity in such a way that this old habit 
did no't invariably over-ride the. new one. " If ever anyone was 
in an impasse, it was I. For here I was, faced with the fact 
thai my fe~ling, the ~nly guide I had to depend on for the 
direction of my use, was unirusi~orthy. At the same time I 
believed that this was peculiar to myself, and that my case was 
e~ceptional because of the continuous ill-health I had experienced 
for as long as I·could remember, but as soon as I tested other 
people to see whether they were using themselves in the way they 
thought they were, I found that the feeling by which they directed 
the use of themselves was also untrustworthy - indeed that the 
only difference in this regard between them and myself was one 
. 2 
of degree." · 
It was here that Alexander's determination to find solutions was 
so invaluable.·· He did not allow himself to remain in an impasse, 
1 • F, M. Alexander, The Use of the Self, p. 12. 
2. Ibid. ,p. 14. . 
\ 
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bu.t refused to believe that the problem was hopeless. He said 
that he began to see that· his attempt to solve his problems was 
.- • ,,;_ : • ·, .• T f • • • '-. r ( {,I ,~~. • , • , ' ~ , ·' \ 
opening up a whole new field of enquiry. "I HAD PROVED IN MY 
OWN .CASE AND IN THAT ~F OTHERS i-HAT INSTH{CTIVE CONTRO~. AND 
DIRECTION OF USE HAD BECOME SO UNSATISFACTORY, AND THE ASSOCIATED 
FEE~ING so VERY:_ UNTR~STWORTHY 'J\s. A GUIDE' THAT IT"coULD LEAD us 
',<-. r ~-· • .,_: .··~r . . _ ' ..• ~. ~ - _, _·, ,~.·~i'·_.r_-~, 
TO DO THE VERY OPPOSITE OF 'WHAT WE WISHED TO DO OR THOUGHT WE 
. \ ' ,. 
' WERE DOING. IF, THEN, AS 'r SUSPECTED, THIS UNTRUSTWORTHINESS 
OF 'FEELING WAS A PRODu2t or· 'c:ivi~ISED LIF·E,., IT ·woULri ·.IBND, AS IDE 
" WENT· ON, To BEcfoME MORE ·AND MORE ·A u·NIVER:SAL MENACE; c l"N WHICH 
-, . . ' . ' . ~ ,.. ~ ~ ~ ~ -
CASE .A -KNOWLEDGE OF' THE MEANS WHEREBY. 'TRUSTWORTHINESS COULD BE 
RESTORED TO FEEL.ING WOULD BE .INVALUABLE~ II " 1 • (My capitals •. ) 
When he thought further ab<?yt his }1.ead c:i,nd. ne?k ha pits, he 
' d~cide,d 'that, ~he misdirection, or. his he<?-d and ne9k was instinctive 
an_d came. into play- as_ a :-r:esul;t .of a decision to .us~ his voice. 
In other words,. -THE STIMULUS CAUSED THE MISUSE. So _he . went on 
- . . ., . . ' . . ..... ' ,, ... 
to reason that when the stimulus came to him.to use.his voice, 
h~ ~oulp INHIBI-T -th.~ mi;sdirection ., He would-therefore be 
- .• - . 1 . 
. 
. . stopping off :at_ it,s_ source his l,msat,i~fact0ry r;ea,ct:ion to the 
idea of reciting. His next step wou1d ~e t~:d~~9over What 
_DIR~CTION wo~l_d be .. necessary. to- e_nsure a new; an<:l ,;improved use 
bf the h~ad and neck in order:to ensµre a sat-isfactory instead 
of an u~sat,_i~,fac~?r;y. .reactiqn._ t~o }he stimulus to us.e _his voice. 
He sets out· in -·-point form how. he proceeded with- this intention 
11 1 • To ·analyse the con di ti·ons of. use present; 
2. to' select (reason out) the ·means' whereby.a more satisfactory 
·, '< use could' 'be brought about; "'' ; 
3. ·to. project consciously the -directfbns required ·ror· putting 
· these means into effect." 2 • · "1 
: 'When he put this in.to practice 'he found. that· at-'the c'rit:lcal 
mbment when he,:attempted to gain his end by means· whicn were 
contrary to those associated with his old habits of use, his 
instinctive direction dominated his _reason'ing d1reetion~ 
) 
· . 1 • -_ F .M. Alexander, The U8e of the Self, p. 16: 
2. IPid .• , p. 17. 
'. 
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Up to this point he had retained his faith in the 
idea.that his reasoning abilities were stronger than his 
instincts ·and feelings; but he now dis<:;overed that his reasoncing 
took him .as far as the directing for the new. use, but at the . 
very point of·carrying out these directions, he reverted to his 
old wrong habits. 
He then focussed his attention on _that ll!qment of "doing" the new 
direction and came to the conclusion that he must concentrate 
only on giving the new directions with<?ut trying to carry 
them out. It is here that a student of the Alexander Technique 
may have to shed many preconceived id~~s about learning skill:? 
and about education in general. _Alexander actually spent months -
giving himself new directions witJ:wut carrying them out and he 
came to the following conclusions: 
II 1 • Trot before at tempting to I dO i e\rei:i the fir$t part Of the 
1 mean$ whe~eby~ which I had decided to employ to gain my 
end· ( i ;;e ~· vocal use and reciting), I mu$t ·give the , 
directions preparatory to the doing of this first part 
very many times; 
2. that I must continue to give the directions preparatory 
to the doing of the first part While ! gave the directions 
preparatory to the second part; 
J. that I must continue to give the directions preparatory to 
·the doing of the first and second parts while I gave the 
directions preparatory to the doing of the third part; and 
so on for the ·doing of the fourth and other part§ as 
required." 1 ~ 
He calls this analysis of combined activity "all together, one 
after the other." If one thinks carefully about the process 
of learning singing, it is a very accurate analysis of a · 
student's attempts .to control breath expulsion., at the same 
time as a good mouth position,, at tj'le same .time as a good 
stance and so on -- these directions have to be "all together, 
one after .the other" during the learning process. 
He then went on to carrying out his new directions to recite, 
but, to his dismay, he found that he failed more times than he 
l. F.M. Alexander, The Use of the Self, p. ]9. 
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succeeded. He realised that, although he,knew otherwise, he 
was still'relying on his accustomed measure of an activity 
feeling right, rather than on his conscious ·direcuo-n. "I had 
never fully realized ... that the sensory experience associated 
with the new use would be so unfamili~r and therefore "feel" so· 
unnatural and wrong that I, like everyone else, with my ingrained 
habit of judging whether experiences of use were "right" or not 
by the way they felt, would almost inevitably balk at employing 
the new use.- Obviously, any new use must feel different from 
the old, and if the old use felt right, THE NEW USE WAS BOUN.D TO 
FEEL WRONG. I now had to face the fact that in all my attempts 
during these past months I had been trying to employ a new use 
of myself which was bound to feel wrong, at the same time trusting 
to my feeling of what was right to tell me whether I was employing 
it or riot. This meant that all my efforts up till now had 
·resolved themselves into an attempt to employ a reasoning direct-:-
~on of my use 'at the moment of speaking, while for th.e purpose 
of this attempt I was actually bringing into play my old habit-
ual use and so reverting to my instinctive misdirection." 1• 
I quote this' passage in fuH because the concept is of vital 
importance to a singer learning new skills and 'trying to change 
old and learned habits. The obvious example of this is the 
· process of trying to learn new sensations for high notes - the 
new directions take some cburage to attempt, the letting go 
feels unsafe, the body often tightens somewhere _and the singer 
has to trust his teacher and this new, unsafe sensation to make 
ir" •. 
progress. .The old, over-controlled way inevitably feels much 
safer. The new way feels wrong in comparison. 
Alexander worked out that his trust in his re.asoning processes 
had to be a genuine trust if they were going to bring him safely 
to his "end"," not a half-trust needing the assurance of feeling 
right as well. He continued to operate his previous directions 
"all together, one after the other", but ch_anged his usual pattern' 
of procedure in the .following way: 
" 4. While still continuing to project the directions for the new 
use I would stop and consciously reconsider my first decision, 
and ask myself, rshall I after all go on to g~in the end I 
have .. decided upon and speak the sentence? Or shall I not? 
1. F .M. Alexander, The Use of the Self, p.22. -
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t'. '~•i,• ,' ,)·~.'~'.!·~.r_. .. -.-·::1. _'('~· .. 'I, 
Or sh3.ll I gp on to gp.in sare other end altogether?· -" and there and 
' then m~~e a fresh decision, 
I;' '." \ ~ ~, r ' 
.·-- "':· 
5. either 
-. .../.' ,, ,.,.,,,::..r"'",.· [-·' ' 
not to gain my original end, in which case I would continue 
. ,. ' - ~ ~ ~ ,. c~ " t ' • • ,._ ~' f t _r·-~( , . 
to project the directions for maintaining the new use-and 
( ,·' I t' ·- :: • < ·~· • ~ t'' -., • . 
not speak the sentence; 
or 
' ;. .. 
·to cha~ge _my en'd ··ta s~m~thing _ d.iffererft., say~· lirt/my hand· 
.· '• 
"instead of speaking the sentence, in which case I would 
continu~ to project the directions for maintaining the new 
use to caz:-ry ol:it this last decision and lift my hand; 
or 
, •. , ;· ' , - '• . .. . I, . ' :·) ~ , 1' ', ' • , - - ~ / -
·to go on after a:n and' gain my original end, ·J.n ·which case 
·I w6uld'co~tin~; tb proj~c~ the di~ectidastfor ~~intai~ing 
the new us·er to sp~ak·- trie' sentence. ii. 1 • ,_i r . - ,,, 
. '_.-
This concentration on ·maintainiftg 'h'is. new martner'-;ot usi= While· 
gi vlng himself° ·{11-e cnoice of ~he th et Or not. 'f;() speail(· a ~en t~nc~ 
(".· ,-· •' '.~(_··~:.'~Ii : .· . ''.~ ~·-:··. ~.~-:··.'' ., finally overcame -his ·problem_ of the stimulus to spe~k also be'ing 
• • ,'." ,'• ]'•:"• ' •. ,.' .• --~_;'. , t• • •'' • {r'1,''1:,' r.·•· .~·~·.,,-.•,. •,_. 
the stimu_lus for habitual wro·ng use~ - He states: '-n ••• MY. cqNSCIOUS, . 
R~ASbNING DIRECTION' WAS AT'LAST DOMINATING THE" UNREASONING\ '!NSTINCT!VE 
ornEc-·ttcm AssocrATED wrTH ,m u-NsATisFP.cro·RY'HAB'rTuAt::u~E: oF~ MYSELF\". 2 • 
(My capitals.) ·: · : ' ' ' k· 
t ' ~ -, 
, ' ,- , . i .. • . , ' ~ r ' • : 
He adds that· after working t_his way fob a considerable time he 
• - • • • - • ~ •• • • ' ~ ~ • • • < •• ... J ; ~ - ;. , ( • ,-. \' . • • . • . ' . 
also became free.from the throat and vocal trouble and·frofh nasal· 
and.respiratory dirfic~ities thatn.ha.d- bothered h'ini. an'his 1ife . 
. (·,.·. 
.~ • l 
: •,. 
~ . ~ ' ' 
: ~: f • . i· :::· 
',,tJ, 
L F.M,c. Alexander, The"Use of: the Self; p.23~ - ·· ,-
2. Ibid.' p.24. ' 
t ".', ·, 
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THE CONCEPTS .BEHIND ALEXANDER' s-· EXPERIBNCE I --.•, -
, . .r:· . c. 
Alexander.spent slxty years-evolving. Ways of pUtting int'o•'practic~ 
the conce'pts implied .'by his exper'imentation .; Hence' :r di·d riot have 
to.· face. years- ·Of •experimente3:tion. to· a_pply: th_ese conce·pts t:"O .mcy 
task .of changing a_nd developing my vocal technique and artistry. 
I was able ,to take Alexander Technique lessons from 'four available 
. . . . "" • ' .. .. ·~ . .,.-, ' ' t ; ' ·. . 
teachers and e~plore 'a weal th of lfteralure~ on' ali ·'aspeds of 'the 
t... '. ·f: . -
subject. 
! , 
Use iiffects Furicti.oning · 
~- - . 
... 
.. 
~ - . 
. " 
Alexander ~mphasi~ed that we ;have· the 'choice,·. ~nd th~·;~fore' th~ ... 
responsiblli ty; ·to contr~i ·certain ~ays of" u~·ifig th~:.bod;·. · If 
' -· ., . ' ' . . ' . ' . ' .,.. . • ·, " ~' l,I 
we learn.how to· controI'this'use; .the functioning of our bodies 
will improve a~d;~ontfnue to imp~bve. 'If w~ fail to exercise 
this choice' a. p~or manner of ~s~ .'will irifl~~nc~ our' bodie~ t 
. • . ·• . . .. · ~ • .;__: ~ ' ..-~ , . . -, • ( • • - ' ,-1· , ':· .'.: ."'; I ( 
towards a· cmtiiluous deterioration of our functioning. A classic 
~ -. . .. ~ ' ·' : ,. ... (~ . . ~. .. . ~-:. "f' 
exa.rriple of this among singers is in the use of the shoulders ·during 
I 
the act-of singing.'.. Many singers'. cu.rl ·their shoulder§ forward and 
up when their brea:tn is running out and when the pitcfi they· are singing 
feels too high. This is poor use. It affects the functioning because 
the s9und .becomes . .th:inner and the collapse of the chest eliminates 
potential chest resonance; the breath is constricted; the whole 
breath support ·system becomes' effortful; the head tte~ds 1to:puii ·· 
forward and makes ac'cess to ti~-ad resonance ~ore . effortful t.as well. 
If tne -sin-ger i'S' ever to solve -~his d~lemma he, must fearri {ci c'6nt;;l 
this u-rin.eccesary interfer·e'nce· in the production of his s'our'.id. Even 
a vestige 
once·such 
choice_ to 
• • ' ( . •. • r ' - . .,. ~ • . .... ·""': t""> f 
of ·such' interference will affect his sound adversely. Yet, 
a ·pattern of use is habitual' the ~iriger mli~t m~k'e th~ 
• • £_• I _ _ • · ' ' ' _ ~ . · 1 e ... • . f • f _ .. -
struggle' constantly against· the habitual ·use', or learn how 
to eliminafe: .l t. -In the process of '-eliminating' such a habit, +ie ~ · 
I • 
will invariably come to the conclusion that he has to pay attention 
to the use ,of ;his body as' a 'Whole:. It' is- ":the oalance.d' "USe of. his 
body mechani-sm that lead$' to the improvetne~-t of ;his use ',ooth "general 
and specific. 
There are many influences that.·lead to 'imba:lance ·in 'the \.ise of Our 
bodies - injur.y; emot~onal trauma,~!':'life.:...style, mental a:ttitudes,· 
fatigue; pressure and so. o-n -: The· tensi"dn bUllt up in' our ,-nniscles 
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from such influences is often retained long after the tense 
response is appropriate. In this way tension :patterns·>beconie our 
habitual use and· filter int.o. daily. activities as well as the ruse · 
requ~red for performances.. ,This· limits the repertoire of emotions 
' the ·'body can portrc;i.y convincingly and eventually limits a performer's 
. potentE;?r:itial employment. 
~f" , .. , 
We often· use tension. as a: rpeans of protection against injury in 
. ,/' .. 
all its forms. Once we make the choice to rele.ase this tension 
·' : . 
the body will allow these releases ··only when it is ready to do so. 
i ' ~ • ' •• -
During the course of two years of.Alexander Technique lessons I 
. - . - ' . ; - , . . . . ' ~ . 
was very aware of.tension in my leg/hip joint, but it was only after 
• • '. '"'. ._,.-., • .~ ~ ~ ~- ~ ,1., .-. ' f ··(;"' • •. ' 
prolonged attention to the body as a whole that I experienced real 
',-, • • ' - .' <' • 
release in my leg/hip joint. Just as· I originally made the choice 
. . ' . 
to start studying the. Alexander Technique, so I made the choice to • 
release my legs when they were ready to be released. Many people 
fear the loss of tension which the_Y. have built iup as a protection, 
r· ;·._..-;'.. 
but in practice a student can only experience release when the 
' .. ' ,';. • • ' IF._.,~, • , . •• ' < 
body is ready and w:hen the student makes the choice at each stage. 
~ ~ • ·- t ' • ! ' .. 
Once we experience the benefits :of making cho,ices '.: ourv.bodies become 
the responsi v.e inst~umer::its required for the. expressio~ .. of our art. 
Functioning as a Whole 
'r .• ',, 
· .. c 
Alexander started his experim.en~ation with the intention of solving 
the specific problem of his ~ocal misuse. He discovered that he 
could pnly solve tnis by attending tp rnor,e than .the ,specific. organs 
involved.. the whole body was involved in his misuse o~- hiu~se of· ~VI 
_ voca~ org~ns. He also went on to realise that disconnected ~ 
the body implied disconnected functioning of mind, body and emotions. 
In .the face of. the. growing spetialisation of the twen.tieth century 
he taught that the human being f~nctions as a psychophysical whole. 
'l 
This concept is vital to singers and singing te~chers. In the 
. I 
enthusiasm of making .progress in the many 'race ts of a perior"rner' s 
i· 
art, a singer can easily give .. , priori,ty to one aspect at the expense/ ~ 
. of the whole bala.nce of the art. A teacher can become convinced 
that a certain as~ec:~ .. of t.ech.nique i's. vital for every student and 
·teach it at the expense of retaining the balance of the,whole. Thj.s 
happens frequently and almost. invariably, and the stronger the. 
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singer's awareness of his whole functioning, th~ greater his 
protection against such temptation in his own practising and in 
his fuhctioning under instruction. 
Primary Control. 
Alexander used this term to describe the balanced relationship 
between head, neck and t6rso which h~ discovered was so important 
to his progress towards improving his use. It implies a tension-
free balancing of the head on the tip of the spine i.e. the atlas 
balancing on the axis, rather than being held in a tension grip 
on the tip ot the spine. This allows maximum freedom and energy 
in all/he body's activites. It can be observed in young children 
whose bodies have not yet been distorted by iension and in certain 
f.ortuna'.te adults who have retained this poise in .activity. 
Alexander m~intained that this poise could be regained through a 
re~educ~tion of the general muscle use and ~nderstanding·, of the 
primary control. The primary control enables us to reach a 
balanced resting state from which the natural reflexes can begin to 
function as they should and any furtryer activity takes on a new 
freshness and .energy because it is .taking maximum advantage of the 
natural flow of energy in the body. Alexander discovered that he 
could riot operate this primary control by "willing" the muscles . to 
. work in a certain way. He had to allow the reflexes of the body to 
act or not to act. This is what he called inhibition and direction. :ii 
This not only. provides·a way of reducing the interfering habits of 
our systems, but enables us to find a balanced state of rest from 
which to operate; 
Debauched Kinesthesia 
Kinesthesis is the conscious awareness of the movement and position 
of the body. The muscles feed back information to the brain, telling 
it what.they are actually doing. Efficient kinesthetic awareness is 
dependent on accurate signals from the proprioceptors which are the 
tendons and joints of the body. - Proprioceptors are activated by 
move!T,lent and do not necessarily operate at a.conscious.level. Wnen 
engaged in .learning a skill, we are operating our kinesthetic .£ware-
ness, which itself is dependent on our proprioc;eption. Proprioceptive 
information concerns the relative ,positions.of the body .parts in space, 
the rates of their movements, the forces they exert and the relative 
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times of their contractions. 
Alexander' discovered that" h'is kinesthetic awa;~en~ss 'was 'Gntrustworthy 
and that thi-s was not fndividual to himself. This untrustworthiness 
meant that , not only did he have an inaccurate idea of what he was 
actually doing, ·but that the incorrect habit actually felt right. 
The' ,corrupted kinesthetic sense is ca11ed debauched: kinesthesia~ It. 
is' characterised by an attempt at new use 'feeling aH wrong·'; by 
inaccurate ;perception of. the amount of energy' requir'.ed. to perform 
any activi0ty; by fear .of new\. ways of uhdel_"standing ·activities; aneL by 
generally inappropriate h~bits and.behaviout~ · 
., 
·,,.,_ 
It .is most important. to realise that the· phe·nomenon of debauched 
kinesthesia· is_the'.reason why we cannot. teach.ou~selves the.Alex~~der 
Technique. We heed the guidari.ce· of a teacher to learn to· perceive 
our activit~~ acc~rat~ly·and only wh~n·the level of kines~hetic 
awareness.has -improved to ah acceptable level ·of accuracy, can 
the student be ··regarded as self-suffictenL There. is ·no standard 
measure of such a· point, but the sense· of process becomes evident .. · 
· as the student shows signs of improved acti vi.ties. 
Singing teachers ~re very ciep~nde~t on thelr klne~th~tic awareness 
fo~ f~~~ulating accurat~ i~structio~ and singing ~tudents'are just 
as dependent on kinesthetic awaren~ss for carrying out these instruc-· 
I 
tions~ It is very clear therefore that any improvement in.changing 
debauched kinesthesia1 towards'. improved and accurate .kinesthesia is 
bound· to improve the· rate· of progress in the 16ng term.· 
-Inhibit-ion 
Inhibition'i~ the w~rd·u~ed to de~2ribe ~ mci~enh of conscio~s·t~6ught 
' . ~ • r ' ( .::-. : • , 
between the reception of a stimulus and the response. There 'are two 
stages to ·learning inhihition - first, to:~ecognise the habitual 
res~orise to a ~timulus;:second~ to l~a~n t~ stop o~'inhibit th~t 
conditioned resp,onse. In ari Alexander lesson· the. ~eacher gives 
the student an awaren~ss'''~f the' habit~al'·r~sponse,. thereby teaching 
C· 
the student what needs to be inhibited: It is 1mportant that 
we. u~d~rstand that th.is is a proces~ of~ regaining spontaneity Le.· 
fre~dom from ha bituaI ~at t~rns, as opp~sed t~ other uses of"'the word 
inhibition. "Thfs. facility of ton trolled inhibiti6r/ ii wha.t' "° · 
- . • - , , " .. ·o' , . ' -.; I" . ' ·: 
distingulshes"us from the .animal world and Alexander believed that 
it is' essential ~- develdp' this coritrd a· we are< going to cope with. 
, 
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._ the·· fast ·changes of modern living. It is the iearning of a more 
appropriate resjX)l'lSe to a stimulus that results from successful 
i~ -- ~ !··,··' f ~ .,l .. ~ t t,q_:.,_ ~~An~ ... ~ .i.~· !"h. _,. ,. 
inhibition and leads to activity and behaviou~ more appropriate to 
I , ,,.... ., ~ "I • ' 
the..'.:stimuH-'of • .:'.our environment .. 
Direction '•!"'1 'c:t.:. '~ f ' 
TOO 'be.St e~le""or dif.ectiori is··fil.~de'~ 1 $ '<'.Mh 'dire-ctidn ·to hirhs~'fr in all 
':. •. < • < - f ,.... .... _, : _ " , l t- . I ~ • . . · activitie~s -· "free the neck to let the head go forward and up so 
~,.- t • ... - ~"'- t ,-
that' tne:..,ba:ck· ina:y lengthen and widen." The important concepts ih 
this pfinfary~rdfiec'tlorF ail-~ 'f1rr<iei1 , 1'1~t~,, ~ k~<l-: 1 •ma'.y 1I." ·Th1~-; indicate 
~ , ...,, ·"' \' . ,,,.. ~ . - . . .... , ·~ r ..... 
the sense of ·ALLOWING an activity to take place, rather than 
pushing; ~fr~inihg •~r· 111doik~11 • This' ·concept of' 11 doihg11 ' or "non-
• . • · . . t . ,. f .~ ··• ...,, '" r · : : ,.·1 .. · " i r :. ') -doing" is very important' for every Alexander student" to learn. 
If we ,;a~"- a:..~movJrtien:t•; the body stiffens in order to carry it out: 
If. we think a ci1"rectid~ / ~e · ·a.1ibw ·a: re.1edse "tcf >tcfke~~'Pl'lcfe '.first, 
then allow the ·lnte:na·~·d: mov~meht, \.;hich moves us in a certain 
dir~htibn:'~ The .'e)cample of Alexander•.s primary direction can 
easily be turn~d-!irito· a rrlea:hih'giess' ·r!ep~t'"ttion1rcif:w6~d1s' 'by' an· 
, J~ j, ,T,..,. ...... ·~--' ...... "!-~ • , .. • • ~:. ,-1. ~~· ('\ :~f· ""' inexperienced Alexander student because'wor'ds can· be· repeated while 
the thouihtS·i~s e:1·'sewhere·~· The forw'ard· and up 1di~kclloh should be 
• '> P"' ~ ' . .-.. . ·~ ' j • [' ' ;. < • ,' ; • ~ • ·~ ~~n ·.~ '! • 1 ' I' 
present in all activities while ·at ttie same time carryi'ng out 
· dfrectfon's 'ro/ i1mp~'«'.>ving· the': use bf .. o.ther 'p'~rts:'or the body. 
Meahs whereby. and- Endgaining 
Alexander. re-educated himself, not by aiming towards a goal, 
... , . 
. ' 
but ,by lo,0kil)g at 1t~e. det~p~ •?\.the p_ro,,cesR··bY ,whif;h .he would 
reac~. th_a.t .g~~l. lhi::> .... f~- referr.~d_;,~g,.a~ .. t~e ,m,_ea~,s ~~'!e::-e~:Y~· 
Alexander discovered that, as soon as -0neattended to, the desired 
• ~ • • . .,...r • ~ \ " , .._ I • ' , ' ·• • - 1 ' ', • \ • i - ~ !. •.:.. l 
goa~ ;( epde?i~~inirig} 'r habit,ya). pa:t.ter:_n-:> w?~ldi jOIJlinact~~ v ;i:~,.qrder to 
inhibit_ ,t~Jr Jpt7rrereq?,e. 9.f ,h,abH,pa~. P°:t:t:=ir~n .. s~,ct q~e .• n~eded to 
attend very ,closely, to inst.i,.tuting new. manners. of ,use. which would 
.- ............. , ... .1 L-_ •• , ~ -!C... ~l. -·~-
then a~ .. comp.lis~1 J-~~ -de_,~irep a.im. · . T_rying an activity repeatedly 
with poor, u.se 1is. pointless and harmful. It is necessary to stop analys~ ,th: J>f~f e~-~·, de,~id~. wpat is. ~reventf_ng ~~e .. e\fi<:i_irmt · 1j 
functioning, correct the;po'9~ .use.in the process and in this way 
' ,. • !... ... • ~· - - - -
progress . towards .the goal .. ,This endgain~ng can be seen .in .something 
. . . . ., •' . , ' ' ·, . . . . . - ..... '.... ~ 
as simple as r:eaching-for the s~lt, without attending tq appropriate 
, - ' --·' - - . • ; - ; ' .. - ~J - • - i ' • - 4 
muscl e;;,u~e. :for_ ,y~e., ~'\rt iv i ty, or even in the larger sphere of 
- ~ - .... 
how to make choices in planning a career. Debauched or corrupt body 
use is· just as destructive to the individual as corrupt methods·to 
-instant success used by "endgainers". 
) 
" 
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THE ST,(JDY PijOJECT 
·:,_ ' ~· 
.- ·, < - • • ~ • • • ,. ~ ;~ 
r.. ._, "~ I 
The ~~udy project" was . planned fo• thre~ .Phases: 
1. Pilot Project 
. 'i '(' 
r· would, unCiertake • ari ·intensive··course· of."Alexa:ndef 'Techni:que 
Ies·sons and record data on my- condition before and -after 
this coi:.u'~e. The <iata would be related to the following 
aspects of my condition: 
• < •• • - • .._....,' • - , t .. ·· .. ~. 
a) Physical Profile· -' 
A 'description ~f mi· ge'neral habitG~l manrier'. of ·using 
'my body stanct'ing~·and·· sitting. :: '· · · 
· · O~tlines:. of: pho~ograph~ 1-designed tofshow 'this body ~s~. 
· Mea~uremehts of rriy ·bodf-byla ·quaiYfie'd doctor.· ~: · ~-
bl' Bi'eathing Pr6fi1ie 
c') 
A description of my actual breathing mechanism before 
and .-~ft~r a -course· of lesson's. 
s6t.iiid Profii~; . ~,. · ., 
A description.of my sound before the course of:l.essoris,. 
.. . indica tihg the; itnprovem~nts t would ilke'. to ,'fnak~ an(f 
. (~ t r. ,.., •• ,., • • r , __ .- " 
a tlescriptiOn of 'the: sound after the: c·ourse. Data 
·w6uid be b'ased bn ·m~ b~ri-~ubjective' jutlgemerit~· at the 
'relevant'(d.m~'s ah'd 't~pe recbrdings of'.'rehe~rsais and 
perfof.mances. .r··.· . ) . ·. •( . . 
.::..: .·- .· 
}. Case Studies· 
' -.. Ffve singers 
. .,, ...... ··· ·,. , , 
four 'from the Singing Departnierit· of the 
- .. 
: Conser\ratoriuin of Music-at· the,.Uni\rersHy o:f!'Stellenbosch -
and one o'f· my own students· - wouHf under·take' a cdurse ·of'· 
'th;irtY Al·exarrde'r· te·chni:que· l,es:sons·,one year' lateri:·tc{ be'<-
completed ·within a perioc!" of 'six months·; bata 1would be 
recorded ori their· conditfon' before: ahd after the course·· 
related to the following aspects: 
' a) ' Physid:i.l Profiles 
· Descripti'ons of their general babituai manner of using 
their bodies standing and sitting~ 
Outlines bf photographs designed to show this "body use. 
•-Measurements of their bodies 'devised by ~r physiotherapist. 
- b) General: Observa tic>ns' 
'.'"",. 
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3. Application of Knowledge Gained from First Two Phases 
A more detailed description of the fifth student, wno was 
my own singing pupil, 
· -sound,,, 
I 
including data on bre~thing and 
I 
Applying the knowledge gained in·hersinging-and,Alexander 
Technique lessons. 
Conclusions. 
The first phase was started on January 1st 1984. It was necessary 
to allocatea,year to the gathering of information because I 
was the only local singer who. had attempted to.combine th~ skills 
of these two demanding disciplines. I had,to_ establish with evidence 
th(3.t encouraging, five otner singe+rs to eombine these two: disciplines 
was a responsible action. 
The five students who generousl.y offered to commit themselves-
to AlexanderTechniqµe lessons were shown the physical profile 
of my pilotiproject ·and were very ~nterested in the,breathing 
applications. . They had to be willing to find the fees for half 
the cost of bringing the Alexander teacher from Cape Town to 
Stellenbosch once a week and. to visit the teacher in Cap~ Town 
on Saturdays. They had to be willing ,to be photographed in 
leotards and to have their bodies measured. They kept regular 
diaries oe their reactions to the course of lessons. 
. . 
My tutor at the Conservatorium took the course of .lessons herself 
and kept an eye on what.effects, if ~ny, the Alexander Technique 
lessons were having on her other four singing students. It was not 
practical to record data ort her students beyond the boundaries 
of physical change because a singing pupil cannot be expected 
to cope with direction from two teachers. Follow-up study ~.fter 
the course of thirty lessons was also impractical because the 
students could not be expected to continue the level of time 
commitment when final year examinations were pending and they 
were all di'spersing to take up new employment. 
My own student, however, was employed locally and it was practical 
to continue the study with her co-operation. At the end of the 
first phase I was fortunate to have the opportunity to study with 
Beret Arcaya in New York and learn from her some of the ways in 
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which she had been using the Alexander Technique to increase 
the effectiveness of singing technique instruction. This meant 
that I had observed combined in~iruction in both.di~ciplin~s 
being used effeCtivelybefore the five case studies began their 
course of lessons. My own training as an Alexander teacher 'had -
started by this time and I had plenty of practical confirmation 
of my.conviction 'that the Alexander Technique was a very valuable 
tool in the process of.improving the art of singing. 
One of the limitations of the project was that none of the 
local trained Alexander teachers had had experience of singing. 
.At first, I found this unnerving, but, as. time went on, I found 
that i~ forced me to articulate my intentions very clearly when 
engaged in carrying out a singing direction, either for myself 
or for a pupil. It had to be clear to both the pupil and the 
Alexander teacher who was helping me guide the pupil into better 
muscle use while actually singing. Later on, when my own .. training 
was more established, I took on this role myself.; but the inter.im 
phase was·mostinstructive. 
The students on the case studies were also in need of articulate 
explanations of how and why the Alexander Technique was affecting 
them and my clarity in this sphere was for~ed to grow at a. rapidly 
increasing rate. There was also the growing interest in the 
project from students outside the study project. When the initial 
thirty lessons were completed, four of the five students elected -
to continue lessons privately and were joined by music stydents 
and lecturers from other departments for the rest of the year . 
./ 
• 
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Pilot Project. 
My motivation for analysing my condition was to continue to raise 
my standards as a performer by recognising and removing physical 
i. habits that seemed to be impeding my progress. As stated on page .one 
. these were: 
· · ·1 • My torso dropped while singing. 
1 2. · My arms were tense . 
. ' ' '.• .. 
3. My jaw needed to be freer. 
' 4. My lower· back was not flexible enough. 
'Had I not been ;a professional singer, these symptoms of 
. imbalanoed body us·e may not have been particularly important 
·fo me because I was fit and healthy. But my habits of t>ody 
'use ,while singing were, in fact, exaggerated versions of 
·.the ·ha bi ts I employed ·in my general use. These were more 
noticeable as my voice grew in power and artisti·c demands 
became more varied. I also realised that I had employed 
•these habits of body use throughout the period of training 
as a 'singer. 
! Working on Alexander's principle that the condition of the whole 
· person is relevant to all specific improvement, with the help of 
' . 
my Alexander teachers and my singing teacher, I worked out the 
followi.ng descriptions. 
Physical Profile 
Head: habitually held slightly too far forward in relation to torso; 
pulled back on the tip of the spine. 
~ Neck: muscles shortened. 
Jaw: some habitual tension always pr~sent. 
Chest: habitual narrowing and collapsing present in daily use. 
·Shoulders: slightly raised and rounded {incipient kyphosis); left 
shoulder held higherr than right • 
. Spine: a pronounced.convex curve of the lumbar spine. 
; 
Torso: twisted frbm left towards right (s'coliosis ). 
Left .Scapulae:higher than right. 
Arms: held' in slight tension; left arm hanging more forwards 
'. 
and away from the body than right arm. 
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!Figure L·l !Figure 2J 
5th December 1983 
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Lower Back: over-contracted muscle mass iri right lower back; 
. ' 
shortened left side; thickened right side. 
_p·~1v:r~::,· 1·e.ft side not 'klignea· with left shoulder; pelvis dropped 
~.' . \,. 
back ana· Clown .. 
Knees.:· braceCi backwards.' 
·( . 
Fe~t: tens~; riot "conne~:tect" ,'tb r~~t ·or body.. . 
Weight:· distrlbuted too far·r~rward resulbrlg' ih: tehsion in 
feet·· and encb.ur~ging tension· al.i over the body. 
The ove~a11 · e.ffect, whiek ca~ be' $een in Figures· 1 arid 2, ~as 
: . '< t ' ( • •·<! • ," , .. : • • ' ( ' .... ' , •, • ~· f " : , -,. • ~·.,, - , ', , -- •I · ~ •' , ,.. • ' 
a slightly dep·ressed posture ~ nothing gross or particularly 
noticeable ih everyday· at ti vi ti~s; but· i'ndicali ve· of postural' 
h~fil'ts. which. became e~ggeraiea 'when I' ·sang, whkh' were 't>e"<:oming 
' . 
.. 
worse as· the years went by and which were perp·etuatin~c pO'~itural 
r r • ii ,, •• • , . ' .. , "' 
attitudes that belonged to past·experiences·aria·there'fore not· 
appropr,ia'te expre·ss'ions·; of 1the 
0fe~lings I was experiencing at' 
tih's time·: The photographs: from w·hich these ·.bbdY ·outlines were 
traced~ were taken 30 days before . I starte·d 'Alexander lessons. 
The" ·mea.surements· had to be d~digned to' indicate ·a~eas of physical 
. ' 
,, .. I • • ' 
change. Between the dot tor; 'myself' and the .Alexander teacher, 
we could not predict exactly which changes were the most likely. 
We rriade certain choice~f; ahd . from those resufts'· we devised a. 
mo~e thorough . set bf foeaslirements 'with the·- help of . a pn:vsio-
therapis t. We used thos·e 'for the five -:foi.iowi.ng· :c'ase s"tudies. 
-These mea~urement~· were :taken 25 days before·'{ started ·Alexander 
1 ' lessons. · 
Me~suremerit 
Wel·ght 
Height 
Neck circumference 
Shoulder-width (back), 
Ribs exhaled . 
Ribs inhaled 
(act.ual expansion) 
Chest 
Waist 
Left arm .~stretch 
Right arm stretch.· 
L.eft leg, 
R.i.ght leg 
.. 
Taken on 9th December 1983 
'~ . , 
'60.2 kg~ .. 
168.0 cm. 
. 31. 0 cm. 
· 38.o cri. 
· 80.0 cm. 
88.0 cm. 
8.0 cm. 
98.0 cm. 
78.5 cm. 
i11 .5' ~cm. 
· 213. O_.-;;.cm. 
~ ' . 
(just above navel) 
(flat heel~·to fingertips) 
~6.0 cm. (lying down, measured from 
86.0 cm. , superior iliac crest to 
medial malleolus) 
.!Table 1.I 
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,Breathing frofile 
A close examinatiqn of my singing technique inevitaqly ·involved 
-''- .: ~ .. . ' 
an analysi,s of my br~athing. ) had never .suffered ,from sh.~rtne_ss 
of breath al),d nad rel~ed yery heayily on the sheer_ .c;apacity. of 
• •,' ,,._ - ~ ' ;; • '~ - • ' " ' • ' _J JI. - . 
my lungs to cope with the longest phras~s .. _ To _tell,, th~ trL1th, I 
·• .· .'i>· "·',,. c , "." • , _ .•• L ' , . . I 
··had_ always _been r:ather pleased with ,mY breatqing _capacity:.: . so·, 
· .. , .. ' ··. . . . 
it .w,as not easy .. foi:'. me. ~o as~ePt t~a t I ;rie~ded to re~exa'mine my 
breath control. I was therefore comforted. to read. in Lilli 
Lehmann' s bo_ok "How to_ Sing~' _that she b!'.'eathed out by gradually 
. . . . ( ~ ~ . ' ~·· . \ . . ' , . 
relaxing the abdomen for twenty-five years before deciding that 
she got better results. by pel<3;xing ,.the .fibdomen before.she sang. 
: : ' ~- • • •' ' ' -' 'v • • • ' ' 
"Undoubtedly I took in too much air 'in breathing, cramped· v_arious 
,_ . . . ·- . ~ . , =· . , . ,. ,• ' : -: ~ . . :. ~: • ' • • : • . .· ,., . • -
muscles,, thereby depriving my breathing organs and muscles of 
• .' ' : ::_• ;' \ ' I • ' 
their elasticity. I often had~ with all care and preparation for 
, • ~ . ~ .. • ,.. • , -. • • ( ' · . _,. , :- .• · ; .-- ' I 
inhalatfon,. too.little breath, arid sometime:;,,, when not giving 
special thought to it'; . more-: than enough_. . I . felt, . too, after 
. - .... . . ,, ,._ .· ... 
excessive inhalation ~s if I ~ust emit a certain amount-~f air 
~ •• ' • : ' 1, • \ ~ • { ',· (. ~ 
before' I began to sing. · Finally I abandoned all superfluous · 
dtawing in of the abdb.nien ahd a.iaphr~gm, inhaled- but ·little, and 
began- to pay spetial 'attention to· emitting tpe sm'c:illest possible 
am6unt of breath·, which -r"· foona ·very se~vi:~eabl~~ ;, ·1 •. 
·''. ,, 
I learned frbm this, not·~-a- blue1 print for ideal breathing, b~·t,· the 
principle of· examining wh:at. 'you a;·e· actually doing with your breath 
. . ' ' . ,. . " . . . - . . . '~ ... 
control.at all phases of your career, and deciding if it is· suitable 
" ~nd achieving your de:Sired re~µlfs. t was act~ally doing the 
followi:ng;: 
. : .. '. . i .. 
Ribcage: ·the muscles round the ribcage (intercostals) were strong·· 
but :tight, rather' than:·t1exible. 
Ches't: breast bone (sternum) pulled down on to diaphragm while 
...,.'-: 
Diaphragm_: tight rather than ··nexible - indiC:ated by hardness of 
storiiach '\.Ja1i (·~plg~st~iumL 
Lower Back: using the lowe·r. back rib, muscles entaifo.d 'a 1pushed 
outward tension that ;was difff'curt to maintain. 
Lower il.bdonien: tended to push in a li ttie .. while singing and was 
not particula'rly flexible or well""toned. · · 
Focus: main· at terltion oh the epi'gastri um' for support. 
Intake: som~tim1es auditiie. 
1. L. Lelmmn, HcM to Smg, p. _29. 
'r:.·' 
! 
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Sound Profile · 
My early training had been as a mezzo-soprano, but it soon 
became clear/ that there was a much brighter timbre in the upper 
register and I had been singing lyric: soprano for about six years. 
At th-is stage I · felt that the warmth of the middle register 
should be~et~ined ~nd I wanted to keep this fullness of tone 
as high in the upper register as I could. For this I needed 
better ur:iderstanding of breath control and energy input. If I 
. ·.·, 
could achieve this, the potential of my voice was what the 
German !tfach" system categorises as lyric coloratura. 
The details of my vocai technique training at this stage ~re 
difficult to put into words, but there ~ere specific tools I 
wanted to learn to control. 
Middle register: with my intention of keeping the warm tone, I 
was inclined to let the voice fall too far back in the placing 
and .return to the thicker n:EZZO- soprano sound I had started 
using in my. early training. I was trying to avoid this habit, 
while still retaining the quality of ~he middle register .. 
Upper register: the r~nge from E natural to A natural was the 
most expressive part of my voice; B flat and B natural, were 
powerful notes and Top C natu.ral was inconsistent; C 1sharp to 
Top E natural were reaso.nably well placed in staccato exercises 
and coloratura runs. i wanted consistency in this area~ 
Chest, register: I had. no difficulty retaining middle register 
down to middle C and I mixed middle and. chest registers to 
low A natural. On,.A flat I tended to break into pure chest 
regist~r. I found that I lost the facility.~ith mixed regt~ter 
on low A natural with the tension of performances and I wanted 
to be able to control my voice at this range. 
Y,owels: because my "ah" vowel was. still inc).ined to be .Placed too 
far back, the placing of all the other vowels was not 
consistently in the .front of .the mouth. I wanted to bring all 
the vowels forwar~ without becoming nas~l in tone an~felt I 
needed the help of imprQved breath control to achieve this. 
Cqnsonants: th~se became .. slightly indistinct when I wanted a 
legato sound .. They were clearer in quicker passages. 
Legato: I had always worked hard at maintaining the line of 
my voice, but I could still hear a slight stopping of the 
breath and lessening of support in the more difficult passages. 
( 
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.Balance ·control: I was beg1linihg to reaiise .. that my concept of / 
how and in what direction I was channelling my breath was very 
important when it came: to. decide ·how ·:and where t was intending 
. . 
to place my sound.~ In other .. words, I was gettir:ig.,the d~rection 
. I 
of' breath. muddled up with the direction· of sound .. : This ·happened 
. . -
-when I was thinki_ng. concentratedly, about the exact :natul"e o·f 
.. my directions,. but, of. course, in performanc~s the' emphasis of 
my directions· was: on the; music.· . rwas so· keen to~ make maximum 
. use of ·the• projected. 1resonance of the·· head·. :that I·· think I was 
directing the sound. too' energetical1y ·into' the head.t wit"h ;the 
.result that some breath•was going .with it and sltl.ght'ly affecting 
··the purity of the resonance. I· needed'. to'1·1learn .how~ to. reach the 
balance of directing breath through the· mouth :and aUowing sound 
into·the·resor.atingc'avities at all times .. - '"'' 
:'• ,l'. 
·aenerat · Observa trans 
Although I was playing sport and keeping up fitness exercises, 
!· became very 'tired a'.ft~r my singing practices~:·: I ·felt that 
my techniq·ue ·must be too ·effortful and that :r must find'gr'eater 
ease in prodU.cing my voice. 
In September 1983 I twisted my lumbar spine and decided tha~ I 
.should learn.l;roW'to look after my back better. 'I also ha:d''been· 
doing a lot 'of driving' and fo~nd that I h~d a tecGfr~ni dull 
ache in my right back hip.· . I also had recurri·rig p;ai~. in my 
• . • (' •• i • ( -. _ _ : , . • • ; • • . , , • . • ~ • r. · 
right leg/hip·:jofnt. I 'was constantly easing ·creaks out ·or- my· 
left shoulder ;hl.ade : a~rea and was aware of. constantly fighting ·. 
the habit of -raising'' the' left, shoulder whiie si:ngi1~g;. My heels 
were almost always·nurnb. 
Since I had been a· teenage'r, 'i had been told t.ha t I had a slouch, 
and ·r had 'always wanted. to walk and stand w~ll. . r''tield my.~:foi't . 
"well''· in singing Tessons; performanc.es and photographs, but 
·this didn' ( really answer my need for generally better poise. 
The :Ppsture I was .-holding fo.r Figure l-.was my current :.idea of·.. _, 
standing my ·best. {Gr a. photograph.. I was more th.an ready f'.or 
making some .changes. , 
.' 
" . ' 
\ . 
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MY . OWN EXP,ERIENCE OF THE ALEXA.I.'JDER . TECHNIQUE 
.. '.; .. 
The practic'alities ~f co~bini,ng 'singin~ with' the;; Alexandei-
Te'chniqi.le now had to be solved. i-~a's ll~ing and1 ~o~kin~'·wi~0hin 
Cape' T_own _bu~ my University ·wa·:S -a 1.on.g ·;a,/ jo~rn~y. ~wa; f~om 
the. 6n:ly a~afl~bl~_ iiex;nder ·teacher~.' I ··~a'~ted" to be' ·a'i:>le to 
examine my actual muscle use in singing and Alexander lessons 
as closely juxtaposed as possible. I therefore included singing 
technique lessons with .the vocal coach .at the opera house and 
submitted regular reports on the progress of my early attempts 
to combine Alexander Technique and singing to my tutor at the 
Uni versi·ty. . r was ta.ught and advised by one of the Alexander 
/ "': 
teachers in C~pe_ Town and a visiting teacher trained at the 
/ ' ' 
Constructive Teaching ··centre in London during the first six 
,.. , 
months of the project. I started with six weeks of intensive 
' '. \. ' 
Al~xander ;Technique le::;sohs in· January 1_984 ... ·and··incorporated · 
~ .. ·. 
the singing 1lessons in the tnicfdle .of 'February 1984 ~ · · . · ' .. , 
\ 
-/ , . 
·~'~here,is-rery little action.in an Ale.x.ander TecryrrJfque l~_sson; bµ~ ., 
·,..it would be helpful to outi/ine the nature of. fh~ few ~6~e~ent·q_'. ~ .. ~-~, 
'" .1 \ ,.r , I'" '\ 
tha.t can occur so th.<:-~_.i( is -clear In \the fo1.~·owing· account of -
·_, 
.. my .course of Alexander Technique lessons. 
/ 
Standing: an Alexander lesson usually starts with learning awareness 
while standing. The student stands in front of a straight-backed chair 
while the teacher stands next to the stude·nt with one hand on the 
student's lower back and the other on the stomach wall. · Then the 
teacher moves· his hand to a point between the shoulder blades at 
the back and on to the upper_chest in the front. After a few 
minutes he moves his back hand to the back of the neck and his 
• • '. ~ ¥ • 
front hand-under the chin. This is not.the only waY in which ·to 
learn about° distributing the student's weight equa:rly across !'• 
the feet and ·1et:ting ·go tensi·on in the -back ana ~t6mA'ch·, anei r~leasing 
tension in the neck,' but 'it' is a typical approach to the -~start' of an 
Alexand~r lesson.· 
Sitting: the teacher then guides the student into the chair, .as)<ing 
- - - - . - , . ~ ... 
him to pay attention to his neck muscles, or his lpwerback, or 
~ • , • ' • • I ,. ; .l ! ,\. . (, ~ . •.. ' • , ~ . ; , C 
his knees, ~r _the b_e,n_d __ at_,his ~,ips, and so on, slowly ~earning· 
places to release tension while sitting down. This can be done 
more than·'onc.e. Th·e student ·is !als6 guided for' sta:nding··up again, 
. ··,,·, 
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probably being asked. to pay attention to leading forward and up 
. . 
with his head, or feeling energy. going up in front of his torso, 
or allowing the knees to mov.e ~;r~ard and away from each other. 
There are many variations of directions that are required for each 
1. 
student at different stages, but these are again typical directions . 
......... __,..~~~~~....,....-.· i I Illustration I j 
I 
- : 
Lying on the table: m6st teachers have a table on which.the student 
lies on his back, hands resting on the front of the torso, knees 
bent pointing to the ceiling, weight of legs resting on feet. In this 
position the muscles have the help of gravity to allow releases and 
the teacher can help the student to lengthen and widen all over 
the bo_dy. . The arms and legs ?re gently moved ny the teacher, 
sometimes taken to their full length. The head is encouraged to 
lengthen out of the shoulder girdle and so on. There is no end to 
the variations of movements for this stage of a lesson.• 
1. For the purposes of visual clarity, leotards were worn for tl;1ese life drawings • 
. Ch::linar:Y clothing is wom for Alexande~ Technique lessons.· 
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l 1i1ustration 2 .. j · 
... 
"Monkey": there is a position betweeq sitting and standing called 
. "monkey" which is named after its appearance - the'arms hang 
. . 
freely on either side of the body, the ankles, knees and hips 
are bent and the torso remains wide and lengthened. /'Alexander 
described it as the position of greatest methanical · advantage. 
-
It takes the average student a great deal of practice to become 
released and free in all the joints of the body and still allow 
width and length in· th~ torso; but it is a very useful position 
for attempting to learn another skill when it is necessary t9 
stay fr~e in as much of the body as possible. 
Hands on the back of the chair: . the student stands behind a straight 
backed chair and goes into a "monkey" position. He then gently 
places his hands on the back of the chair, fingers in fron~, thumb 
behind., letting the tension r~lease in the hands and the weight 
of the arm go into the elbows. 
.. 
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-
"Whispered Ah": in any of the above positions the student c;an be 
taught "whispered Ah". The tongae rests: in the bottom of the mouth; 
air is allowed the empty out of the luhgs; the 1 ungs then refill,· 
allowing.air right into the lower back of the lungs; th~ student 
imagines sanething slightly amusing so that his eyes smile a little; 
he allows the air out with an audible "ah"· 
!Illustration 3.] 
Crawling: this is by no means a part of every lesson, but' it was 
included ih all the case studies' thirty lessons. The student 
goes down on all fours and lengthens and widens his torso, 
\ 
distributes his weight so that his hips do not drop excessively 
j 
from side to side and synchronises his hands and knees in a very 
slow crawl. 
/· 
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-· I ·' 
The horse:· sometimes the studen_t ,{s:asked to sit on a, horse's 
saddle which rests o·n a ·wooden fr~me high enough f~~ it.he :feet· to· :; 
~· j • 
be off the groGnd. He r~sts his w'eight on his sitting bones and 
- . - . ~ . . , ' ' ,· '· . r • 
allows his energy to go up ·his ·_torso. This is ~ good position for 
working on leg/hip terisfon . and' \he~e· ~r.e many variation.4 '. f~~r ~~le.ases 
throughout the body~ 
.:...;...._ 
lr11ustratio~-~~l 
~·· . 
; ~ \ r· I 
··( . 
.. L 
t.. ·c· 
... 
. . 
These then ·a.r'e. som~ Of the 'ffiost re·peated moverrients· d~i.ir~~ng the·.r :: /. · 
<, I ~ ' ! • ' ' . 
following Alexar'lder·'Technique lessons. ·Each teacher· has· his · 
own succe~srti1·vatiations ana·each student responds to'different· 
directio.ns in his ·6wn individual way. Naturally the' student has 
some choic~ in £~~:maEte~;of ~hi~fi p6~ition the~·prefer ~ ~8s~· 
·.enjoy .~yirig ?nth~ t~ble~ ·&ut(a few refu;e to do ~o/·many do-~ot;· 
. ( ' . . .. .. ·. . .. ,. ~ - . 
like the horse and so on. 
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ALEXANDER TECHNIQUE LESSON 
At this first lesson we started-with standing and sitting and 
then standing up again. In the process my teacher tried to 
help me to raise the front of my thorax and 'drop the back. 
Then I was taught to release into my sitting bones which seemed 
to work-quite well but there seemed to be an uncertain area in 
my lower back. --It. was described as a "bloc-I<'. in the middle 
of the thorax" and she. said that it was her aim to make me work 
as a whole. I was also told that I released well :in certain 
areas and that· it was hoped' that this ability to release 
.would be general throughout my body when I had had enough 
Alexander Technique lessons. When the lesson was over I found 
that .ey:walking steps were much smaller and when I was driving 
there seemed, to be a much ·_l_onger space between the base of my 
neck and the top surface of my shoulders; my shoulders seemed 
to be hanging more from tny neck. 
N. B. - This description of the blbck in my thorax· -seemed to 
relate directly to the problems I-.was h'a\ring in my singing 
lessons. I was being asked to extend my energy up and down in 
my body .. This I had not been able to do as there was a definite 
\' 
resistance to getting more ene~gy from my back and more elasticity 
for the breathing from the back of my ribs. 
LESSON 2 
It became apparent to me in this lesson that l tended to depress 
my larJllX when I wasn't thinking. My t_eache.r suggested that I 
opened iry my chest. At this point I felt strange sensations in 
the top of my arms and my teacher explained that it was a 
tin~ling which was the r~sult of increasin~ circulation. She 
said I tended to bring my shoulders round and depress the whole 
front area of tny thorax. She suggested that I think into my 
back where she had placed her hand. She wanted me to fill in 
my back from the_ middle of my body and_not to push the middle 
of the back outwards against her hand. 
We then made our first attempt at introducing some singing into 
the Alexander lesson. I sang a humming exercise which I later 
, 
listened to on tape and decided that it was somewhat effortful 
and pushed. When I had finished my teacher asked me whether 
I was intending to_ stiffen my arms while I sang. When I. 
explained that-I did not intend this she said that this was 
an unnecessary use of energy. After this she suggested that 
I walked with her holding my arms to prevent me frotn stiffe~ing 
them while I walked normally. 
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.... t··1jt • ·' ·L .;·_;t •. ··~·-· .-,··Jl_;;, N.B:· I lear~ed ·several. things from this lesson that I could 
" ii r. ~ ~ ,-c )' ~ · ~ r r - ~ ' 'I, <~ !' ' . rt. - t 1 • ·J ! _ _, t ." .j ~ ' '. .I .! ' ' ' 
relate to singing. 
-., : ... L\.~l ...... • rr:.y l .--.t~· ..... . t, ; <.,, .... hl ... ~:~i. 
1. I became aware that I depressed ·my larynx and learned that 
.-t·'" ~t';.~C1r+-..;.t,:c? ""•' ·._t",3t' '•f J\~ l ih . . ':'-
One of the ways· of solving this· was to op eri up - some 
. :-1 l ' ~ 1 r. J t ~' .' ~ r :.. + t. 1 •• J f\ t ·- r· : .. ~· ·. . .... :~ ;.. . 
space in my chest. In other words I was becoming-· 
I i ." --f, ,t /" :· r,.' ~·' \j (~.J•"n \.fJ n'· •, ~i 
familiar with the idea of re.leasing tension in qne 
, • .._ ~f • - ~ ·: ~ _i ~:-. • t ~. ... ' • • t i.: \ • f".; '• ~ 1 , ' .. ~ ... 
part of the anatomy by-allowing a release in another 
' .. j • • \,. f (' i1 i I • ' .J ~ I ' ,,.. • _1 r' t .. "' -. ~ 
-· part. · 
. '·jv,. ~ • t d , t .. ~· ·11•-l· ·.. r ...i,,.:'1. .. r"'!\ 
2. Releases increased blood.circulation. 
- ...... · 1:, • . .i. t. ~ . ('" . \J: ...... , .. in - " , ~rt • ' . . . .. l.. • 
3. I had to learn' to release the middle of my back.rather 
' .. 
: . : ~ r ' ~ q, .. ~ . . ·r. t< - ,.. "": , • ~ ... ~ ~ n~r-. ·-: • ...; i .... ..• · ~ .. · ,. \ · -1 t ... 
than pushing it about. 
. . ~ l ..J... .. f r .... u(' t - ' ' h db ~ ~l t · .... ~ ~ ~ n' .. : .... .> .... ,. + r ~ t ·~· 
4. I learned that my arms stiffened while I sang. 
#' .... ·Pr'.,,•'·~· J1p· .... ..t: •• ~1 11.~~. ~- ... ',tr,.; l.J. ·r 
>~-·· ,;: ......... , ~· • h ' .. !.. ' r, ; .i-:: _ ; ·\ •.. ~ i..•.··· • ~· ·~ ·;c~ ._ 
This was what we 'calTe'd a-n 'INTERFERENCE. This interference was 
t .... • tr·· h r~rt·. c- • . . ;, __ ,t £ ... • ~ , ,·.i ~o ... t ... ~. . ~- .... ; .. ,,,_J ..... ,_..,. 
obviously present in my s1ng1ng but ttiere were also s1g~s that 
t" • I, ... t "'"t •' f- A . -..- ""'.'" ,--. t. l n' . - .; \·f • ~ i n \ ~ ' 
it 'tende'd'to -interfere"with my wall<ing and other~movements as 
h~:i·i .· )f \hi~-,,.~ n f' •~ •_, _',;·~ .1 .. 
well. 
'~ J ,j. I f '.'f' t .... L 
LESSON 3 
. -
My teacher asked me to think up in ,my_ torso, drop .mY nose,. re~ease 
'; I. " • . '\ l, ~ t 1 l' • , I '4- \.. . .,_,... .o ! ' ' . ;,:,,.. 
u,iy ~~ight.._q?~1?war.d.s, ,find .. j:u~~.1E7,t .~t happen ratp_e_r .. thap, 1qoing 
it_ or:. pushing it.. She a~ked .m~. to allow the, movem~nt, down ,.into 
_, .. ...t • .. ,_ .... J. i~t l _ ..... \ ... ·' r.... • • (J .. \. _ .• , 
the sitting bones. and the movement up to be simultaneous. I 
. : l . I · t·lll ';°· , , ·- ' • •"' ~ • \ • • .. ' • • ' ·I 
tende_d to· pull my shoulders back rather than let .:the. release$ 
·. :·.·, .·~ l· •• 0:1.l l''1 .·.·."Ct' L'1'r.,.. • .-~J.\"•l.. •..•. , 
happen., .. I .~lso .. tended ,to ~ver:'.dO tre up energy an9 ignore the 
.. •· •- - . . i .1 4 ,., • ,,::, 1..;.c. ,. ..._. , L l. n - . - I . • .. 
widening,prqce,ss_th11t has. to,go on at the.same.time. I .was then 
.' . u . -- . -- ' -·. ' ' · • " • I< • I ·, ·· - ' 
tayg~.t ~~e~ .ha1.f-:~~-t~ipp i'?sf..,tio~. that ~he,_Al.exa~d,_e17,}e.chnique 
teachers .call "monkey". .It was .explained to.,me as a proc.ess of 
_ · .. - ~t .. i.~-- ••.J: •'""' ·. .. .. . ~· · .:,. · ·..,,. · ·' •·• • ,~r; --.i\."" • • .i 
allowin& freedom ~t the .back o~ the neck,. releasing tension,in th~ ,rron:t~ .~f· \p~·~~kl;~, .. ~l~o~ip~ :.the. k.ne·e~s ,_t6v~o .f:o1w~~d ~J;q, . ·' 
aw~Y. an?. :~;ri?J.q~_ ~r r\h~. hips: I was p.l~'? tau~ht}_he .·;~h;is~ered" 
ah"· This was .explained to ,me as empty~ng the lungs, releasing 
,·, .. " < I ' • • - ' • ~ ~ • I '- • • • '"..; 
ten~i~n aJ~l the: ~?Y~i~riro_L!gh the- ~C?~Y, _g~ntly, l,et.~ing. the: aj,_r 
o~t,,pf ~h~ lun~s ·S?r: a 1.",hhhu[!!' ~~unq,. ,. It~ W?s.:.~d~;>cy~beq as: a v_ery 
gentle pr.-ocess not to be ,associated at this stage with.my singing 
) ..,·,._; • ..: j •' ' • ~ " • ·-- ~ 'I ' ' ' ,_, "i. 
breathing. Again I had to be carefUl not to do too much but to 
allow it to happen. 
• •' 
,• 
'· 
.. 
-' f'.. ' r: ' 
,. :- ,_. ~ .. 
' 
.' 
1.._;i; 
; ···-
... ! ... _ ._-
. ) 
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I als.o had to. rest ,,r.ny tongue.· alo~g th~ '.bott9m .of my mouth ·. 
against my. lower teeth wt:en I, br.eathed .out and just allow the 
·inside __ of my mouth to ,lengthe_n and widen. 
- :"'~.. ' 
We then starteg :;,ir;iging again and this time using a chair.· 
,. , .. v -
I .stood behirid the chair with my feet fairly wide apart. I 
. I '" , .• . , ~:.·'· . ·. ·~. :. 
sang a five-note., .ex~rcise up .. ·and 'cioy.ri. on·_ an' ital1if vowel. .. It .. 
• • • ' : l ..... 'o.- •• .., • 
was rather a tight covered sound. My teacher said I was 
• • - ~ • PY. • ,. • --, • ' , • 
cuttii;ig off my energy in t~e m.iddle of my back. She suggested 
,• I • '"' 
I thought ~ack iritO .. fhis area . an9 __ thought of my ..feet on. the 
floor without wiggling my knees. I explained that my knees 
didn't qu_ite ~n9¥ ,where: th19Y. b~~lon,ged. She suggested that I 
'.. .... . -
should not .worry.too much about the singing but just concentrate 
• · . 1 • " . ,.., T · • · ~ " ~ , - • . · • ; , . . • • ~ , ' · · · , 
my awareness on her hands. In other words, think about her 
. I" ~ l-;:r-· ' . • " " . . . . . 
hands ~athe:r th~n. about the singing. I_ took the exercise up 
to top B flat and· back ,down _again to 6oEtoin A:·: ..It bec8:me very 
: v' - _:::_ ~ • . ' ,.., ' 
resonant as the exercise continued. We noticed that 
I had· a ter:den~y to. come down,, i.n the front and up _a~: thE! back 
when I ,.was executin~ a downward inter:y:al. Sqe su~e9ted that I 
tried overcoming this in an easy part of the voice. She advised 
. . 
me to centre.m:rself and think.into the floor. When I did· this 
.... (~·--' •' 
she obseryed a much nic~r~flow in the sciund.~nd that I did not 
break in the .mid,d_le o,f my back. At this stage I had actually 
stopped listening to the voice and was concentrating on the way 
in which I was using my body. My teacher also observed that I 
was no longer tensing my shoulders in a certain direction but 
that·w~en they moved~it was part. of a flow in the, sound. She 
said that i~ .seemed ~o be.more like a sway going ir;istead of a 
tense. jerk.~ ... There-wa,s an up and down er_lergy t,bat felt fine 
and there ·w~s .no· sense of bloc.king. things off. \!!hen we. had 
f.inished thi~ particular e~ercise,. she:. asked me if .it was tiring. 
My reacti~n was that. I was fairly, ti.red but that I felt. less 
tired .sing;ing with. my concentration ori .body. energy th.an .singing 
with so much conc:entration .on .. the sound of my. voice. My , _ 
teacher comment~d .. that tqis was t.he first .time. that she had 
taught, a· singer ,,and was ama_zed at .how much more· sensitive the 
body .response· is. than fop t.he average ll.lexar::ider. Tec-h!-'Jique 
s:tudent. 
N.B. The obsM~va:bons";of·my' singing activity· in the lesson were 
. very 'valuable. 
, .. 
. ' 
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1 • ·the "rronl<ey'i po:siti'orti...c::an · be~-:-usea ~ as a. total rel:ease; of the 
body in preparation for·.'~sin'ging a'Cti vity. . . , , ; . t' .. '. 
2: · Tne "whispered ah'"· can·· roe \ised as' a. way of releasing the 
';~:'breathing musCles and· openi-Qg :the throat:· 1prepa'ratory to 
'singi.Jg activities. · ' '" " 
3. Geritly resting ·my· harids· otr th·e back o{'tne cha'i 1r was a way 
to 'discourage 'the' arms from st{ffening rand: •taki·hg' 1part in 
~ the produ.ctiorVof sbu'hd. 
4 •· -. Thinki.ng of .. t'1e· :mecliariisrns 'iri· my1 Jbody ·1eft:niy •voh::tf •tnor~ 
"fre'e ttfa·ri if 'I ·was fo·cusirtg my rat teritioh'.:just· ori 'm.Y, vocal 
souhd .. . . . '~ . . .. ·~ . ·, . ._. r· •. . r ! t, · ~ • ~1; ~ ... c. : t. i~ .. r1 t 
5'. ·Having the· Alexander teacher's hands touching a muscle 
that I was intending to use in a new way, increased my 
· · ~ · · -:.. · r . -• . ,,. in , ... : ·· t,, ... t . ~ t 1<· • ~ { •• ( t · -j" { · 
awareness of how I wanted to use that muscle. 
. 1 • l . ' • • I-'' ... i .1 ' i .. . ,:,__ '.:, i ( f ! .,~ '., • 'c. 
6. I became aware of a tendency to go down physically on 
~ · ..... ~I. -1 ..... r/··: '"· ·, ~- 1 r~··r ~ '.o ;1i f.10YW'tl fl\.. Lt. "\ 
to downward intervals and this was something that I 
':1-- ... .,. --:' \ v~.~ •" ,_ \"" ··'" 1.~ ~-
wished to charige. 
· ~-. ~~ .. ~ · .r'..~l t . . ~ ~.1- r ~ ·.. . .~·:...,. ~ .. 
'centering my balance and thinking my feet into the floor 
• 1 ,. 
7, 
. ,. 
was very h~lpful ·<;s a r b~~e'1 foi- iricreasi~k my energy 
flow . 
. 'I~ ~- . . ..... . . . .f.. ti;:-;,! . - ' r'"' -, .' - :l .. I ' • ., 
8. I had the encouragement "of realisin·g 'that J was learning 
l ·.- ~ ~ tr , ' _ · _ _ ~. · .. p ~ _ •• ~ ·- . 1 ll r 
to overcome energy blocks and that I had a· naturally 
. ') .: ~· j·~·- -~J1",.t ~.. "l~1; ;.~d·:1 t 1- •••• :"',. .... 
responsive body mechanism. 
. . . 
LESSON 4 .. 
... I - . 
' t..: 
· r "" -t. ' 
At this le~son I l'earnt· i:ln iriteF°esting 'pi~Ee·:6f hew' advice -
I ' • /l'T"~ , . i- '""• · .,;. ~ ....... , • . r r • , t' 1· • • I had been putting·my neck: and"head slightly forward and my 
' '""' ... .~ ~, . •" .. ,.-, _ -._ , f ; '•f I ' t ~ ; f 
teacher suggested that I '-"put ·my fac~ 'back.'into 'my ne'i:'k" a 
li'ttle whi'ch w~~ 'a ·ve·ry \11e1pi~1 pie_c_e ·nt 7imagJry .·r ..:Again I 
• - - . ~ ~. .. • _..... .. •• ""'~ - t ' . l -· • ... . ~-. , 1 had a strange "sensation· above 'my elbows like pins 'and· · 
,, • _ • • • - • _ _ : • ' • ' • . ·, ~ 11.., : '~ •: ~ ~ • ' • " • f .-• ,, " r • ,~• ~· '\-' ,._ 
needles which made· me -reel ~as· though my arms were· goi·ng to 
· ~ • ~ + ~ • · ~ ~~~-. _ • 1 ... · • .t.. .. I . drop "off. It was not· an entirely pleasant sensation. . In 
, ~ • • ~ ~- P- ?'"'I! ., t" I ! ;,.... .. .. • ~I 1 f" . ! ' '-
my sitting and staO'ding I be.came aware that pul·ling the 
muscies. sh6rt in :the·"bac~· o':f '·my 'ne'ck c'oul'd causerilie ·fo :«nop 
·· ' ., , , . . f· · ~ •o.· • • ,- tf· > · • «" 'I. . ' • 
onto the 1 clia:ir when I sat down because it detracted from 
my balance. · ·We· ·work~d on · this"bf''thinkin'g/.the -weight into 
'.my' sitting '.b~nes, 'ail'cwirtg the ~tea'cher ·fa 'guide '"me' tO ·Sit, 
letting :go te'ns'iort in my' l~gs 1ana+~sis.ting''fhe temptation 
rto·puSh-.,my bot'tom 6ut tc/place it:on·the ;chai:r.· .Thi\s 
• _, t , .1' _· -- • - •• - -- -···· . I 
. ··was. descri be'd· asr;an interfe'rence.' In" d rd er · tci · 
stand up my teacher suggested that I just imagined myself 
standing.· The result was very free and.easy. 
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She explained that I ha~.reach~d an interesting stage in 
Alexander Technique when I Was beginning to anticipate the 
,movements instead of allowing her to do it.. In the :" 
beginning the student cannot do this because he doe~ _nqt 
know ynat .to. expect. . I ~l_s9 felt that .the ch;:mges ,o( use 
in my muscles·were.making their presence felt by little 
• • • • •• -·· •• ••• ,'· ••• 1,, 
aches and pu:q~. all 9ver my body. I. ·then. enabled niyself 
to let . go . in. the knees'. a,nd to .. allow my$el f ~ to ;go f9rward 
from the hip j~int .at th~ sawe time with the head forward. 
/ 
and up in order to sit dqwn .• ::· But- then.J remembered that 
I had to sit on· the;chair~so I interfered·.an~ did .. the movement 
in two sections .. ···; 
.- • ! 
I prepa.red to sing ag.~~-n :w~~h· my rands. r~sting on y~e .~ack 
of a chair and ~ sang a Puce.in~ aria. I rfo~:f~ed 'Ehat the 
times when I wanted the shoulders to''go down at 
• t, .I" . . . 
and the front to go up were the very times when 
tne back 
I habit-
• . ' ! •. - ,; ~ 1 • I--;, ' ' , • . ., I• 
ually trieq to d~ ex~~tly. the -~ppos:l te. - r c~ufd ···:· 
that if rriy ~eacher's ~~ar;ids ;Nad ~~t bee.n pl~.c~? ~m my, . 
shoulder blades, that the .shoulder blades .would have risen 
.·. . .. r "". . .. : .. · : ... '. ·. , . ·. 
·quite high. I also b~came aware that my :t;>Jbcage was falling 
lo~ , '·' . ' 
in as I was s~nging; .. :In _my ;early si~gi~~ c.l~s:sons I _,had been 
taught .to hold my r~q~age .o~~wards and push it out_ away from 
In this les~on I_ realised that this my body during singing. 
,· ....... 
1 was an ~.~haust~ng pr;~ced~re. ;. . Appar~~t~f y, ·when l 
starJ,ed doing this .the muscles round .. t~1 _ri_bcage. w~re _stiff 
and hard but as I ro:ty~u~ .. ; th_e movem~nt became fr~~r ; 
and the sound .more flow_ing: Bu~ t~,is _d~d ~qt. 
1
happe_n., if .her 
hands ~ere not on my ribcage.:.:. as .. soon'as she reinov.ed. her 
. • • . ~ . . • ,; ·.t~-- . . . '' . f' ~- ~ ;· ., • . • :·, i , : .. • • ,.- \ '. :· 
hands ~ became fixed ~ga\n. ~he _s,ugge~t.ed_.that, wha,tever,.. 
• f • • · • ~ ' ,_ • ~ r · • '· · • ' • ' 
my intentions with ribcage movement, it would.be desirable 
~ • I I .· ; 
for the muscles to remain-pliable even when they are ex-
tended. I explained that J ~ad been trying to g~t this 
~ . i . . J· • ~ I 
elasticity in my own practice with the result that I 
• • - ' "' c • • - ' ' ~ • 
managed to get, a sound connectfon 'as ··ir' by accident ~ith 
the ·soft palate~ -I became aware that I had consciously 
created a .connection that I knew to be desirable. My 
., . 
teacher said that she was not · concerned about my singing 
techniq'ue because r wa:s p'robaoly ·Worki'ng correctly' .if .nif 
musCl~s:·were .not 'fixe'd,when ,;r had finished 'Singi'ng. ·'I·:; 
noticed also that during the"sitti·ng work· l: \.ias aware'lhat'". 
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my jaw was much looser than usual. 
N.p .. I learned several new things at this lesson as well. 
I 
1. Visualisatfon: We used this twice during the course 
of the lesson.• The first time to put my face back 
into my neck and the second ~ime to imagine myself 
standi;g up. It brought home to me the power of 
visualisation as a force to change muscle habits. 
1t also helps to imagine '.whole movements instead of 
I 
getting caught up· in separate movements. 
2. I realised that I wanted my shoulders. to go -down at 
the back and the front of my torso to go up; but 
because -of my over-riding habit, I was actually doing 
the opposite -0f what I. intended. This was my first 
~xpe~ience of doing the.opposite of my intention. It 
is a common problem amongst singers. 
3. I had my first experience.of examining a learned old habit . 
. This was holding my ribs out for the full extent of a phrase. 
I had been working on getting flow into my ribcage and this 
habit was standing in the way of that flow. Yet I found 
it very difficult to stop doing this because I had been 
taught it as a valid method of breath control very early 
on in my singing training. 
4. I ~reated for the first time a conscious connection 
resulting from improved use of my ribcage muscles. 
This was to be the first of many successful conscious 
connections that were to help my singing technique. 
5. · The concept of being fixed or holdi"t1g residual tension 
in muscles after singing activities became a very 
important one to the process of learning muscle release 
and its value in leaving the muscles ready for further 
action. 
6. Having had a great deal of trouble loosening my jaw for 
singing, ! found tl:iis new awareness of' looseness in the 
jaw very encouraging. 
LESSON 5 
My teacher was amazed that my muscle spasm in" my right middle 
back had already flattened out to a remarkable degree in the 
previous four lessons. She decided that at this lesson she 
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'· . , '",_ , 
was going to work·a little bit more concentratedly on. ·my 
- :; , r~~~·-' .-~, "'~ ···- ·- ,·j 
head/neck/torso relationship so that I got used to.having 
. . t . . . . . . 
her hands on my head and neck while attending to my use . 
. • • ; ;;·,. f'<" • ·4 I ~~ •-. J' - '' ,.. • - ' ' • ~ ' 
in the rest of my body. She ~aid this was.not usually 
. ··- ,•·' . . .... 
·done in an Alexander lesson but she wanted me to get used 
:"' • ,.. ' •• .:.,: •• 1' - ' 
to-this so that she could hold my head and neck ~hile I 
.. 
was singing. 
\ 
.· 
,[.;; 
I told her that } was finding concentration rather tiring 
• ' • • ' • • ~-' ... , + 
and she said that I should try to just allow. the releases 
' • I ' : ' •' • ~o ~ 1 ~: "*'" ' 
to happen rather than thinking that· I actually had to do 
.. ,_ ·: ~ .... •.. . . : ~" . ·.. . ·'···~ ·,--,'., ~·. :~ .:~ -. .... I 
sometping. She pointed out that in~ensive Alexander wo~k 
' ' ·,' ~· .... ' ' .) .;•• - I ' ' ' ' • ' ';. ' ,. o ' ' 
is in fact exhausting because the body changes .. so rapidly 
' •. , . . ·. - " . • ~- ~ , r - , -~ ' . . , . . 
that you cannot ~eally keep pace with the chariges. The 
i ' .. ' ~ ' :" - ' , . . . . ' .; ·, • . • . 0 • • 
muscles start''. to work in a different way and. 
-~ .. , . , - ~ r', ~ , 
obv.iously the muscle tone is riot sufficently developed 
.-c;· · · .nt, ". 1 ' • 
to m?intain the new use for long periods. 
. '" . ., . ..If ... 
She asked me to think my weight into my· heels. I pointed 
out that one is not normally askeo to:stand back.on,one's 
heels. in a singing. lesson or· to perform.· . ,She said: 
that i~ was a,question of· distributing ·the weight '.between the 
bal.l~ of, the foot,. the outside of :the foot near the.little 
toe and the .heel. Think i r;ig weight in to xo.u,r. hee 1 s I 
is a corre,c;ti ve rather than ? descriptive balan,c;e ~ I WC?-S 
relieved to hear this because I-said the-knees tended to 
' .. ~ 
lock if_I tried to stand fully on~my heels. She said that 
. . ' . , • ''!.. 
it was a question of .. being more aware_ of on('s -heels. so 
that the fron.t of the ankle could open up more and it 
released the top of the foot .. ' . ' ' 
',._. < 
By this stage I had been experimenting with the idea of my 
face going inwards and had peen finding .tha:t it :made a lot of 
other things easier •.. My,. teacher ,,s?id_ that it fed right 
back all the way down to my heels and that she could see it 
I 
happening. _ 
. . Ir·· , 
She reI t~frated the possibility that. the Alexa'nd~r Technique 
' • . . , '• ' . -0- ~ v. ~ - • ' ('' ~ .'. ~ ' " '_.., ~-" 
was very li~ely to ~ause what felt li~e a chaotic jumb~e 
• , t r I , " ~ ''~ ., 
for a little while but she assured me that it would also 
•· .. ,,, • ; o' { \.' -!-' 
start to unravel itself. I th.en .. remembered· that after my 
third lesson I had actually felt very confused. 
i· 
1 
( 
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At this point I informed her that I had been asked 
~to db ·an1 auditiom.:over. the cforth~coniing week..:end·.": .She'•, _j _____ .... _______ . 
immediately, .. obser..v·ed·.uthat,rl:•had! tensed .up:'.my;'ileft , · 
• I 
shoulder and. that I .shoUld.ictry rarid .. release tit ... ~.:Her.1... r. 
reaction 1 .to my ·comment about ·the, audition was:ltha;t.~I "' 1 . . . 
was :at a transHion~1.Stage:•where :I -'was :J.,etting~ .go. of.- •. 
something· and·.going,:into something new: ! • • t <~"- ' t I 1 j ~ 
" . (. • . .:..., : J . ~- ~ _;v 
We then started sorrie sin·'~ing_ -; r. saryg '.f~~ 1 (lCzf-,r.dJ-~S~ frof! . . " r .... ...+. t ... 1'....tt .. .: · _ """ 
"Die fleder~a~s." -. ,W,~~ch s~ot--'.ed sigqs qf st~ain c;i-nd a .. l . r .. ,_ . · . "'_... . . • ... ,.,r, L , L. 1 .l ,, ... , . d ... 
little bit ~t:.wobbl~ng at certain points. My teacher 
' .. . " ('{ . . . ' ' 
observed this. for a w.hile and then asked me to stop 
• · · , .- . t.... .JCu! ... Y.. 1 :tt.~r r ·.> " ........ ~ • .. . 'Ll'"~~ : .. · · ~1t 
singing. .She said that. the left shoulder did an incred-
. ~ rr~~-~ ·:r,.:~·_ ... )l~~- ..Lr.~·~~,. t .... f-~r - t 1. 
able amount of work while I was singing and that~ 
. ' . ~. . • . y .• . . It ., . ' c L' J • ' .:I •• ~ l i • • ' . : : \ 1 •.·· ' 
was why it was.mar~ de1y~~o_pep_ •. , I 1<,ept going ov.~_r the,.,.., .. 
' ..... ' ~ - l j I .J. ~ l . I ~ •!.. . ... ~ .... ·- .. '- ~ • .l •• 
front of my body with the left .shoulder and she asked me to · 
: .. r .~·· • : "f'. ,.~ ·~- t .. w .. tn ~· -~. ~·:. 1: ~ ·. l.1• 
sing whpe _b~i!lg _very a~gTe:· .°f. tl]a~ f~,f~t. .}1 tpen:. carrf;\d._, 
on siiigfog: I _ .. ccimple'fed~ the ·arfa arid she-said-! had ___ . 
'' .. ' 
. t - .· .. ~·. '-''.' ,.l(,~I"' ... ttii 
I _had been bothered by a slight ra·ttl'i'ng sound in my throat 
.·.' "" 1 '·1 ''fl(°> ' •. -.:· ,,t· 1' 
at the top and I asked her· if she"had heard this. -She'-h·aa~..:. 
and 'r explai"ne~l tha't "i't felt . as" th~ugh Jt' was'"' wkrnhng' to 
- - j. f"'\ . - ;~ t - .. .' I' ' 4 r- ._.... ~ t t ... r.- ... r ., ' . .,~ ,..... : . t o~en the vbice i:e.· the throa~·but it felt'as'thbugh · . ' 
f. f. . ..... ,. ' C° t ~ ' •', • ' r: .,· ~"'): ..,_ .),.. I ...I • ' ..,. 
something was hanging'on in the throat·/ ·r comrtiente'dJ - · 
that my en~rgy felt ii: littl~ bi:t1~bwh 'at~ thit'rr{~~e'nt:t·but: _, 
she · s a i a that " s~~ aetiniY~"1y' 't e:A that· ·r was n'otr ~ •·. ·· 
·· : . \' .. I,··:• •.. t '1'' ·• !· '•' .. 1• ·"' '.•r pushing at the.·voiCe which is 'somethi'ng' th'a:t- always. 
worried her when l"i~te·ning'· t~6 sin'&¥rd.d' s'he felt/ tti'iii i nr. 
• ~ .. • ~ • 1 , · ,... .. , r i • r ..... - • r - ... : ! 
was getting a 106senes13 betwe'en· my shoulders· and· my 'hi'ps 
because let'ting g6 •in. the'ishoulders wa1s'11en~blingi m'-f/ h'lps 
to drop.·" ·,lt ir ··1·· ·i· • ·· :· •· 
'' .- .. ~I: . ;i 
N.B .... :1'here-were-sey_era1 Jnt,er~esting poJnts relating to.-
my singing em~rging from thi-s ~esson :7 I"" ...... .-t V\ . ,, 
' . 
'' . ' 
1. ~, ?egan. to feel the 1 ,~igi:i_ificance of retaining a good. 
head<~:c!<_!~_o_::~o:~lignment whi~e singing .... ~ Al-_th~ugh th:is)r . 
was ? long-ter;m ,,pr.9ject and .ne_~_ded· a lot ,:df~ '.cour.age- ,to ~t' s 
opera!:~, I fo~nd- it v_1~rY co~f9rt,ing','to.1. h~ve_,somebpdy .. ·· 
'\ ... , 
.a 
J. ·~ ' .l.. " I l j I . .f 11 
' '-.:. ,•~ ~·· 
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2~7 ; .The question of weight distribution had always bothered 
, me •. Books on singi-n~ te~hni,que .sometimes advise that 
the weight is distri.buted in .the frbht of the. feet, 
but I had dis~ov_ered. ,tha_t. ~h~-.~ m:a_de .. th~ _bask r?-ther: ;· . ~· 
tight, and _this· descriptio.n .oJ aFow~ng a. dis~ibutio~. 
between the f.ront and the .bacJ< of· ·.the·. foet :B:Ctually .· 
. s~~ved t.he. pr_oblem for, m~ •. ··It was_ obv.iously ':·.rr.ong .. 1~ - ·'. # 
t_o have all the weight on .the heels and allowi!lg the .. 
distribµtion -betwe_en. the .front:. and the .back v.as icj_eal 
. . for the whole . .body .• 1 
. \ 
3. The decision .. about whethei:- .to. unde!"go an auqHion at •. 
this stag~ emerged 9ur~.pg this l_esson with particular 
reference to my current sense of exhaustion. In view 
of what .happened at.ith~~ ;·f?rth?o~ing ,:_ ·~l1ditfon,, I found. 
it interestirig _to rea_lise with hindsight that the 
· inform§ltton .for my .. deci_sic)r,i. i~a~ contain~p iin this fifth 
Alexander .lesson .•. ,, ,, . , . f. . ,.. '. . 
4. The ~mpor,tance of awareness was iqust.rated verY_- c.~.Ej!arly. 
to me when I .had my excessive .. shoulder action pointed 
I . ' - ' . : '· •< • . '' • • . 
out. to .me and then went .through the process of inhibiting 
It,. • • • ' •• • ' ' ' ·~ • • ; • ' 
~. 
to ,a certain extent this ac.tion while singing. 
-· ; • • ,·· - < • .t • • • ' • I - .. •. 
Protesting rattles cin .. the throat on hi.gh notes wer,e not 
v_ery frequent: in-my si_nging ,but they h_ad h,9ppem:?d to ·m~· 
from time. to time.• In. the, past I had always reacted .to" 
such sounds with soineth:i,ng no_t .sho_rt of horror, probably 
because I was afraid that they- would happen dur_ing ::" 
performance .. My r-eaction to the rattle in my throat on 
this occasion.showed a different approach - the new 
space in my neck and throat was giving me an instinct 
for a wider throat space for the upper notes but the 
musc.le.s ir:i ·my: t_htoat were hanging on . .to tensior:i habits 
t~at, were ,qs~ociated_ with· tbat ·p_it~h in-the.vo.ice. ·.Jn 
other word.s I began to rea:1.,ise ·that throat .. prote::;ting 
could 1actuall:y: •be ... herald~ng a ne~ level of 1comrnand . 
. over the space it! .. the thrqat. 
c • ·~ 
6. · Effortful. singi:ng also· came unqer scruU,ny in thJs l:esson. 
I felt that. the· new --space between, my shoulders: and :my hips 
' "< ~ ~ ... • • - - ' • • 
, was,a loss of effGrt and a:t this point. I . ;interpr~t~d it a~ 
fe.el~ng "~owrf' in •_the_ body:. But my teacher poin\;eq· out that 
I had in fact let go some.of the effort in the middle of 
. _my. ,body· tha_t had beE;i;i ·prodµcing the sound,. 
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THE ·AUDITION 
I was persL!aded to do this au di ti on ~-gai:nst my own petter. ·j;l1dgeJ!lent. 
I had ·two day'.s .break betweennmY .fJfth.and sixth~lesson. and_,on the 
day befor.e_ the audition I· fei f as; though· my .sound !'lad· no energy. 
Later on'· in the_,day, I picked up ,sorne energy andj'.eit, ·as· ~.ho1.;!gh I 
was making· some new .. and better sounds., But .on the day of the 
audition the temperature was 34 degrees centigrade and the pressure 
of p~1i4f~~mli~g 1 under the -~1;~;u~stances ';F my cu~~eMt -m~s~1i'e change 
. ·· , , ,- : ~~..: ~. ··1_ . ·' .• , ·-·· •. · .. ~ ~ ~.~L" 01 ~.,, r·._~~. 
worked against me in my efforts to control two very demanding arias. 
~ ~1.. - ·- . ~ '. . - : • - .. ' t : .. (.; . - t ·, -t' ..... ', + t i c ~ ; .. t. 
I learned a few hard.lessons from this experience. 
1. tAat I ..:had ignored the. :i~fgr~atiori { cott'ai'ri'ea "i~hciy last 1 Alexander 
le:§son about the' .state'"l&f my body ·1i3.nd i tJ ~~~r~~t 'r~acti~ess for 
·t •• 1 
pressure. 
2. 
- .: .. ,... ·_:l' \. ·. ' ,.,·~,It . • ( • + • ' ... ""'- ! ,1t-t}~ ·' : .• ·r:.~:~ . ' 
That I had underestimated the power for change that was contained 
~ · .. r I t (~ r •• ~ f"" t ·, \ t - I l_ • " r • ~ ~ . 
in only ffve"Al~xander-1ess6ns: 
3. 
. ... . , \ . . -. .- : ;. • .- :r; . '-: . t" j • • • f J t; - . - ~ 
That Thad now been forewarned that intensive _'!.lex2!:de!" training 
• .. ' • • ~ ~ ,,,- _ ; : ~., • , • -r- ' .. : i' r f, .. '. < t_ ~ I , 1 c '. \ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ i 
should not be undertaken when a performer is anticipating a 
pre;sured' sch~a'u"1~ ... 1 i~ hiS ~rticle·, ·:"A :,&e~ '}i~f{· f~·~,,~n~~iry" 1 • 
; ;-· : ·• ( .. '.." 1' ' .~ ;':.~· .• ·;rtpJ r.,1, !r,)t 
Frank Pierce Jones describes· how he felt "glued to the spot" when 
. T .··1 i.. .. .... ~ • ,. .. :,e '· r\.)r-·.... i· F.M. Alexander asked him to move without.interfering with his 
... · ... ·::l ... : . - ~ ........ h.2..n r~·~-: -. :r. ~ 
ne'ck tension. This happens regularly in the first few Alexander 
· - c ! · .. - . ~. ·•tt _ :· ,· rt" + ,! ~,:· .. c;\... ._,,. "'~· 
le'ssons and there were many instances in my pupils' singing 
1'es~ons \;,hen the sing~~ c~ui<l not irrig 'a( ~li G~ca~fe we· h~d only 
just remov~d a · ! ··~ r ·'· ~ 'J . . , ' 1 : · , · T . .ht h; •• · . ~ r · habitual interference like raising the shoulders 
, , •. ~ r • • • ' I. _ j t.. J r .,,...,, _ 'f ~ "'1 •"' 1 ~ f. 
arm. If we have lea~ried a skill-iri a tense manner, 
<. 
or lifting the 
• t • -~ ' ' "I t • -~ • ,; • \.... ' ('; r) iJ.- • t ' f • 
we have to relearn the skill because our co-ordination· ·has been based 
on the presence of tension. 
LESSON 6 • ... 
" -
• I ,· : . .,.. ;_,' 
· ... ·. 
. ~ "' -.. 
We began by discussing the problems I had encountered in the audition. 
Ir; was important 'that I. ~nderstood the1·re·asons ,'fori the· temporary. loss 
of control; so that ·I did ' not ·imagine that the same ~problem· would 
become a regi.l'l'ar :part of audi tforiing and -add to my ·anxiety over 
·auditions~. 1'fy owri reaction, 'everi' 1whil'.e I was singing, wasi.that I 
could ·afre'ady· ten: •the difference between how ·r was··siriging before 
and how I migl:lt s'ing;·. if I establishe~r a ·better re:Iationsh'ip between 
my breathing 'and' my nead· tories .. r:.r fel·t,rduring 'the-.audition that I 
had to w'ork·for every note and"'tha-t tlie mechanism to carry out that 
1. F.P. Jones, TI:IE ALEXANDER REVIDJ, "A NS>l Field of Enquiry", 1986, vol. I no. 2, p.11. 
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w::irk had failed me •.. 
. ,; . ~ 
My teacher then. 'worked on sitting .and standing and suggested 
that ! think more about the tchair and sitting orr the 'chair 
itself. She said that -i·f_ 'I.· allowed myself· to gO on t6 the 
chair I would r.ealise· just ihow much 1 had -b~en holding :on 
to myself· wi th0ut actually sHtirig down•' · 
My teacher then observed that .I seemed to have a loose 
/ ~ , r .l •. .. ·.._: ...l. \-. • t" 
outer cover of muscle i.e. the top·muscles were quite free. 
• , • .•. • .~_; k . ,· ~ - ' ·~.·. - ·, \ ~ - ! • ? • < 
··The inside muscles were still tense or tight- She said that 
• • • • > ::. • .• • > •, •! ~" o' J' \ ~. ', ·~ -
she could see that we wquld ._h_ave; to loos~r1 up. the deep~r;- .. 
• r . . ~ ~ .· ~-- . . . . , , .. : ;;~ • •· ~ .: , 
layers of muscl~s around t'lle ribcage: if _I. was to~ achieve .. 
•' , ' • 0 • •. t ..• ~-
com pl e~~ ela~Uci ty. We then ciid som~ si_l)g~ng on 1a 
stacc~to ''.<?" ,,voweL which_ ~~.read 1in fo~u~ :ather. ~?,~ .. m~ch 
on the 'top' IL Tbe voice seemed a little 'too heavy For this 
. . . .•. ' ;_··· •. " . 1 ' ... " ·." 'i,: . ,. . '' '' . 
exercis~. While I was singing my teacher said that I 
• • . • ' '.. • •• - .1. ,.,,· " -- • : ~.., ·: -~ ' .,_ • ' 
Should open my :chest: ;aricl: think1 ·right into myi·feet. . She 
• • •: '> , ·.' ' ' ,, • • o ~·· 4: t ... : l: H ' ·., · 
said I had yl;l~nged.miraculously sir)Ce the preyious we~k in 
. .. . - -. -- ' ~' . - ·. ( ' ' . . ' . . 
terms 9f tensi.ng my sho,uld~i:-s. , She.als? pointed ~ut that 
r • •• •. J ,1,' • . ' ', :· ']:' . ;·· •, 
no~ sh.e had _ not_ice~ ·that. I. n7ed'rd to ~e~p. ~~-7. front and, ~he 
back of my body wo_r~ing as ~-twhole_ rather, t~?:n ~n~,goi~g 
in one direction and'the qt~er seeming to tense up iri another 
. . \..•' .. . .... ·'' . ' ' ., [. 
directi'onl, · I. must think r:nore: carefully _9-bo1:1t t~e. front. and 
back w9rking. together .. I suggested that .I ll)ight haye over-
~ . ' . (-, ' ,__, 
corrected the risi9g in the front and the dropping ih the 
.· . . '' \" . 
back for th.e purposes qf singing. $he sa~.d I hp.d a .tendency 
_j 
to-over-c;:orrect. 
. ;·' ', 
The other inter~~Eing Observation was that' r' diang~d a great 
deal between' 1esso~~ ~ .. 1She. noticed that I wa~ :different each 
time t 2a~~ for a l~sso~ ~ev~n ~fier·o~e ~~y~s1 bt~a~.· 
At this point .we discussed. the ques~ion of the .singer.'s ,own 
attitude ·towards al:lditiqps. I describ~d how.·my attitude .. 
was nearly always one of extreme nervousness, ~even to «th~ 
point of nausea, ~nd that· I felt that it was time I,put 
·some thought into developing a more constructive attitude. 
· I had read. that· Alexander ,Technique helps. people ·to;'.face 
new challenges and I was looking.for this possibility 
emerging from the work I was doing. 
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-N .ff. · 'fhere was '.~9me _ _.very inter~sting inf~rmation contai·ned 
i_n this -:lesson.. '- - , :.· · (' 
1. Effort·: even under th~. pressure of the audition I was 
al(Jare of wanting ·tO 'make. a\e·rt--~in le~e1 or' effort in 
order to reach my head tcmes. .However~ my'·recently re-
edticat~d breathing systefu did ~ot ailow ~e to' put in 
that"-lev~l~of effo~t and-:{ kept 'trying 'to make my" body 
work for' every riote. This-was my-first inkling of the 
fact that head ·ton~s: d~ n;t need fo be achieved -i:,ith 
effort' in the -head bGt ~are the resdlt o-f rli~n't~i 
- -direction.~ without' ~ctually uhderstanding it intellect-)< ual~y' my ~d~y-'was already re-~h~~nellihg ihe ~effort _-
'into more appropriate"'parts of my anatom9 .- '.:. .~ 
- . . - e... .. . - .. . . - " 
2. Application of the llei~hder TechniQue~t6 singing= -
My teacher st-rongly ad~lse'd me--t:o allow this aspect of 
.. ' ' ~ . . r. ' ' ( 
my work at -this stage to grow on its own. -She said 
that once I had the fe~i of the h~xafider in 'mf riormal 
'.~. ·~ I .~··· .·c_I.· ~ . !. . .:~·. - ~ ' , 
movements, the connecti6hs and ·applications would 
emerge ot their own accbrd; it was not necessary for 
me to" hunt for' them at- every single' turn. t b6i-'e this 
. . . . 
point in mind ~he~·we.start~a on the c~s~ ~tudi~s. 
~ .' ' •' ""r;" • ' r, ' ~ ; 
bUring their first thirty iessc'ri$ they were not aske.d 
: to make notes about how the Aiexan.der .was. affecting 
. ·. . 
- their singing·, but rathe~ .ho;, the'-· Al~xander r;.was affett-
ing them generally. .'" i 
3. Constructive _reaction to experience: 
constructive advice at this particular stage of my work 
was of. cruciai. 'importance: to· me. If I had not had my 
Alexander teacher availab'ie :to discuss ari unsuccessful 
audi'tion, ! might have been: tempted.to tak~ a 'rar less 
positive view of whiii.t ~as . '. a somewhat; conf'usirig experience. 
In.the past l hi3.d. reactea to experiences that did not 
tu'rn' out how I planned by a' mixture of neg~t:i Vi 1;.y and 
·p·o·sitivity. It was important to me that I wrote down 
- I" .• ' . . .• f ' . '. • • ' • ' ' • 
··this·· advice-:ana it- became' a much more regular feature 
of 'ro"y reaction to experie'nce' 'f.6' :rOllow th'is advice -
"the're is a lot of information in thts experience for 
. 
. ,,, 
' ' 
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4. .Deep layers of 'tension~: this tJ.as · a riew.· concept t<> 'me 
althoi.igh ·it sou·nds Ilk'e'. pure· common sehse .•... If I ·i4as 
treating my'"muscular-~acti vi ty. as surface activity' 
then it was obviously true that -I was not penetrating 
. ( . 
the inner layers of muscle activity which were crucial. 
· ... to achieving a central core to my breath support. 
5. Front/back ;:>pl'it:: · thJ.s:·m~st aiS6 have been 'the"result-=-' -
· of· a··mental attitude towaras my body. I" have since 
"fdund"~that there are many ·singers who look' at their . 
. breathing system.· from-the 'froht~ purelf because ·the: 
front is visible to them. It is also more easily 
visible to their teachers. It results in relative 
7. Continuous change: this was my first e·xperience of· 
. "' ""' ~ ~ . . - . -: : \·_· . .  ' 
8. 
evidence that my body could change even while I was 
' ' .. . 
l . . 
not having an Alexander Technique lesson and even 
though I was not consciously practising Ale.xand~r 
' I ""';'' •' • "' . "' 
Techriique ·between lessons. I had in fact be.en 
. L: ~ 
discouraged from p~actisi~g Alexander Technique between 
. . ' . 
lessons. 
~ . " . ~ "' . 
. , : , - • ·.A. . .• • . 
Attitude towards auditions: /\y?itioning is part of any 
\' - ' I ~ .) •• 
. s:lnger.' s career and it is necess~ry fo: the singer to 
1' ' : ' ... ' ~ -
accept their inevitability. I had always found that my 
•. • ' / f 1 ~ ' • ..... (... ~ ' ... .._ 
nervous, anticipation of an audition was far in excess· 
j"~. . ' • + - # - •. 'j 
ofmy'nervoµsness for a performance. The absence of 
"' - .- ·: 
·an ~udienc~made the p~rformi~g or·ari aria almost 
pointless and the feedback from the people listening 
was .in no way a compensation. I knew I had to think 
\ 
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m.uch more, clearly about this attitude. if-I was going 
to allow the s.tandard of my auditioning to increase 
·a1ongsiae my intenaed-'raising;.of .standards in my· 
singing. 
~"" if-. . ~ ' .• ~ .· f ~. '- .• . • ' 
LESSON 7 ·, ·.&.• .l 
In lesson 7 I tried. not to relate every new piece of' iriforma-
·' 
tion about my muscle use to singing technique. We worked some 
m<;>re .. oni~t9;D9in~.a~d !?itting ~rnq we.worked on the table, 
-· • • ... - -,<" --·..- ' ~ • - • ' ,_, '.:. <, t '.' , : ·. -: ... '· . 
cove~ing SOf(le of the same. gr?~n? t~a ~ ·: ~:- coyere1, !,n Lessons 
· 1-6. 
:1." 
• j. • ,. 
! ' . ' . I I l' 
My te.acher made some interesting comments about my rib-cage 
...... !· . '"j .• '• ~. t· , · .. · ', .,·~"+;._. ~-''· ( '.' 
in th~.s ·lesson. Sh~. sc:tid. tti.at _my l,IP,P~r .. rib~ were ten::;e and 
- . . ~:. .. • · "' '. . ",, . r , ~. : , ;. . ~ ; 
tight, .not flexible as was desirable. She suggested that 
• . • + • • • ,;. • L • _ ) " , "' '. ~ •. r~ ~ _. • • -·,~ · ~ • ·: .,., • :·, ~ , : ~ 
thi's could possibly make my throat. tighter than it. needed to be 
• • • - • ' • : • ;' • • ·- ~ • < - \ ' 1 ' '. • • ·- : • ,.. '. , • ·, ~ ' I.-,~~ . • 
and also might cause my arms to stick out.rather than hanging 
· · _ · · , r . · : c._~ . • : .. ~ • : .- , ·i" · , • ~" · .• 
loose. $he ~?i~ that.my lower.~~ck wa~ ~ecoming looser; 
J •• ·~ • - • • • ' • 
Wealso'did. some'walking duri~g whith the tens'ton lli:~y Upper. 
ribs Wa!:). evident. i' t;i~d to,, d~ the· w~lkirtg "wifhou'B\ uppe'r 
rib tensioh' and found that ifY ali6wed my h~~d to'go ... forward 
« • : L. , ... . . . .• . ' -
and up, my knees did the walking. ' • I~ • 
.• r "·l' 
We did ·some more work;:o'n the. monkey posHion. , .. . . 
N.B. A~areness.of·actual muscle use:. . . ,, 
1. 
- ; f1'e\•-', . Observations of what my breathing moscles were actually 
dqing made me more aware of the discrepancy between my 
knowledge of. what I should be dping with my muscles 
. qbserved my!:i~lf durin~ singing I found that the tight-
.. ·.. . '' . ' •• i' l , +.',~' ·... . . : • j" . 
ness or inactivity in my back caused overuse of the 
. . . • ' . .' • • f • ~ ... ; \ <·· l ~' I> •'.t' • • : < 
stomach wall .. (or epigastrium) J_n the .front .. I realised 
' ,,. ,•, . " ... ' _•. : 
that this imbalan_ce in activity was one of the causes 
. . . ,: . • ' r... r~- . ~ ~ ~ ·.. .,. t .r ..• 
of ten~ion in.the upp~r ribs. I decided to use only 
: ,· ' . ' . '1, • • l ~, ' ~ .• ·. ;- ,, .... , • .. • 
thinking to try and inhibit.thi~ particular habit. I 
• • • • ' .,. . '" ' • ' ' ' : ' : :. . . . • • ' • :. ' • J ~ .J ' ~- • 
thpught my, weight down- into.my sitting bones and found 
- ,.... . . \ ..., . -· . --;} "' ,. ~ 
that.the overuse of the diaphragm in' the front eased· 
off. 
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· L_ESSON 9 
My tea:cher no·ticed that my legs appeared to be more connected 
to my body in this iesson. She also discussed the tension 
that remained in the area of my diaphragm in the front of my 
body after I had finished singing. 
N.B. 
1. Emotional release: the day before this particular 
lesson I had handled c:ln awkward· si t'ucition in a way 
that was quite new to'me. Three weeks earlier I had 
bought an expensive portable tape-recorder to use for 
recording my Alexander lessons and it had been supplied 
without' the necessary .microphone.,, At:ter the -three 
weeks -of repeated reminders, about obtaining a microphone· 
for me, I had suddenly experienced a rush of anger that 
went from my head right ·through my stomach and down 
and away through my shins and toes. This physical 
registration of immediate anger was ne·w to me. I did 
not, however, lose my temper with the shop assistant 
but firmly-insisted on.returning the·tape recorder and 
getting my money back. There W(3.s no <loubt in my mind 
that this pattern of' dealing-with an awkward situation 
was different from past patterns. In the past I would 
have bott1-ed up the frustration over the faulty equipment 
and registeresJ some of the tension in my stomach muscles. 
This new way of dealing with anger left me feeling light 
and free. 
LESSON 10 
This lesson was the last of the fortnight of almost daily 
lessons that we had planned. I was concentrating very hard 
on what was happening in the middle of my back and finding 
the new use of, muscles in my midriff almost unendurable. 
While I was lying on the tabie my teacher worked a little 
with me on tension in the area of the diaphragm. -After this 
I sat on the edge of the table and she asked me to :allow 
those muscles to be free.:without her -helping me. - As soon as 
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I managed this, t·round· that.there were tear$·rolling down 
my cheeks. .There was a .tremendous sense of relief, resuhing. 
' from this· ability to a11ow :tension to· release in the 
·diaphragm area . < . : . ' 
'· ·,'-( t· . ''· 
My teache.r no.tic~d that .my legs. were. still much freer than 
.. I,.: .· ~- t.•. t ,· .- t c ',. ,: t ( 
before, that the feet were showing signs of releasing 
. . ' • I ,. . ' • 
tension, and I was bending more freely from the hip. 
·. , ·; .. ' .j . 
The muscle spasm in my .. r.ig~1y. lower:-,. ~ac~ yva.s ,a,~so sh9win~ 
signs qf s.oftening .fur:-.th~r •. <·.". . . , 
'. 
. . 
1. .· Stored tension: my teacher· dis·cassed with me the 
·~hysical. impliccithons j6f :.horihg emotionai tensidil. 
·r had just had demonst~ated to me that '-t'h·e· release of 
tensl.6h in 'the diaph;agm' area · · ca:used th'e release of 
sorrte kind o'f~motiob'as'vie'll. "She said this is;a very 
coriimon area for ·s tof<i.ng 
/ 
emdtional tens Ion. Sh~ ... 
ref~'rred to th~ jaw ·~s · anoth~r ·very C'ommon area· for 
~ • ~' < '•' :' ., • '' • ' ( ; • • ' I ( 
stored ten$ion. I rhade·a special note of this.because 
I was aware that the. :di~~hragm and the jaw a~e :two 
very important ·area·s·:ror' fr;~ed.om .. ·and flexibility· in 
sirtging. and. felt that' ~I wanted to increas~ my ability 
t"o ~flow freedom ih · thes~ '. a:riea·s ·for· the sake of· my· ., 
singing te'chnique ai::well ·as for general good 'muscle 
use. 
2. Aware'ness of tensionf . I rwas becoming familiar with '{he 
sensation of ne~ aw~rene~~ In areas ·or te~sion. · Mu'scies 
.,,. ' . 
· tha:t had b·e·en tight had not registered their tension in 
. ,!11Y a.wareness, but as they released, I. felt the discomfort 
: . ~ -... . •. . ~ ~ . - .... , 
of that tension until their ~elease was· sufficient to 
',,: 
put ~nto. pr_act~ce ~mprov~d. use.(. 
I f, 
During ·this lesson we discussecfth.e growing thebrelic·;:H 
'·, ··•: ·_• ,~ -- , .,• - • ·~ - ' ·, • •' "°" • - • • • - - - C• I- : ~ • • 
. knotiledge I was gaining fr6tn reading about the Alexander 
Techrfi'que and aiso reading : ..singing ·tech'n1que books.! All 
. . 
this' th'eoretical de$cri'ptioh of what are ·essentiaH~r- · .:.....:. - '~ 
'practital sUbjects was begfnriing t6'worry·me in t~rms·of 
. ' 
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my own p·~actice. ·. My. Afexander teacher said tha{the 
,. -. ·... ··.-:• -, . _ _; .- . ;•i, .. ·.~ .... I;''. 'J',. ·~· ,. ~:~,.~':"~--i·., ·~ ... (', ~ ~~~ ,1 
.application of what I was doing was going to take a long 
time and' that. I had .t'o ~110w .it to happen. ' Ther~ w~s no 
·point· in' worryl~g a·boJt ·it~· ·· She···said tha{ i{ w~ 'tried to 
_make things happen,· we overdo in s~me areas and' urici~~do. in 
. ·..,, 
others .. The only soiution is to leave it alone and have 
an awareness to let it come right . 
. I tried to explain wha:t I see'!led to be. doing .Wit!') piy .. brea~h-. 
-=-' r ·-., ' • .,,._ 'i. ~ •: ' ( '• ' " ', ~. ' (,e • '. .. • ' ' > 
ing muscle~. - ,I fel.t,. that the diaphr.agm was fo,rcing the, , . 
' i f ' n • • , • o , • : . :. • • , • ~' ~ 
sound and. that I needed to relax a little: it seemed that 
• • , ' L ·• ' ~- · •, . . ' . • • ~ (-, " 
the ~.iaphragm.J>,~lloope? out and. ballooned )n. :an_~_. ,wa:s, .. 
al together o~erdoing th~r;igs; I felt. that it needed SOI'f!E; .. 
help from ~lsewhere. in the. body to prevent it from bein'g· 
: .' l •· • •• ' • :-.", ' ' t : . • >~ ,.., .. ·:..:· ! 
too strong. My teacher said that the way I was looking 
I I ' '( • _. . ' ."'' ' t 
at it made ·it so.und very 'complicated. She suggested 
~ '~ ·, -~t _.,._• • - .° ~ ;"" r.f::,-. } . ~ 
that.I should just ~hink.into my back. We then discussed 
,..,._ • ~ . , .. r~ . r:~ • . 
the in breath in breathing and how a singer feefs· as 
though he has to tank himself up with air in order to 
, ,·- .•• - r .. . ~ - r i."'; . h·,·c 
fill ari auditorium with sound. My teacher said that it 
' ' • t " 
was not ne~essary to drag 0the air in ·so that it rudhed 
into the lungs. If you let the air in the lungs fill of' 
their pwn accord. I therefore said that the expiration 
of breath would then depend on developing all the breathing 
muscles to a high standard of fitness rather than.pressuris'."' 
' .. :,·\. - ? # ,-, : ,',_' - _i;_ 
. ing their use with maximum amounts of air in the lungs . 
. r :>r·~ ~-.,, ~ . ', -,~ ·: 
It seemed to me that I had developed the muscl~s around the 
. ' . . . 
area of th~ d~aphragm to a hil?h. d
1
egree ·of ·strength but had 
neglected the de~elopment of other supporting muscles in the 
',., 
' back and the abdomen. 
' . 
We. then· did seine more. singing·- a simple Spanfsh :Song. I 
noticed oh the tape that the placrng of the vowels was still 
a little bit too far back with the result that the bright-
ness of the song did·ndt come through: ·The highest'r'lote of 
the song was pushed too far into the front, but there was 
a good legato ~nd th~ ton~,was warm. While I was singing 
my teacher asked me to release tension down the back of my 
-r-. .. ~. . . . '"; 
l~~s without tilting m~ ?ottdm. ~he suggest~d,that i 
should not · push on the muscles .. so much. in general., She said 
that there '~as a much ~;~e alive feeling in.,~:; b~~k, tryat 
. ; ,-·c:r ,.._ . ,' 
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>. 
1t~~, whole, b~c_l<_.:..w.?.~ much ~e..:t.;.ter tb..e~q\JS~ 1 ~:tA t_~-~r..m_qs<;l;~s ~of_ the 
back .~~re p~r;-~icipating-; ~:t?. l:>r_ea..'~h~ng.__,_ I -:SOf!!!rr~_nted_gtt:iat this 
:us~. ~~f !11Yi ~ac~-;~as, st~f.~: v_ery ,di,ff:icul ~ :f<;>_r: ,m_e t t_o ::.a~_h_i,ey_e on 
~y own,.' . :~Y te~~he_r sugge~ted 1that .I ~hou~d_,1,;not tg~_t- sp _ 
. iptense,, -?~.~ut_f ~~e .dej:.ails_,.9f1,i_~. 16.~~ jp_st ._aqc_ep1?-._that I was 
doing some very valuable work. 
. ) ! r .1 er !.' :;1 · .. n L • , 
N.B. 
. . . ... , . ~ . ~· .... .. ~· . ! t.:•. 
-' 
~L-· ·.A-.. : r;. ·· •6"' .• ~;· t .!: '.;"1_?; r . 
1. Intention:- the discussion about breathing was the first 
- f~ ... -.e ..:. ·"~:.. _·r,.. : ... :J ... >-Lt 4; , t1:~. r ~.r· 1= ~ ·.~~~: •·r. h dr .. 
of many attempts to clarify my thinking about how I was 
,. .. - .1 .. ·,, .. r··: ,· '.. · .. c.J~ _ .... ~ ,_,. ..s.L 1 'f .~ .. :.. t•r "";~.:, 
using my breathing mechanism. I }t~d re.ce~ ved a great_ 1 ~ 
• ._. . • 1,11 , , · ·,. r d L J. r ~ , "·, ;(' ··· .,,. 
deal of 'adv.ice av.er the years about breathing for sing-
" [ .. .,..-,, i~ , .... , n~· ... · .... ~;~ ""'Lt,,,,. t.:!!4-·• ~ ~:J. • ..1 ~~""-, .~· ... ·.!·~. 
ing and it was a refreshing change to discuss br~athing 
•. f' t- '·, • _ _, .l ~-i '5.. ~ p .: , I • #""lo.. • :. ~ r : l ~ ! f' l ( . ' L r · • •. ......, .! .. ~ 
.... '.a;. a .li!; .~Y8_P,~ft. ~a.s~~l~t-~11 firl;d .?·?~l q~~J'. :..a_sua .ITieaps..,.of. 
. sii;:iging •.. I was beginning to -realise that if. ~I rdid"not 
• ~ . ~ ..j 0-j .!. , ' ~ ~J· I . ~.YI • ... • • i • ...i •• • : I.. i J - • . 
~ kn~w i:~ha1t ~)n~~~de<tt?. ~o .with ~y;,;b,r;;yat~;i,~g,~J.~woµlg 
find it very difficult.to increa~e the.e(ficiency\of 
· 'y ... l ( -~ . ..&.. • • ~.. i ~ -. ' ~ · . I - J. . , .i - .. 1 · • ' ""' • i. i ,, .:I '· .. • · .• 
the breathing mechanism·:. 
2. ·Inhibition: with t"the .!help· of rthe teacher .[':wa~'"beginning 
r to •eXeJ'.'Ciseninhibition.of: old nabits of pushing· bn tfre 
. rbreatl)· ... ( . 
: . .1 
LESSON 12 ,-., . .:r ... , · ~ 
' .. .-~ ) . :. ·_ .~ ""'"}. 4 . 
First I was 1 asked to think rriY should~rs~back'from'wher>e 
they' were, to;. think up in front;- ,not·:.to tpush :my back· out S·,• 
quite so.·much, ·to :think .up•more ... than·o~c·k,"llahd•,toDt·hinl<: "'·.· 
down where ;her ··hands ~were ·t·ouching Jny pelvis.. . I commented · '-' 
on my '.fear iof rel·ease ~ tth·e fear· tl'l'a.t ,.~'if I« released tood 
much, .. I would rliose•·. my' power rof·~b'eing able to do something. 
I felt that I didn't know what to do in a positive way 
"'-• • . '"'F··~ J. _ -. "'J ,.. ;~;.,. ,.·,. n ".'/ ....... u} -~ r .. ·r.1 · -
after I had'released. I c-ornmented that I was not as 
• •. ,. , • . ._ .•. i.... • 1 .... :._ __ ,...,.. I ,· .... ,'e"" ~\. r :1 · '. 
conscious of working with my diaphragm as I used to be 
• i i ~,,· ....Jr:oul "II ..... lM,.•• '.. r . ..-or-·1 .. j 1 \ l q,· ... "",...'.' '• .. > 
and yet the diaphragm seemed to be controlling the sound 
• ' , ~~ !~r ,• . I •( ., ,'.'.~~ •; • ':,:tj ! t .rtv >:- 4 ,ti' ~('I just the same. -~. · " 
-F" ·I r 
. ·.Ll r . .. .. , .. 
r· then. lay down c>n",the· table and· m1y7 teac'her'a."sked :--me 'to '.>a':· 
bre·a:the in deeply and· theri ·.ail ow :ne·r to" r'e'st 'her' 'hands 
against' my !dia'pnragm ,whi-'i·e· I ·breathed "6ut :-. ·y ;gave ·a :5e~ries 
of out breaths to a count of six and she commented that my 
muscles in this area were unusually strong. 
. 
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I had· been complaining abou.t a tickle in my throat for the 
l~st two or three months and .I described my own singing 
practising in which I was beginning to be able to breathe 
with my· whole back. In these practices I found that the 
tickle in my throat was not ocurring quite so often. 
I also noted that the movement in my legs had improved. 
The twinge of pain that recurred in my right leg was much 
less _ noticeab1el now.. My teacher said that it was much 
easier. to ,get me in and .·out of a chair and, that the use 
of my legs was .improving. I commented that my awareness 
of some misuse in my legs was not a particularly comfortable 
phase and it was nice to get beyond that. I was now aware 
that the numbness in my h·eels had gone and that pins and 
needles in my little fingers which used to occ·ur as I was 
sleeping had also disappeared. Another awareness I had 
at this point was·that my right arm and my right side and 
my right leg hip joint were all tenser than my left side. 
We then worked on releasing from the head right through to 
the to.es by thinking up and thinking all the way down; by 
keeping my feet on.the ground and lengthening up the back 
of the neck. I felt a rel.ease in my right arm. and I 
managed.· to ipclude my shoulders in going down the back. 
She commented that I tended to move my shoulders separately 
.. 
from the rest of me .and that it was important to get the 
shoulders connected up so that my back became a whole. She 
said that I must think of my neck lengthening up out of my 
back and once I get th~t up feeling I would feel freer in the 
throat. . Cbce I rad put these thoughts into_ action she said 
that I had a much more "together'' look. 
She then asked if she could work on my'sho~lders connecting 
into my back while I was singing. I walked to the chair 
and allowed my shoulders to go forward while I was walking; 
then it was suggested that I should stay in my back and 
let my neck lengthen up out of the shouldet-.S. My feet 
should feel the ground and I should feel free in my throat. 
I sang a simple vocal exercise on two notes while my 
teacher repeated these instructions over and over again. 
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When I had stopped my teacher said that she could feel 
~ u ' •••• 
muscles wor-king'in--an area where she asked me·to stay open. 
f'J: . ., ,' " . . . ,_. 
My s~cce~;> in stayingr,open did not affect the continpation 
' ' "'. . , ~ . . . . . . . . . 
of the muscular action. I commented· that I seemed to be 
-· • :,: I." ~. . "' ;_ ; ·. • t -
singing.with my breath more whereas previously !_had been 
~ •• ' • ~ • t £ . • • : ' . ...~ ' .. t . . r- --
tanking .up the breath and getting it trapped under the 
• . ~· ; " '" ' !'" ' ':, :., . . • ' . ' • \ ,':=" , • 
throat. 
My tea0h~~, :then- explained the~ connection from···iny right. hip 
into my 'back"iirid described it a'.s· a connection of; sub'stance 
c.., • .• • 
not of emptiness. 
N.B ... 
1 • Over-correction:. :ther:-e was evidence. _;tn ~·this _,lesson .that 
my intenti~m' .to direct :my back ,into,my, tegc!)_er ':S. pgnd: 
had turned .j.;tself into a push. I had taken this type . 
of thinking into my singing many times over the years 
anp it was interesting to know that I was capable of 
doing this in my general body µse as well as in my 
· singing . ., Thi:s i's. a necessa.ty part or learnfog the 
:' tr~e bcilance of- any acti vi'fy· and the· teache-r p1ay's 
. 'a vital ro1e l.h' poi'ntin~{out to the student ·thc>se ' . 
. ·. : . ' 
moments of over,;.correcti6n. 
2. ·Release with·d.irecti'bn:· ·at this 'stage· !'had succeeded 
-,re: in releasing some ;r tti'e· tensidri in." my breathing·· 
. : 
. mechanism.· t was conscious of. a 'rear 'of further 
release- be'cp.use I was s~mewhat- confused aboul the 
exact directions· tha:t I w'anted"'to put'' into'. o·peration. 
-~"At' 'th{s stage I ne'ede·d a singing teacher who 'h'ad · 
had· experience of the·· Alexan'der Techniq~e:°'to ·see· me 
through.this kind of fear.' rt·w'.as', howev'e·r,· instruct-
ive to know that I was aware that if I released without 
. 
\ ". 
' .. 
direction the downward force of gravity would'puli me 
down in the absence of an upward direction. 
'. I.~ l 
... - * . . 
my awareness of this.particular 3. ranking _up with breath: 
,. 
habit now became associated with the recurring t_ickle 
I' : 
The awarene~s came after I had su"c:ceeded in my throat. 
.• ' - • . • ~ t ·- ~. • - . , ..... ~' 
in· usi,~g; my whole _ba_ck for brea.th support.· '.:it is 
·• .:• 
inter_esting to note that it was work with the Alexander 
Technique that made me aware of the disadvantages of 
\ 
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tanking up with breath rather than the vocal warnings 
of the· previous few months. 
4. Discomfort phase_: I made a special note of this aspect 
of awareness for futUre reference' with the-·case studies. 
The initial ~eaction of ease and relaxation of· the 
Alexander·Technique can be replaced by a feeling-of dis-
. comfort or even dissatisfaction with oneself after .about 
ten.lessons. 
5. ·The teacher's role in inhibition: the process of leav-
ing my shoulders out of my singing action was greatly 
helped by the· teacher's constant repetition of weight 
into your feet, §boulders ba~k into your back, open 
your throat, feet on the ground, shoulders releasing, 
up in front, and so on. These are the directions that 
one eventually is able to give oneself but the process 
is considerably eased and speeded up with the help' of 
the Alexander teacher. 
LESSON ·13 
We noticed that my shoulders. were no longer obviously held 
at differerit heights, as.was shown in the. photographs 
taken two months earlier. We worked on letting the weight 
fall into the sitting bones and then thinking a ~onnection 
~P into the sho~lders without rising up off the sitting 
bones to do this. Ny directions were up in.front and dow.p 
at th~ back ~ombined with letting go tension in my knees. 
My teacher asked me if I felt safer doing that because she 
felt that my attempts were rather tentative .. She then 
asked me to spread my feet on the floor and open my throat. 
She commented that as soon as I thought of opening my 
throat my back filled out. I found this amazing. 
My teacher said that the proces~ of muscular change was 
now happening very clearly ~etween lessons as well as 
during lessons. I had been doing some jogging and had 
found that the upright position was more efficient. It 
appeared that I had really got many body connections 
going now and that it would not help me ~~ry much to 
think about Alexander Technique while I was singing. 
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I must just let it happen. ·If I tried too hard 1 would 
just interfere. She particularly asked me not to try 
~nd struggle. with ·the· back a~~a~· ··r ·comme-nted ·that I was 
experiencing tingling l.n my feet quite a -·lot now and 
.· ""',: ' o,' f1 1 ~ , '-· , 
registering emotions and sensations throughout my•body as 
a matte~ cir course . e.g. dv;i~g a concert or 'when somebody 
made me cross. -- We worked a bit on monkey. I was asked 
to th.ink' towards my back, keep up in front and open the 
chest. ~Agairi I pusheCi out in my back l.nste.ad of sending 
' " it down from my shoulder area into the lower back. I had 
' '' 
to aHow length in my neck which I 'initially did by pushing 
• } r ' c' 
on the length until 'I was told t'o just allow'it to happen. 
I was asked to feel the length up and down my back and to 
soften into this length. 
My teacher then set up' ~y balartce' r'~r singing- and I told 
her that I felt rather far back on my heels. She said I 
was actu~ll'.Y a·little hit'forward on my feet and advised 
me to feel the· bori~s of the fee-t spre-ading on· the floor·.· 
She _asked- me to' release into my knees. She said that the 
muscle· .Spasm in the' m'iddfe of my back was'' due to undue 
effort in the breathing muscles of the midriff and was not 
ailowi~g me t6 length~h 'and widen in -acb vi ty. I sang:-a 
' lullaby ~hich was a little lacking in breath control. 
Again 'I was asked to Ieng.then my back, open my chest, 
.. - ' 
open my throat'and release between my shoulders. She 
~ ·. . 
expialned to me that I needed to open up so that there 
. . ' . '~ 
was ~-ore space for 'widening: If I allow~d myself to 
fall down· in my.tor~o it.meant that i had to use more 
-, ' 
effort- t~~iden'and iengthen'up. At this point my 
teacher said that she was exhausted. It is very interest-
ing to note that I ~-elt much lighter ~fter singing_, in th.is 
way than I would n?r:mally hav_e felt. I commented that if 
I could get that.def?;ree: of relaxation with extra -support, 
then my breathing. pieoha~ism would probably become much 
- mor:'e efficie_nt. At this stage the vocal control fell 
about somewhat - at one moment the sound was too_ edgy 
at another -moment it lacked ·breath ·control, at another 
moment the. diaphragm did. 1fot co-6rdfnate its· control with 
the u·pper note .•. - Howev~r 'I'had a growing sensation ·of 
progress in the field of releasing habitual tension. 
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N.B'. ~,' 
1.' .Undue effort causes shortening of the stature: 
Alexander's principle of allowing the h'ead to lead 
i~rl..fatd;_ and~_,up· is very. :a"iffic"u1 t. to keep: i'n' ope~ation, 
2. 
I ' : • ' • r ~ · •' <· ' • • r ' • , •• ,., • 
especially·· when the'. sitlger' has ·had a habit of 'niaking 
undue ef'rort".: 'Thii ~a:s hi:V· ffr~t ~eali'zation that 
und~~ ~ffort was actually the cause of the shortening 
ot'.riiy·~tature· and:the holding on to ~esidu'a1: mus~l'e 
r_ • • ~ • • • ,). l ' ··~ . ~ " 
tension in. my back. ' 
Connectiohs: ·'I ·was tieg~~ning 'to b~ ~ble to operate . 
connection's from on'e" part 'or' tny body ta' ~ho.thet .. ' 
... ( ._'·..; :. ; ' : ~ 
LESSON 14 
l \ , .. ~ ;_ r 
My teacher aske<:Fme <to try·:and listen- to ·her hands.: 0.She:: 
said· I was ;trying much to<Y hard' .and she' advised. me to use 
the lessons· 1as reJ:aMa ti:oh .aha not as cwork. at -thi·s .stage. 
She asked me: :to thfok into •my :back and·· release th:e· weight 
into my ·sit ting b'ones·.-- ·'I f.elt ... acutely um::omfor,table and 
the. d i's comfort· 1extei1tlech· ri:ght into my knees.: She. asked 
me to let my arms hang at my sides, let my knees release 
and not··to do so much work_. She said I was :i,_nclined to , 
-stand too f~fi forward. I, commen~ed ~hC!t ;when_ I ,_woke ~~P 
in. the mornin~ I_ felt complete.ly. out of balan,ce .a_n9 _very 
tired. We. discussed the possible reasons for feeling 
• • ~ ·~ • :' • • ' '·",I .' • •~ • : •, • • • ,'.: ' ~r • ~ ... ' • '- • •, ~. • • 
out of balance and it was clear that there was more to 
• • , ' 0 ; '. ' .. • • • • - • •• ~ 
:(· 
'' 
it than ~~~t r~ach~ng new phases in. the Alexander Techni_que. 
" •. i. 
L was coqtemplati,pg"s.tarting 1es.~on.s wit~ a news~11ging . 
• ,. ' • • • ~ ~ ' " .. u ~ • ' , .~ , ; ' • ' -:---
.t eC! Cher and expe~iepcing ?- _g;~~.t amouqt of anxiety rabou~ 
this. 
At-this point I lay down on the table and experienced a 
great deal of trembn}1[{ fn my. legs - they seemed f.o have 
no sense· of directi~n-. 'fr· occured td riie that tni's' t;/as 
,just a"'nother- sigr(o{:~Y , te~rs. Of insec-Uri ty ·abbut ·my • 
~ '. ' 
My t:eacher sa'id. that this was .. a -very good :1esso.n. · .. We 
finished. by -.playing ~the· piano ,and· she .was. -int·ereste~ ~o .· 
~ - ' 
note ·that ·I di·splayed"far- l:ess tensi0n whi~e playing_,ttie 
r 1•.: 
' 
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pia11o<tha11' I did while singing. ~ ' 
. -.. . ~ , ' (,... 
1. Fatigue:. ,-it_.is. 'a ·wen·.::.kno~n fad 1that ·intensive 
· .·' : Alexinder · les~o~~: i~iti~lly cause unu-sual -fatigue. 
I b'oret this 'in :m·i~d for the "ca'~e studies that I was 
.; ... 
.··.;, 
planning~ 
. 2. ·uridue,_te~sion inmaln skill: I found it Very 'instructive .. 
. ' t~at my~ pian;':pl~yi1~g shotled·'less t~nsion th~~ my singing. 
:I have since discussed this issu'e with many Alexander 
· .. -~. . . \,ii,-.rj~ «:~ ·,.! " , ,, . • . .- .. r.··~'. . -
r:students who,,pf-v~: qevelop~d ?ne skil~ rTt~r~ .. th_an aH \he 
.- others and it is commonplace that the main skill that 
~ .!. "•· . ~~ • - ' .• ,.. • ' •. '·, i \ :. - .. •. . . ~ • • • . 
has taken many years to. develop shows ,mary more tension 
- . ' ' .. ' \- - ' - - . ' . ' -~; . 
,, patterns than other~activities ... If c:i. .,Perf.()rm~r has 
. . . ! • , • . . • .+ ,, r • \ ' . , , ~ . 
decided to earn a. living with this skill the causes of 
' •. ' • .' • • ' • •' ' . ·• • - L-0. • • • • ~ : , ' : .-,~ • ' '. ,,-~ /" • .·, 'o ; : , • 
... ; such anxi_eties .are obyious a,nd it was my, _intention_ to 
.. - • . "·- ' . ~ • • f~ . . ., . ' . 
use the Alexander Technique as a way of minimising 
,r ~ , 1, • ' : A , \' 
. such tensi9n. I_t :was h~lpful to know_ that I did. not 
' 
use such great~tension.in a skill which I._did not 
. i • • , , ' ,' , , . 0 • ~ 11 • • " 
. , c.onsider v~tal to ,my ability to ;earn a livin.g. 
LESSON 15 
My teacher :said. that' my connections throughout my body were 
a lot better in this lesson. I was having a little trouble 
in believing that the chair was actually there for me to 
sit .:pn:°"~ .:This c·ominent worked round- to· a .conversation a qo~t 
the performer:'s problem of being hamstrurtg by. his concept 
of the perfect performance.• I.was in. the process of· 
examining my 'atti tu.de ·towards my qualities as a si.·nger:- and 
my faults as a singer. 
We did some singing ·'in ·which ,there were signs of my. jaw. ,. 
being t.inus'tially '"tight;· . While I was singing my teacher ·asked 
me to'release my :weight on to my feet·which I did' immediately. 
I noti6ed that' I s0tceeded in re1easiRg this· weight just 
before a particulA~ n6te -in the song that had al~ays. been 
unre~onaht 1 ~•it•was a ~natural~ and· the success of.··~· 
releasing we'ight foto•:my •feet seemed to give the D natural 
a greater amount ·Of re'sonance. We then worked on the back 
of the neck. My teacher said there wa~ a certain amount-of 
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blocking there and to free it I had to drop my nose. I 
e~plained that ,.th,e ,p_l_d. habi~ o_f. t~yi11g,,to projec.t so.un,o 
for.ward often cause,d ine to dr::op ,.my ey~~- to . the floor and 
let the whole fac~ and neck. fcillow the eyes.· I had. over-
COJ'.'rected .in .t~e neck now q.nd was holding ,it a lit tl~ too 
. ••' .... _ ... 
stiff.to.prev~~t myself fro~ qperattng t~is old _hapit. 
·." • • • ~ • . : : ~ -~ • ,._ . ' • .< :. ; .:,'. • 
My ._t~acher asked m~. to c~mcentrat~. then. ~ri the; _eyes. rather 
. ~ '. ' ' ~ . ' . ' . . ' .· . . . . . . . 
th<!-n trying t.o change the :neck_ ha~its. I.t seem,e~ 
~~ ' ;. ~ 
that there was less.tension in my s;inging than be(ore. , 
.. ' . ·. . . . ' . . . . . ' ' . ~ . ~ , . 
. We "then dld some w~rk 'on crawifng. I was taught how to 
go down' on one knee; and th~n: d~wn on my :haunch.es ahd lean 
the weight ofmy. body ion my hcinds so that f was on·'all 
fours'.· ·The·ri. {tiad t; '.Lengthen and' Jiden 'tny. ba~k, 'making 
;, ·.-'' f .•• T . " " ' , 
sure that the· small of my back was·not too'high'or too 
low, lengthen ~he back_of ·my neck, raise the collar bone 
· up 'towards-th·e o'~ck, '~nd. thlnk wi~dth in the '·thr~~L · There 
is a lot of skill involved in deveioping from. a' sfandirig 
position. on: 'all fou~s to ·a ·ro~king pbsi'tlon-, to cr~wling. 
on all fours, and eventually crawlihg on ·aii 'fo~rs:~ith · 
dif'ferent ·pa:t terns bet~~en °knees. a~·d hands.· ttie're are 
many physical skills involved and on this occasion I was 
learning to lengthen and wideri in what was, for an.adult, 
an unfamiliar activity. 
N.B. 
l. Enci.:.~a·i~ing: It was interes.~ing how the basic c?nc_~pts ,_. 
ot Alexander's teaching began to eme~ge. in contexts, . . . 
other th<m ~h~ p~r~-~f ph~si~aL Al ~h~>Ugh I h~d- t~pu~~-~ 
about perfectionist attitudes: qualities and faults in 
relation to my image of myself as a singer many times 
before, I felt at this st~ge that._my .cit_tent;ion to
1
the 
physical means Whereby I_~wasusing my bq_dy t:JaS beginning; 
. to. cl_arify _my menta~ _con~epts ... I ~d not know. how my 
. \'. . ' . . .., 
attitudes and images compared with those of .other-·. 
~- • ' • • • : .., \ • ' ' • , ' ... .: : • 0. '. • ~ .'· • • • (' • - • • ' • • • • • • \ • 
singers, but I felt that I had in the past used fixed 
,·. 
concepts of perfection to be unnecessarily self-critical 
, .and in_ t~i:::;, way had, on occ,asion h~pered my pote·ntial 
·'· impr.ovement. .Ex~i-ning thi:s attitUde;: with my iAlexander 
t;ea~her -~-as_ part 9f th~, ·process of changing both tlie 
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.·physical a~~ the rp~ntal '.3-tti.~u?es .. tow_a~ds_ a~tairi~n~;,?n_"end" 
from a direct· ~r~sp i.~to a,;,reas'oned prpcei3s· ... 
· ~ .·y: · ~~ _ .\ ·· ':r · .!1..-~ 
~. ~:leas~ in. :ac.uon: . Opera.~ii:ig. a _release just prior to ~t_r:iging 
a note that has been unsatisfactory was anew idea for me. I 
' "1 ' ' ' • ~ " • ., • '' ' • .,. ' , ' • ·._ •• ,. ~ f '. •. ,. 
, had read a description of the sensa ~~on ip Alan Tt tus.'.s, 
'' . ., . ..... -. ~ .· '' . . . . ' ' - ... " - (_" - -
article (page 6 ) but had not be~n able to operate the idea on 
.. ~ • ' , -~ , : ' (.:', •.. I ~ ' • . -.. 
my own. Hdwever, with my Alexander teacher's help, I felt 
~· . th~c benefits. in s?qnd . of _let ~~ng .. tqe,. weight r:-elease., ,into my 
~eet a~d. st.~~k.i~g ,f~H,yr r.esonanc~, a~ if by_ acc:;.ident. .. ,,,I 
, learn~(j. ~o develop , this. abi}-ity 18:tei:- on when. _train~n!5 as . 
aQ Alerxander. teacher; and my :ins ta~.~ c,oillilland of. such. q~~ease 
bec.<:lme an. integral part of' my singing techn~que~. 
• • ' ' •• • · • ' '' (,__~. • ,, 0·; r " _. ,. ,. . . 
_,,,\' 
'·,· ,._ . 
3 .. Simul tan.eou~ lengtp~ni,ng .and_ wi(jening: .I.t. was my._,first . 
• 1 ..•.• 
experience ,of f~el~ng .bo~h the.se sensa.tions at_ the .sq.me, time. 
• . • • ' ' , • • • ' .'l f .. _ • I "' ~- ~ ' , 
A~ _fir_st ~~.e st~~ent:qrids: the. leng~t1ening·eas_~;':r a.no .does 
not notice or ach~eve the. widenin_g •. , ~: always .f~und tha~­
the s~multaneo~s ?P~ration of bath was easiest while 
crawling. 
LES.SON_ i 6_ 
•' ;. 
Between.lessons 1~ and 16 I had my first two singing lessons 
with the vocal coach at the Nico Malan ppera House. I was now 
. ,. .,-.. , . . . . ·-·' 1 ".'. •(' - ' ·- ,........ 
in a.position -i~ m~ke, us~ oi ~h~i I ha~ lea~ned in the literature 
and pra_ctical 
singing. 
Alexander lessons in my attempts to improve my 
.· .,..; ' ·, ;' ;'v' ~ • ; • ' 
My Alexander teacher commented that .I was now able to lengthen 
through my whole being, which was most satisfactory. I enjoyed 
th~)sensation because I had noticed that during the week without 
an Alexander lesson I had f6und myself slumpin~ into my pelvis 
again. . ; 
She then asked me to widen in my throat. we" discussed the 
•. ~·,. '· 't"' .·., ''· r:. ~ ~:·· . -:· ~- , ~· 
subject of thr~at. t;nsion.~ . tickles and crackles an~ how to 
imagine m9re ,spac~ in this vital area because the. su°t>ject had 
'· 
·' 
/ 
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also arisen in my singing lessons. My singing teacher had 
- . . , 
pointed but,~thatdnttial ·success in .releasifig··throat· tension 
~ ·- . . . -- i. . . - - - .. _-. 
cau·sed .. the.i:rl'iuscles to try.·to hang on t6 the tension of· the ' 
old habit .. and thereby .caused an .. interruption ir:1/the 'release . 
He sat.a he had. heard niariy great singers: crack: for"-ti'Tis reason. 
Fear :of· :cracking can cause ·.t:urther tensi-on.:and ·impede p-rogress. 
Again we~'.discusse<L.the: problem of wanting. tmmediate. perfectiOn. 
being an obstade tto actual· improvement. • · 
'. ·'f' 
We. then•worked. on_.feeling the .top 'of· :my .head. lengthening' into 
~ 
my tea.ch~r '·s,,,hand_: and': the1:i :settling ·.my back :into !for ;.other 
hc:i.rn:I- whe.re I ;h?,.d".over-extended a little•: :I coriiinented 1.that 
my singing.teacher.noticed that my upper·totso dropped'while 
singing .. :especially· on downward intervals. ·It wa:s ·:.nic«~ ·to · : , 
know tt~at :I was. -working: on :a ·way-. to overcome ·'this: in· time. •· · 
We looked ~(3.gai-n at wbat I was actually .!doing ... · tighteni:ng 
general:l.:Y ~r the ... front· of· my···body; ·causing>the.: upper >totso 
to drop and -theref9re under..,.usihg the, back. IL was d:lear 
that th:is was an. old fi~eq habit ·that was going to; take· some 
length of: yillle ,to .undo. , 
My teacher also noticed that the muscles in my feet Wyre 
becoming softer - she said they had been hard and inflexible 
when·Lfi~st started. I had also noticed more and more _that 
they were tingling. 
' We ·did ·some ·.more worl< on "whispered ah!!,,. 
Both .my; teachers• commented during thi1s1 ;week that ·my response 
to direction .was .. most -satisfactory and that I changed. ver_y . 
fast between lessons. i- · 
N.B. 
.. 
1. Breathing: there was now double indication in my singing 
and in my normal movement that my breathing was too 
concentrated in the front. My singing teacher said that 
my _diaphra_gm was pu_s,,,hing for .e.acl'l s.taccato. ins.te.ad o(. 
botindrn"g--f~~~ry~~~~;fY~ph,~s-t. was P,Ul~_ing .down,,., ... ,_ ... l 
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2. Trembling in re lea.sing muscles: '·In my $ir1ging lesson I had 
beeri to1d ·:tha't there ·wa$'.·too much effort in my upper lip 
and that ·1 . sh'ould hav·e· .in .·nii~d ·a$ ·natura·1 a'·mouth ··as I 
could:· .This caUsed my upper lip to tremble whh·e..:_·f. sang 
which I foutid rather embarrassing.' Bu{ f linked it w.i th 
the idea ·or ·jerking muscl·es in ttie th.l<oat· ·and· let it 
tremble·· - the' next.'singing lesson my' ~fp stayed'::in a 
natural po-si t'ion without t·remblirig. · · ·· ;·, 
3. Jaw:tension: my singing teacherpqiiltedouV'a.n unnatural 
inward opening' of the jaw :.;, het' said 1 t sli6uld--fall 'open 
withc)tit· sQta.shing: the larynx~ · He said the ceffort :·.fn the · 
upper lip was causing tension at the c:::ollar bone. I then 
aske'd. :my ~.Alexander teacher for a way . of "ti.Sing the Technique 
to solve this· problem of throat, mouth And j~w··tension. She 
suggested that :r should go down on all fours' and imagine 
my throilt'wider·inthe front (she thought that I sang 
with a "flat throat"); let the neck feel free; let the 
··head nod forward, not the neck; and hum. I did this when 
. . . . 
I felt I was not .overcoming tension problems and fouhd 
that it d_id the release for me. 
' . 
LESSON 17 
;, 
As soon as my Alexander teacher.touched me she said "What 
.. (," . ,- ,.._~ -~ 
' ~: - ',. J • <"· •• 
have you been doing?" She said my starach ·was very tight and 
- . - . - .• - 1 ' 
even whee •my legs were stretched out on the table, I only 
released the tension a little. I explained that I had been 
• • L • (' • ,,_·•, ··, ~.-' \'.' ; • • ; ·I• '. .,/ • 
taught a very interesting system of_thinking about my 
,., . , ' :c J , • •, '· ..,' ~ • < 1 < I ' ~- ' •. . ~ " ;i 
v.owel placing and had been working very hard on this. 
(' ,• • 1. • • • ; ; r ,; _,', ' ( ' • •.: •"t' ' ' '/, :~ ~ 
Obviously, I had over-worked this aspect on ~y.own and 
~ . . :· . . . . . :: ·-~ ' ~. ' . " . . 
lost what breathing balanc.e I. had ac~ieved. I ?~d g~m~ back 
to the ol.d ha bi ts with th~ diaphragm and front tension. 
- "~ I • l' ~ _' 
My ability to lead movements with my heatj had impr9Ved. 
·" • ' • _f •• 
N.B. -
\ .. · ;.· :: 
+· . ~' ~-~ • " : 
1. Over-riding_strength of old habits: by n9w I had read 
F.M. Alexander's ex~erience with trying to overcome oltj 
• '·.;, ~. • ' • \ ~ <. ~ • • ! .. . , . • . ~-:' ' ' 
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2·. Moil1 tori~g muscire. ·tension: the pian of fntersp~rsing . , 
.. _A1'exander· and· :singing· lessons close )fr time wa's"·beginning 
'to Work - my singing teacher explained that it was a 
common problem that an interesting new facility learned 
in a si'ngfng lesson' ' ·often dlsapr)ea'rE:!d after 'three days I 
· pra·ctlsing ·because the· .student introduced; 'Some. ·othe·r · 
. 'problem. · Oni thist occasdoh I had 'the' Aiexknder teathe·r 
' :·,pointing this' 'ou-t· ·lo me between' singing lt::!sson§ a:nci' 1 
Was· mfuae'. awfrm~:~arfy ! on fo the; pro'cess o('What'~IL~a::r actually 
·doing. .. : • \ J 
3:''Mind confrol': I ·made a note after this week that. I was 
finding placing the voice with orily mental· thought 
much more ·successful'. I had 'been.·taught''to channel 'f~ss 
breath through my nose':·· · 
LESSON. ,18 ., 
The main focus of this Alexander lesson . was to examine how 
I was carrying out exercises I had been given for improving 
the support from my lower abdomen. My singing teacher had 
commented further on the habit.I.had .. of dr~pping the upper 
.. _:. ·: __ -~ - - > • ' • • ' • - :.• ,· 
chest on to _the, diaphragm ever when, I had s~a.rted the singing_ 
•• . f:-: -· ..... • '. , I ,,: . 
. ·phrase : reasqnably we).l . "up". 
' • ( II ' 
. . He .. sp<?wed me· how~ ~o ,.ma~ntain 
minimal energy i.n th~ z:nuscle~ of the.lower iabdomen,rigl1t through 
' . ~ ·- ~ > ' -
to the last not~ .. of a phrase. 
I used the Alexander lesson to obse~ve_further what I w~s 
actually doing~wheQ I practised-this •. Afte~ my prev~ous 
• : . • '' . • • • c, , '1....- - ' 
experience of reverting to:o1~ tension habits.in~my breathing, 
, . ~· - .. • I. ,, " - • o • , 
my A-lexander teacher was pleased. to notice that I did_ nqt 
,- r- ' . ' - ' . . . 
stiffen my.arms ... She. said that she would have expected me to 
• \ • 1~ - '~ ,: ·, ~. -·· ' ! ·' • - • . - . • ' • . ;· 
arch my back slighpy whil.e doing the. exercise, .. but I told 
. ' , . .; 
her that I was aware of a tendency to do this and was able to 
inhibit it this time. She did, however,. notice that I was 
locking my knees during the new exercise and she suggested 
that I. practis.eGI 'the .lower:> abdominal support .. up to the point 
before I fel:t I ir;ieeded to- brace my kne~s··'."'· .. thi.s would !prevent 
developi.ng i=l., furt!1~.r fault that . co_uld. c~ee te;· general t,e_nsl.on. 
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My,. Alexander teach_err. not.~ced. st-ve.ra+. other: d~veJ.op~ents . iri 
. this. _lesson - niy legs, we.re freer; .I. was able .. to mentally 
. " . .. - . - ,. . . . ·,' -. 
direct. releas~ it) my legs and neck arid my neck was better 
aiigned ,to my l;>ody '-'.b-~c51~·se, I-. !1eeded fewer ,books . to ~est. · 
m¥'. head or _th,e tablec., '• . '.· .. 
I, also noticed some ,chanf5E.:S in my. ~uncti?ning, :-, ' I felt~a. 
m~cr 9ett.E7r flow i.n .my_ ,ga~ly __ routine eve,n 1 r'hen ... there were 
unexpected difficulties to solve. At this point I was doing 
regular s~heduled practi~es in singing, a part-time secretarial 
job, attending Alexander and singing lessons and had a sick 
child. -r was deal.~!'lg. "l:li .. th.:_?.ll'. .these .~h(lnge~. wA th, a ~ind. 
of calm ~ha L. w,as. new "~o: m~..... .. . , · r- . . . 
I also made a note tb.at !11Y.~1 ~onc,en~rati_C?n had a .. r;ie~'.;ql:'ality .. 
to it. .I was. on .the ... recei.ving· end of .a- gr:-eat deal of . . •-
, . . . ...... ·., ~ ' "· : ~- . : . ~ . . .. ', . ·~ ~ 
advice and ··.i_nstp.uct~pfl, .~t .this .. stage and .I noti~~: t~at,. my 
' 
abilitY, to. carry o·u.t il'),struction immediately haq increased 
dramat~cally. 
N.B .• 
. , ~ ... 
""\, J, 
1. Inhibition~- J:;. w.a.s now- using my. improved kr:i9wle_dge of my 
func_pof!ing. to ,Jnhib,tt ,ung1.;1e effort in my. ~ac)<.;and,,I later . 
su~ceeded,. ~r- carrying out my Alexander. teacher's warning 
th? t , I sho_uld Jn.hi bit the bracil'.lg qf my l~gs .~pd remembe.r 
.·to keep my arms free. 
, r . •. "'. 
2. Concentration: the problem. of making old .mis.takes while trying ~"'"'"'-----.---. ~ ,·~'-". '~ 1i..( - •• . .•• i._.. • . 
.. --=··· ~ •. ~- ·~ 
new and unfamiliar techhiques had,always bothered me in 
0 • ~ • • • '.. •' • ··~ ' .,A •• '. • • , ' 
singing lessons., ... Now that . .I had read that-.thi~, is a 
universal problem. in Alexander's book The,.Use .of;_ the 
.,,.. '· ; , I', .. · • l .. :· 
Self. (,see< page .. 22), :J: _was less d~stracted . .,b_y th~ ,·fear 
surrounding the. ,unf~mil,iar. sensa,~ions.. Hence Il'!Y concentration 
improyed as I was freer of the fear of failure. 
LESSON 19 
It was evident that I had not increased my general 'body 
tension although I had had a very st~essful we~k;. -~ w~i 
beginning to realise th~t I was conscious of d~aling with 
., 
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difficulties by fac~r:ig them and coping, rather than· switching 
off IT!Y perceptiOns and becoming tense instead. 
-, 
; •· 
regu'larly allowing 
.. . ' 
I was my head to go forw.ard and up for 
sitting down and my legs were staying ; loose while sitting 
I down. For the first time- my back was abie to rest:'nat ~n 
.. . f • - . 
i:.he table without the usual arch iri.~iie lumbar spine. this 
. ( ;-. :,_· 
showed that the lower' back muscles ha~f released • 
.. 
N.B. 
-~·-.. 
·' 
1. Open "ah": in my singing lessons I was W()rking on carrying 
the voweis' wi'th the breath, never letting the -breath' 
··-.• '.·l '. r· . ·. , IL- • • , 
"starve'' the vowel' never ".let tin~ the sound 'fall into the 
. . . • 4 
throat. This became feasible bec~use my abdominal support 
was more ~onsist~nt'.' I was becom1lng more ·'.:i~ut~}y aware of 
the di:fference ·between ~~ ~pen "ah" and a covered "ah" or 
', • ' • ~ !- .: : 
dark "ah" and finding that the only way to maintain the 
i .... : 
·!v 
open "ah" was thro~gh constant attenfion to my' body use. 
~· <~ •• f '1. < : . ' (> ( - . 
The lessons were tiring, but I ~ade a note th~t ai no 
point d~d ~Y v~cal chords-~o~nd ~tired . 
. . 
2. Lower back ribs: I became aware that the open "ah" demanded 
the participation of my lower back ribs. (I remembered this 
· later when learning and teachiDg the "whispered ah"- flexible 
ri-bs are essential· when trying to sing an open "ah." - and 
i' (' 
the "whispeted ah" is a very helpful preliminary-to this 
'. ,._," 
experience.). 
3. Releasing ~pecifi~-~us~les: ,.;, I I was being ~dvi~e~, not 
for the first time, that I should. loosen the sides of 
my ~eck-.and. lo~sen ·:the cheek m~sc>i:~s .at c -th'~ sides of the 
lower jaw. The difference now was that 'r had experienced 
my own direch~~·of ~uscie release and (had conti'dence 
i" ~ •• 
that I could actually achieve small releases in iny. face 
;: ... ,"' 
and neck. 
.; \.0 •• 
. . j 'p" 
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LESSON 20 ;_ 
At· this le~son-I-· sl:l.oVfe9 signs of. over-lE:lngth_er:ii:ng., i!JY .. ne.ck .. My 
t~acher said that I should not. try to develop t.a flat, stringy 
neck, but' think of the throat letting go in the back of the 
·" .. 
· neck.· .She then paid attention to my shoulders needing to 
release and letting go in the ribcage ... As this took effect 
I felt an increasing· s~nse .of discomfort all' the .-way down :my 
spine. She;·'said this was a ·good· thing because l was getting 
ih touch with. t_he!. ffgid tension~ in my ··middle back which :would 
help further rele~se in 1ri:Y rieck; 
· .. 
My· 1es'soi1' ton ti nu ea with· a v"isi ting teacher ···from The Construc-
tl ve :reaching·centrein~Londori 1 wh6 had.taken singing lessons: 
herself and was a· professional 'Clarinettist. · She ·a~vised rhe 
to think of the ,back participating m6re ·in ~-the· breathing 
and'.thl.nk of freed~m of movement· in the hips and le·gs/ In·": 
our discussion about· breathing she said. that. brea.thing i•n' 
itsefr· was not a goai; th~t ·I had my whole life to' get it 
. . ... ,, . .. - ~ ( . \ . 
I was then· sh'own ·how ·to let my legs dangle on the :"right"! 
horse. This had the effect of allowing my back to open while 
-
gravity helped my legs to free themselves from my pelvis . 
. -~ 
.!_.. 
,··· . 
,.,, N.B •. 
. , ... , 
1. Inner tehsion: my: singing teacher-pointed out a:t this stage 
that I was 'responding to iri~truction about ··my breathing· 
action··ih 'the muscle$· on .the outsi8e of my ·body~ arid' not 
·getting in 'contact with the ·innrar action in the tore of·rriy 
breathirtg and energy.' . He· described an inner poiilt' of -:energy 
as the) crossing point -of tt:Jo horizontal rods at:"·the· level of · 
my pelvis~· I realised that+'ttiis _advice went. considerably · ·· 
deeper than just the: physical. action - if the··physical 
production of° sound-was 'hot p~hetrating the cobe 'of"!tly I 
energy, then tH~ i~te~~ret~Eio~, emotional content and · 
sit}cerity of my performing did not' stand much chance 'of 
dev"el'oping. 
2. Conscious u:se of lowef· back:"- fny back was obvfously- riot· 
ready 'to ~par'ticipa'te fleScibly '.in. my breathirig· because~ my 
singing teacher said I was not· using the whole expansion 
. \ 
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of my lower ribcage. · The. unc.er.tain ty and discomfort felt .. i'n · 
my sitti'ng and standing'was· only the ;beginning·of releasing · · 
habitual tension in the lower back. · The back continued to 
rest flat on the table during Alexander lessons . 
. ~ " ' . = ~ - . 
My. teacher had the i:mpressi.on that I. was. taki~g ori.· some. extra 
.tension in my .lower back .. - J t, .f,el t .. "as hqrp as a brick~'.. We 
' ~ ', ,_, " <rt [.' " ' • • • " • • ,, • • - ' ' • 
worked on releasing. the te.nsion. on th.e tabl.e and thinking of 
" ' . ' ...,, ' ~ . - ; ~ f- ~ • :.· - . ' : 
that area of the back.softening. When we.retprned to the 
' . ' '.:. - ' . . • - :. " • . . • ";:-i, ., . . ' . . " . '.. 
· cha.ir, attention was .focussed. on thinking of. the .. bac!< opening 
• '.• ' ..... .:·.•' ••• • L • • • • ;·;.. '"-' ' u • 
and widen.ing before .thinking of the. fr,ent COI!Jiqg up. I had 
•• • ' ... 1· •• ' • • ·• •1 •". 'c .. '. • 
;been. pu:;;hing Uf? ,in the, front and t.ak~~g .~h~ .. strain. pf. thi,s in 
my b.ac~, fo,s.tead of. ~llowing release in my back to allow the 
' ..... . ' . . . . . . .· . ~ ,. . . ,, . ' - . 
up direction in the front.. .. Slowly I managed· to think of the 
I • ~ • ' ) • 
whole spine releasing, space between.the shoulder blades and 
t,he sittir;ig directions ,became up in front a(:\d down at th~ 
' ' 
back wi ~h my teacher's h,elp. This enabled.me.to feel the 
-.~ ' : . . 
weight re!ea~i~~ into my sitting bones. 
N.B . 
. •' ;. 
... ... 
1 •· Learning "doing" and ''releasing": it was evident that my own 
-------~~~.;;;.__-. --=-.:-.·.,...·-·...:.:·.-:""-"____;;;,, : .. '. ' "" 
efforts to remedy my descending upper torso: involved too .much. 
strain, and not enough release. Certainly I was not falling 
into the old habit of dr.opping in front, but my remedy was 
accentuating another area of tension. 
. . ' . . ·•. ~ .~ ... ·-:- ,., 
I was not.Vfprkipg as 
;._ ' 0 H',\ ~ 
a wh6Ie and ·th.ere was the resulting conflict in my singing 
. . - ~-' . ·' , ~ : ; . . -
and in my normal movements. My actual words in the conversation 
~ -· •. .- " . • ' ·: • ~ .. ·_'. ''!(~ ( • , ·, ' ' • ~ •• 
at thi~ point were - ffl dQn't think I have distinguished ih 
~ -_, ! • ' "' - ... ': ' 
singi~g the difference betw~~n. s~ppor:t_.w~~h. l~ttipg th,e breath 
thro~gh and suppqrt from pushing the breath through~ I still 
• ·_ < " '~ ' ' ~- " , ' .: • ~ 
somet~mes push - the more anxious I get about the way I am 
doing it and·the effect I am haying on the listener, the more 
I push. I have to make that distinction for th.e good of my 
body ·~i's well as my voice." 
The preoccupation in my singi~~ less~!1·,during. the current,week '. 
was keeping the. bf-~ath movi.ng, 'tpus ,ena,bl~ng ~hF'. f,orward 
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pronunciation of. the, Y<?wel ,- the ~.at ti vatton -:of the resonators 
and the . prevention of, unnecessary.· loss' of :•breath 'ion 'the nose. : . 
.. •' 
Predictably, .we worked on~ the. front/back 0split in· ,my movements.· 
;MY teacher.,explain~d that::the.;psoas muscle connectihg the upper 
leg to. the l()wer baqk_-.ribs 'had become Yery ·Meak and that T could 
work as muc-h. ?S I. liked: .wirth the· •upper.:. :torso, but until this 
connection strengthened, breathing as a whole would be· a 
continuing problem. · She 1suggested that ·i.'f I. felt contact: with 
.this.· mus~le I .would get much:-c1oser• to ·that· internal energy' 
my singing teacher· was ·describing., beep.use. the :.psoas muscle 
.passed (ri.ght through the pelvic girdle on the way to. the ribs. 
SI:le also noticed that I was using tension in mylegs to 
compensate for lack of flexibility in tny Jower ·back. 
So.we worked on the hors.e again and I sang·· while thinking of 
the connection .. between :the·. upper legs and lower back .. The aim 
of working on the horse was to cure a tendency I had to lean 
forward as I was :thinking. of. keeping the ~owels·0• forward ·in my 
mouth· (·after my· previous $Iinging iesson,) and ... to. prevent the. 
. . . 
tightening_ of.-.the gluteal musc.les 'Which cause .the ·bottom· to .. 
tilt. . upwards and the .muscles· of, the lower back';to tighten. 
N.B. ,. '} ... 
1. Tens_ion-:Jr~~ legs:- I had never been: taught to tighten the 
buttocks as part of my singing technique, but I was aware 
,that -some ·$inging:teachers .·advocate this~. It f,eels :.very· 
. :· "unsafe" to let go. tension in. the legs and buttocks_ while· 
stnging, but it.makes a gr.eat deal of differ.ence to moving 
I 
about. the. stage freely· and to. flexibiii ty in the breathfog 
system. 
LESSON 23 
! . 
.My back appeared. to be widen1ng ·and ;-lengthenfog: most ·succ~ssfully. 
We worl:<ep ,on ::;~:mie: pianis!)i~o exercieses and my teacher noticed. 
that I Ririched my shoulder blades towards each other for ~iano 
·' 
' 
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and high 'no.te~ .. She "thought my middle· range was n:-ee a:nd 
·· conriec1::ed :to IT!Y back butc,' as ·iw·ent ·into the highe1i" reg-ist:er 
my body rbse up with. tffe pitch: and lost· i_ts f<n~'ildat'·ion iri. the 
sitting :tibnes.. I tri.ed· jumping from: -~r l'ow note· to· a'>hligh riote 
and she: said' that iny ·head ·11discorfoected" 'fr'oin. iny ho~y for the 
jurrip. • lt seemed to rrie''fodt. ithis·<wa'S 'a niiscoriceptfon of mi:ne 
from · 1ong before .that ·arose- when I: was frying' to 'get· :more . 
.. 
head resonance •. .We '.worked f'urtner' on· we'ignt 'gdfog·ictown the 
bacl<: ancf' lengfh up the '{ronf whiie·2singing. . . ". 
I theh - did more work on the ;"monkey'; position:·· :.. this· time I 
was made aware of the value of lengt.hening and widening in all 
the s~cti~ris of 'th~ .b6dy:·in rotation so that the· body never'· 
became fixed. 
I cohhri~ea 'sfrigfog sitting in the chai;r and .this t'fo1'e managed·;· 
to k~ep my weight in the "sitting bones while reaching the head 
voice Tange. ·The c sharlp . ieading' to the head tones· l'l~d a 
totally new quality ·-or· resonance. •· · , · 
We discussed at this stage the tension resulting in tanking up 
with too much breath for the exercise or phrase. My teac~er 
pointed out that, if this resulted in stiffness in the neck,' 
~ . i .... ' '• •, . . . .., , . . . ' ·' 
it also resulted in cutting off a large.percentage of 'the: 
s~nsory'. perceptions in the "base of the ski.ill; ·we therefore 
i6s"e '_the precise connecticins' wl. th' the boay mechanism, : adapt 
to· a relat·i vely gross po'sture and'-~nd: up only responding 
when this misuse starts ~~~sihg us' pain. 
I. related a recent experi'ence in. ah auditi6n··when. I deliBer·•ately 
used my abilitf to connect my fee't'" to. the ground and lengthen 
up to my head. The result was a much less nerve-wracking 
audition experience. I also learnt an Italian aria in two 
days~ tor ·the· same ;cohdud:.or and fel F that· I learned the words 
much qt.licker than usual. 
N.B. 
1 • ~Expan·sion 'prcce,dures :'' after this'~le'ssori I pfad::ise·d~ singing 
for over, ·an hour a'nd '.experienced a tightening of the. sound 
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on the top B flat at the end of ?n.aria; so I directed 
~~idth:int6 my shoulders before striki~g the note an~ the. 
thinness of sound and sense of effort disappeared. 
2. ''Monkey.":: £hf$" concept of k~~p~ng the ·body relea~i'~~·· . rte;· -· 
in ·rotatfofi. w~tt~rtiy "rirst'" ~xperi"~~ce of total rel~~~e •. · . ! '. 
• • • ' "' .,.. ' ~. l ' , ;.- ~ ,' ' ,. I.:.. 
I was to"deve1op thi"s into the idea of constantly keeping 
;. 
· breath support while singing in the "monkey" position. 
3. Supporting down: this is a phrase used by many singing 
• • • : • ' "1 ·, . " , , .: ~: • • _. .' .: , . • •• 
teachers and it seemed to m~! that I was actuaqy learning 
. - f '" • • ' .• • • • "' . •• 
·to use' the idea . accurately ! by let ting. the weight. drop . 
~ , .• ~. , . .. . .. r: • ·:~ . 
into my sitti~g'bbnes _throughout t~e full range of my· 
• • ; • .... : • : ' f > • ~ 
voice. 
. ~ 
(. . " ~ ,' '· 
b. Breathing in: the discussion about tanking up with breath 
•• ,, ';:· ; • ;;.. • \<- • 
·reminded me. of Lii1i' Lehn{ann 's descriRtion of reqr:ganising 
'. _., , , , t • • • , · I , .' , <, • I ~ •. , !. 
her breath crntrol after 25 years (page 35) • Now I was 
. . . . . ( _, ::-~ . ·. ' . • ~ " . .... '. 'I~-.-. 
having explained to me some of the detrimental possibilities 
,. · r· - . ;., 1,7', .,; '1: ;;• , · 
of over-doing the- in b~eath.·· 
5. Nervous tension: my audition experience made me feel as 
.though,_ I was learning to control my_ att_itude to au.~Htions. 
csee pag~ 53. ) 
( ;1 '· .. ; 
r I' ~ • • 
LESSON '24 
An int~resting development at this lesson was the evidence of 
.. 
releasing tension in my legs. While I was lying on the table 
on ~Y back, my teacher straightened out ~Y right leg in the 
f' ~ ; r ' " •· • .,, ."~ ' .. ; ' " ; '· ' • •. ~·: . . ·, j. • 
usual way, returned it to the flexed position and then straightened 
./ · • • ·1 ' ,. r · ;:c~. r 
out m~. left leg;. While she was v.1.°(!<fng O!l my left l~g?. t:~T right 
leg started to tilt over to the ·side and I seemed to have no 
' t !. : ~ . . ~ :o ,.. ',., ·.i < •• 
control over the movement. She said I was watching it happen 
J •· • • ' '· : ~ ~ ·- \, .. -~ ~ ' 
as though the leg did ~ot belong to me. 
< •.;I 
...... ·····, N .B ~ ~··. 
1. Tension-free legs:t~is w~s a cle~; case of.relea~~, of tension 
occurring without the student "do~ng" anything., It happens 
: . . ' "(,- . ' . t " ' . . ;: .~ l ,,' ~ . 
t9 many students and some of them are a: little.alarmed when 
. '. ~ ~. ~ ', '. . "t .... : . ~ ' ''. . : • . ' ' ·; ·. :... ' ""I·. . . 
they cannot prevent the legs fr<?m falling to the sid~.~ In 
,.. , °i"" • .1 • • "" • : • ~ • • L. ~ ~ :- · , • • 
time the st~dent learns how to 9irect the, l~gs towards the 
. •, . "" ~~ {. 
ceiling so that they do ·not fall. 
\ 
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7.9 
1. 
LESSON'·25 n· ... ~, . 
I worked further on: ~pehing \he. back ·a~~, Was ~dvfied to think 
of the the cor~esporiding area in the f~ont. Mf teacher said . 
that.,I h~d 'a tende:~cy tO dc:i'too rin;ch·, ·tattier than let things 
.•• j 
happen. 
w~ discds~ed the· vario~·s opinions I had< beeh g1 v~n· about the 
\. .. 
-, .. ~ • -t<, -· .~ • . .. • ·- . . . - . r ,.\ . :e-· ·~ , : , ;.. , • ~ . 
type· of voice I had and ·:which· roles I should ·consider studying. 
I . . . -
' r ~' ' : ·: '. - <;. ·"4 '.-, - ' • ; • -- r,.., ~, t ' . My :teacher commented tnat, if my singing was the ·same as my· 
Afexa~d~r work, .-I probably ·needed tb' le't~:the~:vofoe> flow more 
and thett 'ciectde what' so~nds ·were ·resultirtg' ftbm· ·the' letfing 
go• ; 'She said I w~s foll;wing. insti-Jcti6~s· which was ffne 
. up tb a certain. point . ' . but 'then I. kttouid let if flow if I 
wanted' to' expef.iente 'the':real :thing. If' l aiidwed the sound 
out the right decisions would emerge about the roles to play. 
1. My ~singing· lesSbn- continued to·'work.wi th mouth positior., 
gentle attacks on the phrase, vowelsand thinking a 
connection with moving the breath from the.lower abdomen 
right past the back of the' tongue: 
LESSON 26 
This Alexander les$On was directly· after· the last singing 
lesson and r·was· still carr-ying·out the idea~"worked on in 
. , ' . ' ,,.. r·:. • • 1 ~ . ·, - . • . . . ' . - - .._ • . 
the Singing lesson. 'The was~ g~eater sen~e o~·ease in the 
sound; my back was 'freer; . the pianissimo 'sir\ging' w~·s working; 
the front/back s'pli't. in~my a"Ct1tm was "far less ~oticeable~ 
LESSON 27 
,· . 
. -, -'•. 
At this le$sor;i f. did soitie' s:l.1nging1 ori"' the horse again·;· t: made 
a note that I was di·stiriguis'fring between an· open ~"ah"'"and a 
darker covered "ah" quite: regulctrly now.:.: I did. five note. 
exercis.es tip to top c. ·and. then r"epeatecf ttie exercises while 
my teacher helped me release te'nhon. in Iily. Jeg diiring. the 
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singing. She must have noticed tension in· my right leg- at E 
nat~ral on the way ~p th~ scale because she heid;m~ leg loosely 
when.the exerd.se approached the E·natural. I was conscious 
o~f wanting to pull on· the right leg, and when I found, I was 
unable to do so, my tongue shot forward and the note flew 
out of my head like a bomb! It took us.both by surprise. 
She also noticed that for about half the singing time I was 
holding my ribs in. a. fixed. posl. ti on~ r' ~x~ial~ed-:that I 
, . ;. -r·. : · , t , ~ . · ... · 1 ~ '. · _ -_ ~--; ~:· , ~ - :· ~ ~ 
had bee~' taught to do this many years ago and that I tended 
,_,... ,. .... ~ . ,... ~ ~ ~ 
to retu.rn to the habit when '! was experiencing something' 
nei/ in singing.· . I ~~s' fin.ding that"holdl~g ·_them out 'was 
. ~ ... 
preventing the.successful.application of.lower:abdominal 
' ,· 
s·upport. My' teacher suggested that the ribs 'have to ·inflate 
. ; ' ' ., 
and then.deflate if.the breath is to keep moving. 
• r' - t · ', ,. ,~- " ·· ·7 :. · ., 
I noted· at· this lesson that ! had the :feeling that 1the ·old 
habits were not going to .. return as easily-~ny m~re .. My 
,;: . ,-. • ~. .• " , r , ~ . ~--, . . . : . ,, . - ,. • 
shoulders also feit less tense and seemed wider. 
···'· 
N.B. 
. • . . • . • ' -- C' ' 
1 • · In my singlng ·lesson' we. continued· to work on moving the 
breath over the tongue without pushing.or blowing .. r 
1 
I f ., ~ ~- f • ~ • 
realised~that when I was stopping the breath a~d moving 
" . : . I. • 
av.o.y fran my' support, I was ac,tually fixing the ribs and 
starving the sound for a split second. 
2. I found it ver'y puzzli~g that. my tongue. should finaily 
. .. 
IJPV(,; off the back of my mo~th arid let the sound out after 
my leg had been.released. I': have since·· f'ound that the 
. . 
tOp notes are much· freer in ail iny student~ - if they can 
,, 
·persuade themselves to keep loose in the ieg~ while 
approa~hing high notes~' ~urth~r ~xpe~i~nce co~Ji~ced me 
that tight leg meant tight abdomen, which meant tight 
ribs, which mea,nt stopping airflow, which mean tighter 
. ;. ·~. 
throat _inuscles-,· wh'±ch meant les~ .head r:esonance, which 
. ,• 
meant ·more effor't for proJection'. · This assistance wit!?· 
. . 
moving the 'tcngue off.the.back.of the mouth.was one of 
. ' 
the most exci tlng 'examples of how the Alexander "1ess6ns 
'•. .. ~ 
. , . . .. ~ 
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were providing me with more ways of carrying out my 
intentions while singing. 
LESSON 28-
We were still covering the standing,. sitting and lying on the 
table in all the Alexander lessons at this stag·e. I had 
reached_ the stage where the_ speci'fic experiences during the 
lessons were filling in a general picture of the role Alexander 
Technique could play for singers who were prepared to examine 
their technique thoroughly. It is undoubtedly very difficult 
to teach the subtle details of breathing and this is made much 
more difficult if the singer has ingrained habits that impede 
his ability to carry out these subtleties. There are those 
singers who have enough mind/body connection to carry out 
detailed advice, but other singers, with perfectly good 
vocal instruments, have lost a certain degree of mind/body 
connection t~at makes detailed instructions more difficult 
to carry out. Alexander Technique can help to bridge this 
gap in the singer's mind/body coordination, giving him a 
tool that even the_ so-called "natural" singer does not have 
under pressure. He develops a conscious awareness enabling 
him to think the action through,- rather than "getting_it" or 
"not getting it" 
We worked on letting go tension in the lowe~ abdomen and 
. 
saw how it enabled widening_and releasing in the sacral 
area of the lower back. Sensitivity in _this connection 
was becoming ---important in my thinking for breath support 
and I was keen to explore the results of releasing tension 
before expecting somesupport from the same set of muscles. 
N.B, 
1. Thinking as a whole: this discussion about the general 
application of Alexander Technique to singing was important 
at this stage, because I was already falling into the trap 
( 
. ' 
of becoming too involved in carrying_out specific instructions 
(See Lesson 25, page 79). I made a note of this for future 
practising and teaching and determined to remember to 
'· 
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return to the whole in each l~sson. 
· 2. Rele·asing before acting: my singing teacher was asking for 
more ac.tivity ~from my .l?wer abdomen; my Alexander teacher 
\, ·~ . .. - .. . . ' .. ·.. ,. , " -~ ·. 
said I would be· more successful if I released the muscle 
• ·; :' ,. • , ·' .. t , .- .'. . ~' ! < ~ • 0. ''. t •. ' <- . • • ~ •• • • 
, spasm in my lqwer back; I fell-into tension habits.when 
. " , · :_ ·;, r:;; '. · -' ~ ( . '(_- · / • • · : ; · · · ~ 
I tried to sort this ou~ on my own; here r perhaps, was 
.• . •; - - \;' ' . . ., _ .. ·, ' ' 
th~. solution.to dev~loping flexible ac~ion in! muscle 
group t<hat was already tense with spasm - RELEASE THE~ 
~1· • ~-".. ._ •• • .~ .'" ~-,:~: . ~ f['6°'.; l_·_·,~-.rc~ ···_ •• • ; . ..., . (''.:_ -.. ". ; :·. ,· ':;e . 
. CONNECTION BEFORE YOU TRY TO USE THE MUSCLES. 
. . I' . . . . ; . ~ ' .'_. ~ 
·.. .....- . ~ . 
·':). ~ . . ' -
We worked on the horse, table and chair. My teacher watched 
.,... ·.. . : . . ._ ·, . _. ' . - ; ' - . . : ~-; ~' 
me singing again and said I was still· rising in my pody ~t 
• .' J ~- • ' • 'i. ,', ; e.- <. • • -; '.. • • • • ': ~ ,.. o ' • ·,. ' ·... • : • ' • ' \ • 
the end of a phrase. The other habit she noticed was 
f _-, •· 
gradually poking my head forward as I went along. She 
~uggested that I think of a con~ecti~n betwe~n my forehead 
·. ""'- ! ' ... 
and my lu~bar spine so that I did not overdo the stretching 
l!.P of my head. 
We discussed how .~est to obser~e such habits when prac~.ising 
alone and she suggested profile mirrors. 
. . ' ' . . -. . -~ . " ' . ' 
N.B. 
: · .. :' .· ~-
. " 
1. Cross-cqnnections: using the connection between my forehead 
.. 
{the forward and up of Alexander's description) and my 
lumbar spine was a very successful way of preventing over-
, •'' \ ~' 'L > • l' • ·.r : - ,._ • • "\' ' 0 - ~,::. - ' 
stretch and keeping the muscles of the lumbar spine in 
. . . j ' • . : .· . . 
activity~ I developed this idea of cross-connections for 
.several of my pupils who had over-stretch or over-collapse 
habits. · 
2. Mirrors: ·three. mirrors ~~t in the corner of the. room el'lable 
the sil:\ger . to _be his own .. obse.r:'ver. The si~ger has all i:Jis 
.: .. 
senses available to monit.or his .sound and action, but often 
t ·'. , ~~·-. " -: ' • • ·~ . • • t • • ' : • .... - ' • • • . '. 
se~s onl¥:.hi? fron~ actior;i in a mirror. I late_r develope9 
:~. 
a system of placing a student with mirrors on both ·sides, 
and ,at the back sq that I could see hi.s ,action. all rounq 
•• t • •. .• •' •• ,.· . ' 
while list-ening to his sound. 
~, . . . , ' ' . ' . " 
I.used this for observ~ng 
'; ~ 
my own baGkaction as well. 
. ~ -. . ... 
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LESSON'30 
My teacher noticed; not for the first time, that my back was 
still losing its connections from the way I was working on my 
breathing. It did nof take long to connect it up again; and 
I was relieved that this was so. ·I was trying rather too hard 
to mainta.in ·erect posture and thi:s was a strain :While the 
muscles of the• lumbar spine were still weakened with spasm. The 
visible lump in the right lumbar area had flattened out somewhat 
' but it wa.s necessary to reduce it more because it was inevitably 
interfering with the flexibility. of the ribs. · I .achieved a 
better lengthening between the sitting bones and the neck. My 
breathing habits were still shortening this area and I .still 
needed my Alexander teacher to help·me experience :the lengthening 
required. 
The release in my upper thigh and gluteal muscles was very good. 
We also noticed· that my response to the teacher's :hand directions 
was becoming more and more immediate. The same was happening in 
my singing lessons. ·My singing teacher also used gentle touch 
to indicate where he wanted release or placing of sound, like 
the neck or the upper chest. My response was immediate. Then 
he would stand at the other side of the room and merely say 
the words "neck" or "chest" and the response would be immediate. 
We worked on crawling again and this helped with length between 
top of head and base of spine. 
N.B. 
1. Sense of process: it was becoming clear to me that the 
process of undoing interfering habits started with awareness, 
teacher-directed.releases, constant repetition reinforced 
with moments of success and realisation and only then could 
the process culminate in personal direction of release and 
action. 
2. Spontaneity: the question is often asked if all this conscious 
direction does not destroy spontaneous reactions. The experience 
in my singing lessons indicated that the contrary was possible 
my response. to suggestion was immediate and spontaneous. 
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Ce~tairily one passes through a self-con~cious and fixed 
stage when the new awareness has not been transla-ted into 
release; but when this passes~ the body is freer to 
respond to stimulus. 
These thirty lessons formed the basis for my concepts for 
applying 1\.lexander Technique to singing. Later I took photos of rnY 
postural condition (Figures 3 - 9); I went on a three week 
recital tour; and I joined the Alexander Technique training 
course in Cape Town. 
All the observations and conclusions noted after my Alexander 
lessons were the beginnings of vital concepts that helped me 
with my performing and teaching of singing. I was privileged 
to have lessons with and observe the teaching of three 
experienced Alexander and Voice teqchers in London and New 
Ycirk. They helped me develop these concepts .into practical 
applications and by the end of the next two years I had a 
thorough understanding of when and where I was using tension 
. . 
while singing and how to sing without undue tension when 
circumstances permitted. 
) 
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·I Table 2. j 
Measurement 9th December 1983 J1th August 1984 Change 
Weight 
He~ght 
60.2 ,:kg. 
168. 0 cm .. 
• I 
Neck· circumference j':1 .0 cm. 
Shoulder width (back).J?.O cm. 
Rib.S·exhal'ed· 80.0 cm. 
~ .' 
h I ;-
R~bs inhaled 88.0 cm.,· 
(actual expansion) 8.o cm. 
.. i 
CHest normal' 98.0 cm. .. 
Waist above umbiliicus 78.5 cm. 
58.9 
t68.5 
31.5 
37!,0 
74.0· 
,· 83. 0 
' 
.g_.o 
Q9.0 
75.0 
kg. 1.3 kg~ less 
cm. 0.5 ···.·cm .. more 
·-
·. 
- -. 
cm. .0.5 cm;. more 
. . 
. · 
: cm. 1 . 9 · cin. less 
,cm. 6.0 cm. less 
·' 
·Cm. 5'.0 cm. less 
cm. 1 :::.o cm. more 
cm • 1.0 cm. mqre 
cm. 3.5 Cl!1•. less 
/ ,,_ 
/ 2·12 .,5 ;cm. ' Arm stretch left! 211.5 cm. 
,, 
1.0 .... \ mor~. ,, . c:m. 
,' . I 
A.rm s'tretch right 213.0. ·cm. 214.:5 'cm. .1.5 .cm. more:', 
. .' ·" (left/right difference)~.5 cm. 2.0 
\ 
0.5· . ,.J more· 
Left ieg lying down 
'·_ / .. ~ 
Right leg lying down 
. i ' 
86.0 
86.00 
·' 
ctn. 84:0 
cm. 84.0 
1 cm. cm·. 
; cm. •.· 2. 0 cm. fess' 
• . !' 
. cm. 2. 0 ~ cm . less, 
I i · 
Tu:!Se measumnents were taken 37 weekS ai:;art after 47 Alexander Technique lessons. They 
• . ' ' . . • ~ ,.. o I , I '.· 
w:re taken by· my family doctor who checked· then carefully after each ~nt, 
. . 
especially those trat.h3.d charig'ed sigrificantly. There was sane ct:eii,ge.in_each 
~t' but ~ are irore sigpificant than others. il1 ;terms of. my c~nt mu5cle use . 
anct·the ch3rig;es I wished to rrEke in my'i3~. / 
MEASUREMENT ~NAl..iYSIS 
WeJgl')t: 
Height: 
Neck:· 
i 
1.3 kgs significant 
. ; 
loss is not ·:a weight over 37 weeks. 
' 0.5 ctn. is not remarkable except :that it is an increase and not 
a loss. 
·an examination of the visual outline~ seems to indiCate that 
i. 
my neck has lengthened. The measurement indicates t.hat the. 
neck has ·also widened. This is ~ satisfactory resul'.t for . 
. ' \ 
the :..--Alexander Technique re-educatioJ because I was taught: ~j:;o 
' ~ . \ 
iengtheh and wi~en in all parts of m~ torso. From a singing 
. 
' ) 
~echnique point of view, it ,opens·up .the pos~ibility that my\ 
whole neck externally and internatly :has widep.ed which 'implies 
that I ~ight have conscious control over the opening of my throat. 
' . . . . . j 
Shoulder:as· this m:easurenient was taken only at: the bac,k o~ the shoulder, ; 
it show~ ~nly that there was:a slight narrowing. This can be 
ftXplained by the releasin,,of tension. in the front of the 
·upper ch~st which wasciii:using the;shoulders to.curl.round in 
. -~ I .-.... •, • ,'. . ,., -·- ~ . ~ . . . . • __.. 
' front. This change c-air'be seen visually in the prbgression 
. · _~ .. from fi.gures 7, 8 and ·9 ~-u-has profound implic.ation"s fo-r: _.,.. 
. ~ . . .. 
···-·h''• ·-- • - - '-,....;--..- -- ~ 
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Figure· ·v-. j _ .. f. 
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j 1sth July. 1984 j 
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i 
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! 
I 
..... 
( 
I 
J8th March 1985 
/". 
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Ribs: 
Chest: 
Waist: 
Arms: 
88 
: I , 
my intention to overcome the drop.ping of the sternum and 
to l~a,rn con~clous contrbl of th~ up'per chest. . This is 
evidence pf the beginnings.of c~~nging the.kyphosis or 
\ ;· 
round-shouldered tendency of the .. upper' torso in normal 
-. t·. 
standing. If I c6uid appl~ this,~~ile singin~, it pointed 
the way,; to solving th~ problem of droppi~g the stern um 
while breathing out. 
·- . ' • . , • "·\ ,v , 
there is no doubt about the· profound change in the girth 
; . 
of my ribcage. Both the measu~ement:S an(j th~ visl1a.l out-
lines i~dicate an .elongation of the midriff out of the 
pelvit girdi·~ and ·a'. significant reduction of ·i:.he lu;np 
of ~uscle"s~asm in; the:·lower back.ribcage. This l~plies 
.- '. .'· • .'_ .. '• .. l . I. . t '.' . •. , 
greater freedom "fbr"normal activities;"but for singing 
. ..) :. . . . . . . . - '~ 
it has very exciting possibilities. The absence'6t·a 
downward.puil in the tors~ leaves space for.greater 
elastic.lty of the intercostal muscles which is es"sentia.l 
for all goo<l breath support. The reduction of muscle 
. : . . 
spasm implies far greater potential for conscious parti-
cipation of the lower back in the. suppor.t mechanism~ The 
. :, ·. . . . . . '"" . , . 
. reduction of any spasm pf this obvi?_l1s nat.ure provides 
.r,elief of tension throyghout the body. .It is ~mportant 
to.note that., althoµgh ~ lost .ac_tuc~l gir_~h, .I actually 
gained one cm. in expansion flexibiUty. 
. . ·. _.., ~ . . ,. . . 
the opening out of the front qf the .chest accounts.for. 
thi~ .small increase in chest measurement. 
1.5 cm. is a significant loss of g~rth.round the waist. 
It indicates that the lengthening of the midriff extends 
I . ~ 
deep into the abdominal area. 
an increase in the arms' .ability to stret_ch indicates. _that · 
therethas been sqrrle lengthening in the arms a_nd in the 
.muscles in the should~!".-blade area. The, right arm has 
released more than the left, probably due to the loss of 
,., " ' 
spasm in the right lower back rib area. The twist from 
the scoliosis affects the upp~r l~ft shoulder, and, 
• 
~lthough this is illiprov~d.there 1~ still evidence that 
. 1: 
the l~ft arm is ~ffecte~ by the muscle spasm here. However, 
there is evidence of one cm. of release in the left arm, 
which opened up the possibility of overcoming the tendency 
to raise my left shoulder while approaching difficult 
· pas!?ages in singing~ 
) 
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Legs: 
89 
/· 
,_ 
this measurement taken from the superior iliac crest on 
·~ ' the pelyis to the medial malleolus (inner a'nkle) is an 
indication of the normal angle of the pe:lvis to ·the leg. 
An alteration 6f 2 cm. indicates that the lifting of the 
extra weight of the torso from the pelvic girdle has 
enabled it to becomes freer of the tension in the lower 
back and,allowed the slight forward thrust of the pelvis 
to release, thereby causing a downward drop of the front 
of the pelvis. All _this helps create freedom in the back 
of the legs and front of the ankles. Singers often tighten 
their legs with effort an9 it is encouraging to realise that 
this .residual tension in the legs can be released. Freedom 
/ 
of movement in the legs is very helpful with stage performances 
and the development of conscious control of tension iri the 
legs helps to keep free in the whole body during difficult 
passages of singing. 
Change of Balance 
Figure 10 is made up of the outline from the photograph taken on 
\._ 
5th December 1983 superimposed on the outline of 15th July 1984. 
The paler figure shows the way I used to retain my balance' with 
the weight resting too heavily on the front of the feet and the 
head held too far forward on the body. The darker.figure is the 
more vertical stance which results from le~rning to distribute 
weighi more evenly across the feet betweeh the heels and the outside 
of the balls rif the feet; this enables release in the knees; then 
the backs of the -thighs can release and the crease in the back 
leg/hip joint becomes less pronounced; tension releases in the 
lower back; more space is made for the organs of the abdomen and 
the abdomen wall becomes flatter; the midriff lengthens.; the chest 
expands and lengthens ; the throat lifts off the clavicle; the shoulders 
widen; the neck '1engthen.S and the protruberance at the seventh 
cervical vertebra smoothes out; the cervical vertebrae length~n into 
the skull; the sligh~ double chin disappears; the jaw loosens; the 
height increases. The outline in Figure 9 shows that this above 
process continued between 15th July 1984 and 8th March 1985. 
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jFigure . I 10Jf 
. .;~· 
··, , , 
I 
I I ,. 
:..-o:. 
.Outline of tmto 
taken 5th D9c. 1983 
Qitline of photo · 
taken 15th July 1984 
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Physical --Proftle · 
The. details of these physic<=!-,1 changes can be compared with the 
· pf}ysic;al profile on .page;:;1-.32":t and ,3~. j 
Head: in.all :the· outlines :".it is evident that the head is held further 
back_,'.in ... re~ation to. )he~torso. and neare~ the centre of balanc,e. 
Neck: _:fig~.· 3 - 6 all show that the shortened neck muscies hav.e 
1.~ngthened and -that -th~ .slight tendency to develop a. "dowager's 
hl:lmp" has disappeared •. 
.. Jaw: the _slight double chi~. :has disappeared and .. trie j~w has lost 
' 
most of iis habitual tension.- . 
C,hest: the obviou.s ·shor.~~niz:ig ·of the vertical muscles in front· 
of' the· torso .has -released. - Upper ·torso is not habitua~ly. pu_lled --
d9wl'l .~hg19 _sit ting and -.standing. Fig. 9 shows. t.hat· tti.i.s. _pr9_cess. 
continued~ 
. '. :'.'• . 
Shoulders: the. thoracic curve .has le.ng-thened ; the curling forward ' 
of :.the ·1:1pper arm in front hq.s become less noticeable between figs. 
3 and 4; the upper _-chest has opened ou~ between figs 7~8, and 9. 
The .shoulders :were ·also. level. ,q.t i~his stage. _ ,. 
. Spine: t.he )engthening of the lumbar spine and the resultant re-
_duction of the muscles spasm can be seen clearly. in.the progression 
from.figs. 7 - 9, andthere is hard~)' any evidence of shortened 
muscles in the middle back. _, 
.Torso: -_the whole midriff is longer and_ seems thinner. Since 
muscles are constructed in spirals-,-the extra length also implies 
_an undo,ing of the twist (scoliosis) in the torso. 
Arms_:_ fig. 6 shows arms hanging· more freely from shoulder. 
- . 
Pelvis:-a comparison of figs_7 - 9 indicates that the pelvis 
, t _.-. .~ ··I. ,; ' 
is tilted slighUy further down in front, thus allowing a better 
lumbar curve. 
Knees: less braced backwards in figs 8 and 9 than in fig. 7. This 
means less shortening of the muscles in the ~pper thigh under the , .. 
gluteal muscles. 
--
Weight: no longer tilted forward as in fig. 7; but centred_ above 
the ~nk.les, as in figs 8 and 9. 
Breathing Profile 
The·details of the breathing changes can be compared with the profile 
on page 35. During the two years of tne __ project, the flexibility of 
. ,~" 
m~ rib muscles returned: In the first 6 months the actual expansion 
: ' - ·- - . ,' - 't.·• - . . -
increased by 1 cm. (Table 2, page 86) and by the end of two years 
/_ 
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the-. increase was· 3 cm. - , 
Chest: I no. i.onger: allowed th chest to drop while singing and was. 
able to maintain·an open.chest while singing. 
Diaphragm~. ~~l. ~-~sid~al tension .. in _ t.he. epi~astr,ium ~is~ppe~req and 
the· 9iappragm remain,ed. flexible while singing, instead,_o.f. tightly 
under...:.:.control. 
Cow~.r. B.ack: af,ter a_ pe_riod of al~oi:;ing .the; lumbar, spine to curve 
inw.ards .while ~inging, at. the en<,Lpf twp y~ars. J was able to,_ 
m?intain th~ pel\T~S ba}anced. on.: t?P o( the -legs, ;wh.ile usinfS 
the .inwar~. _flexing of the .lower .ribs. r,ight.,~~rou~h ,to the last 
quantity of.~i!' in ~~e,lungs .. )'I 
Lower Abdomen:.· ~e~ame much mpr.e . active . in the balance of the · suppor:t. 
. . 
Af;t.e:r_,_a period of. d~vel?p,ing both _out~~rd .. Cl:nq inward .. Oexibility _of ..... ·--. 
the muscles, .. b.y the .. ~nd of two years,·. the aboomen .·was able to 
C' ' ' ,· ' , • ' <-" • '~ • ." 
• 
coordinate energy with the lower back ribs to support the phrasing~ 
Focus: while ,prac:;~ising or re~earsing,~ I l.earned t<? .foC):lS on 
th:e ~uscle,s ·trat seemed l_etharg.ic. at. the_ start. I, yery. seldom· 
found it necessary. t.o focus attention on the epigastrium. Ih 
performance, with. the added enerlgy . .f'.roIJl· ~he .adrenalJn, ,I regu~arly 
exper,ienced .the total cooperation of my breath support system 
\._· . - ' 
w.i.th my music_al)n.tent_ions. w_ithout. hav:ing to focu~, on. breathing at all. 
I,ntake: still occasionally audible, but it became possible to take in 
.· ' . ..... . ' 
breath. ,without sound· or effort. 
Sound Profile 
The shedding of the "covered ah" sound was vital to freeing the 
natural sound of my voice and I needed a great deal-of encouragement 
from my singing teacher to achieve this. I found that the so-called 
manufactured "ah" was so prevalent that the ear becomes dulled to its 
presence. All the Alexander/Voice teachers insisted on the ability 
.to sing an open "ah". I also had the remarkable experience of 
observing a singing lesson of a mezzo soprano who was training to 
teach Alexander Technique and had been trying to open her "ah" vowel 
for years. On this occasion, she actually sang an open "ah" and the 
relief was so great, she burst into tears!. It is a very necessary 
sound both technically and psychologically. 
I retained the lyric repertoire that·r had been working on bef.:ore the 
project started and I added much more ease to the coloratura arias 
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The· Russian-Nighti-ngale (Alabieff), The Dbll' s Song from Tales of 
Hoffmann and Le<'FiH~~ de Cadix foehbes l .' . ' · 
• >~ ' \. '. • ''>t" ~ ... . ' .. 
•, 
Middle register: retained its warmth of tone, developed further 
flexibility ( fo.r trills and 'or~afue~-~s\" and sel&:nn da~kened 
' . . . ~ . r• •.1 • 
in tone: · 
, :.·', ; ., 
Upper r~~i;ter: lapse's to hab'itu~f c~~ered tone on B.i natural 
were l r~-r~. E natural ';o-,:A ~~tura'l a .. ~ery;: easy-'rang_e for my_ 
voice. B flat arid B naturaly still powerful and the pi~nissimo 
was developing~- Top C. m~~-h mor~ .consi st::;~t. ·oii 'occasions 
" .,._"" ~ ' .. ~ . 
my v·oice was open enough t'o re~ch G sharp in alt," but· I stiil 
',i '~~. ' - ~_. . ·~· ~ . !~' ~ ·~ . . ! ',. ·-•. ":·~ c " • t ~-,;~ .• <~ ... , -~(·.~: 
used only E flat in performan~e. ' 
; • (' • • • I ·~ • , ~ '• !> • ' :. • • 1." (:· \ ,.--.. ~ • 0 t • 
Chest register: I .?~ercame difficulties with·low A in 
perfor~ances and ~t ·u:~ed the mixed registef< tone down to low· 
G •.•. 
Vowels: in the tw_o_ years , I fi,nally learned to co:?t.rol vowel 
shape with 'iriy mind: only and not viith effort'ful muscle shapes 
·• • .' \, ·,.· t '. "'t"". (·. -· 
. in the mouth and face. 
'... - . '"' .. 
Consonants: reverberated more in the body reson'ance,. but still 
, ... 
.. , •' 
needed attention . 
. ·;·-
Legato: ~ learned how to avoid ·stopping the breath by trusting 
.) ~- , ~ 
the flexibility of the ribs. 
.. ' r 
• • • :~ • ' I • . t ; .. ,. 
• • < 
Balance "Control: I _lear:ne-d_ how tp channel,_ breath. thro:~~t,i th~ 
'. ':. ' .- - .' .t ' """-:--~ --· •-'"' :. ;· : ... ' . . . . ~. 
mouth whil~ s.till thinking_ SO!Jh_d in.to va.rious r~so.nant placings. 
r • 
. .t' 
,. .. 
.. 
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General Observations 
T ··could rehearse· for over two hours without becoming tired. If 
!»worked. too long, my legs became tired, but never :my Vofce. :· .cCi 
(~·. 
' ·'°'l suffer_ed. musc;le. spa~ms. 'in riiy· ieft' shou1aer blade' a.'rea a:nd : 
lumbar spine area :during the t~o years~ Previously, I wou1'&· 
''have 11fr6zeh" 'ac ti vi ty {~ the painfui; area' but oii ·both 
occasions' :t ·was ~hcou·raged to :direct release ·ahd a116w ' : ( .. 
atlivity In the spasm. The' shoulder tension. stfll ;reffects 
.,.. . " ·. . ~ - , . .. , ·c - .. . . " , ,, ,, , . .. , 
. my general tension patterns; but ·my lumbar spine-'muscles · .. 
finally· iearned to ·parti·cip~t'e ~in 1 a11 breathing.'activi.'ties· · 
' ' 
and developed th,,.e ·strength '•to ma.in ta in the correct' . ·lumbar. ' .c 
cu:rve'·from getting.up in tfie morning ti1F·late· at night:·~ 
Tnere ·was 'h.o. further aching" in my right '•oack hip or the· right 
leg/hip joinL ~· My. heels were never' rilimb.. · .. 
General· cornrfients ·from Observers were -1.iery . encourc:ging ·Many · ~ · -
. thou-ght I :had lo.St weight; some ·said my' perforqiance~ were Sve'ry 
relaxed; ·other singers said that ~y.l breathirig '~fe'eme:<'f effortless; 
someone even asked haJ1 my thumbs remained' so r.elcixed; ·a producer - · · 
.:said he ·had never' seen a ·singer· with 1 such: free arms~ · I certainly 
used directions .in performances ·and ;auditioil~·that preverrted. 
undue·tension iri my breathing system· and. thus removed some'or 
the worst symptoms ·or ner:vou·sness. The power' of these directions 
was extremely. useful when I. was singing the "Pie' Je::u'~ from', '. 
Faure '.s 'Requiem w~ th . the· Cape Town Symphony0 Orchestra - ·I directed 
myself from a state of. iextremely self ... conscious nervousness to 
the calm of self-awareness.by allowing weight into my feetJand 
' ' . 
energy to tlow from my toes to the b?se of my skull as I stood up 
' to ·Sing. 
'' 
',,:· 0 
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Ass_essfuent of Results 
I took these results and photographs to another general practitioner, 
ar1 ergonoini.st, a kinesiologist and a physiotherapist to ask advice 
about;more accurate ways of measuring body changes over·a,~o!'lg period 
. - .. . . -· . . 
. of ·time before I embarked on the five case studies.. It wa,s then that· 
I realised that even a ,chang~ of 6 cm. in the rib cage was very difficult · 
to .perceive from .. a photograph and only trained Alex~rider . .Technique 
teachers were able to tell . where a muscle. had released and-, realise the 
sigpificance of such change~ in ·the general body ,tensi~:m ._. . This was why 
I reducetj the photographs to simple outlines~ It:was.the physiotherapist 
who -helped me to. find. the relevant points of the s_keleton .. to use for 
mea~uring change_ and how to meas~re as accurately ~s pqss~ble~ Thus 
we improved on the basic measurements of the pilot project. We 
included all the measurements that had been used for myself and • 
aqded, more detailed ones· for the spine ci.nd . shoui-ders· .-: occipita! protruberanc:e/ 
•_: o~ 
·. seventh cervical (the point~d bump at the back of the skull to lowest 
.. 
vertebra of the neck); sitting hsight; shoulder width back and front; 
• . . c . t 
inter~capula distance (between the 
. \ ,.. ' ;"' ~,. 
points of the shoulder blades); 
-
chest inhaled, exhaled and normal. We used a stiff metal tape measure 
for· the spinal measurements, height and legs and a cloth tape measure 
' . 
. for the other distances. 'We used the same weighing scale before and 
after · tne course of lessons. Each s~udent lay d~wn on ·the floor 
for five minutes before being measured and the time of day was similar . 
. · ' 
T~e ·measurements were t~ken before and afte~ thirty .lessons in the 
e<as·e of each student. . The demands of their courses and their work 
meant t_hat it took some of them longer to complete thirty lessons, 
but they all took between:4l and 7 months_ to finish the course. 
It must be clear that this project does not set out to prove that 
the Alexander Te~hnique sucteeds in changing body use - that has been 
written about ·in great detail by Frank Pierce Jones: and Dr 'Wilfred 
Barlow; many indi viduaf accounts nave ·been written ·to describe the 
succes·s ·of the Technique; television' aocumentaries have been 'produced 
to explain· and demoristrate how the Tethrtigue ch~nges ·body use. The 
measurements are therefore merely an indication 'that habitual' :tensions 
in singers' daily and performing·body"use can be ·released and that 
cons·cious control can be put to Increasingly successful use in the · 
acquisiton. of singing technique~ Small changes of less than 2 cm. 
over ·a .period of 4-7 ·months :can be caused by many other factors like 
time of day, -weight cha·nge, even· mood. But changes greater than that·· 
can be regarded as evidence that the muscle use has altered. 
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V ·CASE STUDIES 
Case A 
! . . 
Case A was a mezzo-soprano who had been·taking singing lessons 
·, V . - .-i-c t' 'i'·" , ·', ·· .:~-~~ '"' 
c_~mbined wi t;_h a~ a~~d.C::~,i,C c~~eE7r_ i~ ~oCiolog:( for a~_<,>_ut six ,.Y~_ars. 
-She had had lessons with three different teachers in recent years 
. . . . . ' . -. . - . ~ ,); -
a~d, althoµgh she was improving in some respects, she was.aware 
·:;:•, , 0 ' •• , -:--- , • 
of recur;-ring v~c;al faµlts that she wa~ r;iot. overc~-~~rig; Her career 
made regular practising difficult and the long drive from Cape 
,.~ . ( - ~ . :. . . ... _':. ,,_ - r -, :, : . 
Town to the University made her singing lessons more difficult to 
- . r '.. . :. . r ; • ' t ' . . . o·_ 
maintain while she was busy. So she started vocal lessons with 
. . . . ·c . , ;, 'X 
me and agreed to become a case study on the Alexander Technique 
. - ,; 
project. 
,. ,~. 
"· t'. 
\ 
Physical Profile · (Refer to F{gures · 11 ·and 1 j · fcir physical· 'outlines• ) 
Head: habitually held too far forward in relation to the torso. 
Neck: stretched forward with tensidn ·in muscles at the _:back of the 
neck. Visible tension in f.ront:. of ne·ck.: 
Jaw: not particularly tense·'.-' opened''wi:de while singing. 
Chest: collapsed in fr~nt., ·sternum pulled down .. 
Shoulders: shoulder. blades . poking out ("angel wings'!) ; ·al.so 
pulled towards each other·; narrowing the back. 
Spine:. exaggerated ·lumbar curve Le. lor.dosis~ . :_. t' 
; . 
Torso: thrust s~ightly forward in front• because of lordotic curve. 
Pelvis: dropped downwards at ·the back :,i 
· Knees: braced back. ·. . . . 
Feef:· Rotate inwards, :left foot worse, arches collapsed. 
' . ~' \ 
Breathing Profi.le: 
-Intake and~expiration-largely.active only in upper.half"of her 
body. Sternum dropped while singing. Preceded singing with 
a. slight spa~mopic jerking of the front of .the ab_domen and the 
epigastrium." Shoulders tended to rise up and over. Abdomen weak 
in rnu.scle tohe. and .inactive while singing. Back narrowed while . 
singing. :.Suppor.t/sound connection in~nsistent resulting ·111 a 
flutter in the voice. Legs stiffened while singing. Felt she 
had no control over her breathing muscles. Where this lack 
of control was most keenly felt in the upper r~gister, she 
.. , ~ ... '' '~-- .· ~,-.·111,', . ·_ .~ •.• ·,·... • ,. -),""' .. ' 
--- retracted the corners of her mouth ·excessively. 
... 
. ~/ 
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Sound Profile 
. •, ' 
Al th01.:1gh she was training as -.a .mezzo"'-soprano, · she tended to. .,. ./< ,; 
lear!'l. repertoire in the.contralto. range .. ·. The vb ice 'Was of 
potertially l~rge dimensions but had· a· flutter ~throughout the':: 
range .du~ to inadequatE;? breath coritrol: She··haa· tro·uble" proJecting 
sound b~cause the placing was too far back in the throat.'.. ~ocus- · 
sing sound was very. difficult for ·her. ·She. found it very hard ·to 
. . ' ~ 
understa,nd head resonance.'. ·Her best :range was «from ;B•flat>below 
middle .C to B flat abciv-e middle C. ,_There was a , strained sound 
fr_om .B flat ;above middle· C and, after pracUsin·g .up ·to -E natural 
she corilpla~ir;ied of a sore throat... ·The voice would go 'as-high as 
G .aqd A,. but she -was .most ·lur)comfortable there. 
· Incidentally, Case A is a very good sight-reader, pianist and 
organiSt and has ·a strong drive to express music with her voice .• 
Hence. her.. 1determinati9n to continue .singing lessons although 
she __ has ,a_ demanding. ,career. 
This strong drive I have learned to obey in my own singing and 
• ( v_' • . ,; • ,.) 
I· have ·also learned 'to recognise it in pote!'ltial ,s~udents as an · 
es.sen'tiai .i~gredient to progress. . Wh_en. a student seems to. h_ave .· 
insuperable vocal difficulties, it is tempting to.let himand me 
. ' • ' ~· . . . ' ' ··• I - . t'' \' .' . • 
both off the hook by offeripg advice t9 give up. But. wh(:m ;:L have 
• - '• <' • I - , '. ~ • • ,· 
persisted, I have never regretted it. I found. that I wa~ not alone 
c 
in this attitude when I found a fascinating article by Esther 
• \ . .. l' 
Salaman in Opera magazine in which she described her long and 
. •. . . 
circuituous route through eight singing teachers, vocal instability 
·, - .. ,.-, 
and agonising nervousness towards an awareness that enabled her 
' ~,' . -'· \:-! 
to focus sound. She state.s very cleat:"ly: 
"My persisteJ:'1Ce was an impelling drive, which I now understand 
and gre'c:ltly ·respect as I ~eet it ~n man~ yo!-.lngsters ne~qing .to 
express emotion througp thevoice wherever it may lead.~ 1• 
' 
G~neral Observations .. :\ 
Case A suffere.d fr'om 'fci.tigue and pain in ·th~~- iovi~r-back' rrom time 
to titne. ·she had a spastic colon, but was otherwiseti~a1thy and fit. 
1.E. Salarran,. "Cerca -la qualita e la quantita verra", OPERA, July .1983, p. 729. 
/ 
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We 'st~rted singing lessons in '.July 1984 and she: began :her Alexander ' · 
Te~hniq~e lessons.in March 1985; so .I was able to teach her with 
arid. without the help of Alexa.nder··Techn~que. · Case A is .9- most 
tewarding student· and :·ideal for detailed study·•· beq.use she . is : 
familiar with the'·• demands of research; she is aware of the value 
of creative feedback; she is prepared to examine her. shortcomings 
. _. , ' ) 
as well as her progress; she had an·awkf.eness of her'muscle 
direction that ~as; s~ffi~ient for.her to tell·whether she was 
succeeding. in ~a~~ying'out ~ew directl.ons 6r not; her' desire to 
understand her voice ·was much stro~ger.than her desire to 
·impress oth'ers with her singing abiHty. · ·fJ.'., 
,•· :· .... 
We started with her breathing -
L~wer abdomen:. all her. previous 'atteinpt's to bring her lo'we·r · 
. •, ' . . . '. . ~ .· ab~ominal mu~cles i~to her breathing action h~d only a~hieved 
a ,slight spasm whi~h· was ~ot; helping her s~ppo~t at all. She '·: 
tia'd ·v~~y' littie control ov.er the muscles beti'.,een the sitting bones 
so we st~~ted work 'on flexing ·the ·11 pei vie muscles". After' a week' 
.. --of doing" this she complained 'of l~wer 'back pairi,. so 'we assumed 
that she was tightening he~: b~ck· to achiev'e the flexibility in . 
the front. We then· t~ied the'loWer ·abdomen/lower back/ front 
rib tnusCles connection :While 'iying on he!- back and she found 
this easier. The ''"standl:hg ha'.bi ts of tensing the lower ba'ck 
muscles Mere too stro".g for her ·to develop her. strength in the 
lower abdomen at this stage. At this point. we. were able to 
'discuss·'the tension in the.· lower back as an I~TERFERENCE which 
:was· preventing ·.the progress of.muscle tone in. the abdomen. 
Mouth position: the pulling:back of the corners O'f the mouth'' 
was the r·esul t of poor breath tontrol and was taught to' her as. 
a .way of overcoming the te~nden.cy ·to darken her voice. · What.'wci.s 
' ' ' 1 ' ' ' 
actually 'happening was that the ·mouth·was retracting so t .• 
vigorously that the back of the neck ~as tightening and preventing 
any access to nead resonance. The laGk of breath control was 
also tighte:ning her ·tnroat ·and causing the 'soreness· after bractice 
sessions above B fh.t. What ·"was disturo'ing ·was that this ha'.bit 
was very strong and irresistable. Many singers allow their lips 
to retract for top notes and try not. to.allow it to happeri 
wherever possibl~. But their habit is not as strong as Case A's. 
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Here was a perfect example of.the irresistability of the LEARNED 
HABIT - exactly bearing out Alexander's experience with "taking' 
hold ·of ·the floor with his feet~'.·' Singe~rs· who have battled :ror 
many years with.poor breath contrbl'often develop exaggerated 
mouth positions; .stiff tongues ·and tight jaws- as replacements for 
contn<;>l•,cin .the real breathing areas of the body; 
' . . _:~r ''/···« : •• <'"C(> - " ~. 
So ,1 w.i th Case A, we repeatedly linked up each new direct~on .of: -~-- • • \ ,' " •• 1 ,_" • < • " ,. - :~ <' 
breath control with further ,loqsep,i.9g up ,of the, lips, so that . 
,<'", ,. .' ' IJ ~ ~ • ' • 
she made, this connection hers~lf. .;:)'no.r;-e :trµe brE?c;t.th control:; =-less 
mouth te~sion.-. There was some improvement._:, 
: '· ' J~. . "·· ' ·' < ;- • -
Si tt:ing bone ·mHscles: . we ·made· a star·t on.develo'(>ing 'some 'Cc>htrol 
.. in .these muscles 'by using a two:..n<Yte "ai1" 'exerci·§e ;\.Ji th: weight 
the stdol. As she had 'done no Alexander '.Technique·, it was' 
difficult for her to appreclate~'the value of re1easing weight 
. . 
into the· sitting bones and she ~had very 'little awareness of .,- · 
on. 
.. 
detailed muscle control. But we persevered and.combined it with 
trying to open th.e throat into a brighter "ah" vowel. She 
understood.the feeling of naturally moving air through the throat 
but did 'hot ~manage to move that air easily· herself with the ' 
~ . 
museles 1 bf 'the 'abdomen .. 'Her "ah" :Vowel was·· so far· back in her 
throat· that ·she had; to begin to readjust her inner. hearing 
completely in her work ·towards·' a brighter, more .;focussed "ah"~ 
It all sounded breathy to her. ,· · !_ ( •. 
Head/neck/torso aUgnment: Case ·A 1{' forward head position was 
·the ~ajor interference in her technique. Every attempt at 
"plating:" the voice ended up with pushing the hea~ slightly- MORE 
\ .. - ({ '· ; 
forward on·the tor:-so and tightening the passage through the 
• ' • ''1' • < • • ~ ' • < '"l r • ' , 
pha;ynx ev~ 'rui--ther than it was _a~ re~dy. It was no wonder that 
she had not been able·· to understand how to ~ma.intain ,.head resonance. 
; 1., -, . 1J,~ ·.' , 0 
The only way that she could achieve it at this stage was when I 
physically held her head. Without this manual guidance she had 
no·control over her head position from B flat upwards. 
';'.,. c• 
These then were the main features of our singing lessons. After 
a few months she sang to the project tutor who pronounced a great . 
' .. 
imptovemerit. 
~-' ( 
I•' 
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Case tl: .then started on her Alexander Technique"l~ss6ns ." --- She 
made" fiotes ·on the les·sons wheneve:r she coi..ild ari~: sutntnarisea . 
them.as:·rollows·.·· ,., .. :" -·-'·.:.· -" ~., ..... -' ···-· 
Isf March 
A'ftef-''her first lesson she· 'learned' to· relax more:~auring·· the 
'lessons~ - Her body bega_-n'. to sense the· improved ·use espetially. 
tlie head· and neck~· ' She -reaJ..1·sea. exactly· wher~F the-. tension 
pbints were' in' the' shoulde'r··hfad'es and the iback of" ·the ··neck. 
Movirig a muscle Was ·no'Fa mat:ter of a tense }erk, 'but a 
released. lengthening of the mu'sd..~~ ;'There ~a:s' a remarkable'' 
di'ff'erence in the feel· of ·the arm that has been lengtheried "·-
anff·tne;one'that still has' to be worked on: She·enjoyed· 
working· for -a sense of leng'th'"ih the' back, ··from the .seat 
to the top of the head and from the lower front to the front 
l,. • 6f the neck.· ' 
N'.IL-· 
In· h~r ·singirig'.les~on at this point we· worked on allowing the 
• · - • · ,, . • · , _· . ,' , • · f:).r, ~ _ • ..,..:·· . _ ''". _' 
lower abdominal muscles to r'elease outwards; smiling at the 
back of thE( throat; '1engthening in the back to sing; opening 
' -~ • ., 1- -~ • - .• - • 
the '.throat at the 'back' of the neck. We were working in this 
way'~b~ca~se·:she needed to telease'\re si1orter1i.ng or' tn~· ·mosties' 
at· the back of her neck (See figures.1~ .• 14 } .. -
: ;,.· 
6th March 
Her .. ,ab<;}oml,nal muscles seemed to be able to extend. She 
felt relaxed after the 1e~son .. ,.Her back felt more- "correct". 
She wa~ able to drop her p~lyi~ ,,b~fore sitting down. . Her 
neck released, at the _bas~·· c;nd between· the shoulder blades .• , 
8th.March . 
All_ the sit ting; stan_ding and; ly:ing movements .;seemed· right and 
natural ~t this lesson. - t.'. 
N.B. 
' - . 
At :,Jier .,singing lesson the . following day we worked on opening 
her "ah" vowel so that it was not so dark and covered. We 
noticed that her diaphragm had the habit of pulling inwa_rds ----------·-·- ( ' 
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j_u,s_t, J)efore she started to sing. The ~allowing week she 
reported' on .·a long sfogihg practice that "had '1ef£ her throat 
tired: and sore. · $0, at 'her next lessotf we~·coricent:rated · 
on 'expansion procedu'res like ·:ffiaking sure the weight was 
ev.enly "distributed across- tne· .feet; sit ting on the_ stool 
' . 
with weight·. ih ~the sitting bones and al'iowing the musc_les 
to release between 'the· .sitt'ing bones; ·-cohGeritrating on 
supporting ·a ·small "f'i. ;souna· with energy ih the· lower abdomen 
before start'.ing to· 'sing;· thinking ·a.bout the ·tortgue 
forward off· ~the back of ;the throat; rele~sir'lg the musCles of 
. t-Oe lower abdbnieh : a.t the' same' time as let tihg the'' tongue" roll 
for~arci; working ··on r~leasing _ the corners ·of the mouth forwards . 
to counter-act the ,·pull 'back,for higher notes. 
'' .. 
"'.- \_·( ·· .. ; ~ r 
We worked out·a.routine for setting up her body for practising 
sO;that ·she could use this instead of practising with habitual 
... ,_,-. - -·· 
tensions: · . , •,; .. i. 
release ·in- ba:ck and rieck 
release ankles· and ·:.take up nmonkey" .positi·on" 
let jaw hang down, slightly Sorward' 0 • 
_open palms t;.o help·open:chest 
.. •.,, 
make "ha'' and "ya" sounds using the energy from the lower abdomen 
Return to thi.s routine when feeling tight after singing and 
• : ~ -l' ~ \ ·~·.;·: :·.-.,- • :< -( 
between exercises. 
:. l. ~ " \ ' . ('' 
On this occasion I asked an Alexander teacher to be present 
'. 
· • . , . :· , 1;-' } ~ J ~. r • ~ 
to help Case A with experiencing the releases she was .wanting. 
·~ • • ~ •h. _,,, ... , ~··"i. r - " , ~-' ·' - , -
She sta~ted with a ~onve~tion~l· Alexander .. lesson on the chair 
and table a~d .we continued with breat~i~~ rel:eases' on th~ 
. " 
table. The teac_her. taught her the "whispered ·ah'i which "' "' 
• -:_ ,.. ~· f • 
ep~ailed ~eleasing the air out letting the back of't~e ~ibs 
' ' • u 1. ;, • • -~ • ' • • ' • 
fall right inwards, allowing them to spring back for the in 
• • , • , ' ' ·• ~ ~ " : '; '.o : '~ 'f: LL • 
br~ath, smiling a.t the back of the mouth and round the eyes, 
'- r • ~:'.' 
letting breath out on "A .. a._.ah'.' · 
the same thing· while singir;ig "ah". 
\·'· 
. ·. 
She wa·s t'b~n asked . tO~ ·CfO 
' 
• t ' 
-_, 
'\ . 
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20th July 
' ·-:. .... 
At. this point, all the singers and teachers involved in th.e 
1proj~ct ·met to .discuss ideas and expi:ore furthE!r po9sibi_l~t.ies. 
• . Case ... A made \;he fol;Lowit;lg notes: ,_, '. r . -~ 1, ·-;· . .. ., . · · 
."Open :"ah". leads to,an.·<?P~n t!'lroat .. 1 . • .• .. ' 
... _ Re+e?;sed. body, pos.tu_ry, leads t:o ·rE?le:fised .. sot,md.;· 
Relaxed mouth. position ,,lead~.: to op<;?n_ throat .· : . 
. ' I ' ' • • •" • • - <•! ,. -
. ·: 
. Resonance ;,.Orily possible., if ,es<?und ~reaches ,:har~:I.. palate 
Tongue .. shot;1l_d be relaxed. between bottom teeth, . (·', ,;: i .. 
,_ . . . . . . ' . '~ . 
·Relaxed mouth f_eels as. th<;>}Jgh -lower lip i.s ,po_~ting forward slightly 
Lower abdominal' muscles should n.ot .reach their. limit of energy 
be.fore the end of a phr~se 
.. 
. Back must be.flexible in breathi~g: 
. Hig9 notes.-. th~nk. of. ribs. feed in~. IN when e~perimen~ing:~i th the 
1 up 1 for head . voice." 
10th October 
Case A was always in (av6ur of her singing ,lesson stq.rting Mith 
• •, ( '' ; ' v;. \ .L '-''- ;; • 
some A~e~and:r i!echnique., . She fe.lt. thCit .. hE!t :s~ngi!'l~: worked 
much' better ~hen she had _rid ,herself .a~ f,ar~ as poss_ible 
o~ ,_the_, tensions of work .etc. She Sel t that ~he --~-~lea:=:ed . 
part~c~larly ~ell on th.e ~a.?le ". . , ., _ 
She '·sa~g short. two and. three no,te exerd~~s· with the Alexander 
• ~. • ".-.< • f •. '. \ •, /'> ; ' ',· , I } 
teacher helping her conn·ect her energy from the base of the 
spine through the top of the head, paying special attention 
to the hard palate. This was done while.sitting on a high 
stool, then in the "monkey" position and then standing up, 
keeping the idea of sitting bones pointing to the floor. 
This prevented her from bending ner head forward to try 
and find the reson~nce of the hard palate. (She needed this 
hard palate concentration for a while, because she had the 
habit of holding her voice in the throat, thus keeping it 
"woolly" in sound and unresonant). All the time she was 
reminded of thi_nking forward and up. When we worked on the 
breathing we suggested to her that she started with an idea 
of width (the Alexander teacher's hands helped with this) -
in the _lower back, ·11air cavities" behind the neck, space 
round th~ hinges of the jaw. 
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After five lesson with botn myself and ·the Alexander teacher helping 
Case. A. ~~tende<!. approxirr,iately .t~o Al~x_~mder lesso.ns for .~.very. singing 
le.sson: •.. She began to use ·her imi:n;-ovirig 6ody_c,kriow'l'edge fo · g9od effect . 
in her singing and her sore throats after her practice sessions 
became less frequent. H~r range bece3_me far '1ess· strained· in· thee ' 
t'li.gher register for C naturai tip'·to top B natural. She abandoned·;'. 
. most· of :her contralto -repertoire and even ·asked to try the soprano. 
. . . (_' . 
aria "Piangero la sorte mia" from Julius Caesar by Handel. She 
'< •• ~ ',- ~ ., . .., . 
manag~d. this without strain on the top A naturals. The flutter 
~nly reappear~d .·in her. voice .''when she was not concentrati~g· ~~d 
she knew' exactiy" how' to command her breath 
0
SO '·as to prevent i the 
flutter. '''Iler· ~~uth position was far more rela·xed. · 
, . 
. . '( 
As can be seen in her outlines ·a. t figs. 11 - 14· and the measurements 
•'. . ,·t. 
on Table 3 I the. shortened muscles in her lower back released 
considerably. a·~d must have played a major role in the improved 
.command of her back. 
·-~·· 
The e~perience of ~eaching Case A initially without the help of 
Aiexander lessons was most instructive. He.r conceptions bec~me 
·~le~;er and her kinesthetic a~ar~ness d~fJ.-hitely' increased.; ' ·. - : ;~ . ·' . 
I verified this. w:ith fu~ther students during the two y~ars, of 
the -~tu'C!y''with · Ca~e A and i 'de~~loped a far gr~ater sense of 
instinctive c;nim~nication with the students who were :improving 
their 6cidy use ·generally than with those wh.ose 'body knowledge 
was relativel'y ~fatic. 
"·. r •'·.' 
' 
·-
.• 
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Table ·3 .. ..,. CASE A· 
'. 
. ; 
/ 
Measurement 9th Match 1985 2Vth'Jul~ 1985 Cnange · 
.Weight. 
Height 
. . ;. 
'• 
( ;.. .# 
'··,.··· .· 
~( 58.0 -~g. 
.{· . 
..:~ · -168. 0 .. cm~ 
Occipitah.P,rotruberance/ 12.5· cm. 
7th Cervical Vertebra 
.. ~ 
Sitting Height 79.5 cm~ 
Neck Circumference 32.0 cm. 
,-' 
' Shoulder Width. Back 
' 
42.2 cm. 
Shoulder Width Front 
Interscapul~e Distance 
Ribs Exha°led 
Ribs Inhaled · 
(actual expansion)· 
Chest Inhaled 
\ 
Chest Exhaled 
Chest.Normal / 
Waist 
Arm Stretch Left 
' Arms Stretch Right 
(left/right ·differ.ence l 
. . I ·. 
Left Leg Lying D'own 
,. ' 
. ' 
\. 
Right Leg Lying Down 
(left/rig~t difference)· 
.41. 3 cm. 
.' 8. 7- cm. 
. 69. 7 cm. 
75.0-cm. 
5.,3 cm. 
88.5 cm. 
83.0 cm. 
83.8 cm. 
68.0 cm. 
200.3 i:;m. 
199.7 cm. 
i 0.6 .cm. 
92.5·cm. 
93.5. cm. 
1.0 cm. 
. 66~0 kg • 
• ',.! 
l67 .5 
"· 
cm. 
1·i--;4 cm. -· ..... · 
88.3 cm. 
33.3 cm. -~'.'"·: 
41.0 ··"',.,"' ·CID. 
.. 
39.6" cm·. 
10.8 cm • 
i I' ~72 .8 cm:· 
78.5 cm .. 
5.7 .cm. 
89.0 cm.j· 
85.3 cm. 
88.0 cm. 
68.5 cm. ! 
213.4 cm. 
212.8 cm. 
0.6 cm. .. 
'· 
89.0 cm-. 
( 
89.0 cm. 
' 
0.0 cm. 
J 
\.: 
.. j . . 2.0: kg .. more 
, I , 
O.B cm. less 
' 1. 1 cm. less 
l 
. 8.8 1 cm. more 
c 
'· 1.3 cm. more 
,, . 
1ess 1.2 cm. 
L7 cm. •less 
2 .. 1 cm .•.. imore·' 
3 .'1 cm. rmore 
i j 
J 3'.5 • cm. ·more 
~-
. O • 4 . cm.:'. more 
i 
' 
2.3 cm~ rmore 
2.3 ' l cm. mGre 
4.2 cm.: more ; . 
O·~ 5 cm. more 
13. 1 cm. more 
13.l cm. more 
""' 
3.5 cm. less 
4.5 cm . • ess 
1.0 cm. less 
These measurements were taken 20 weeks aµ:irt after 30 Al~er Techr'lique lessons. 
:Weight: although this is ::a slight increase it was not thought that the 
measurements were signifkantly, affected. 
' Height: an insignificant\change in height. 
·Neck: 1. lcm. is a fairly lc;trge change of neck length. Case A evidently 
balanced her head closer to her centre and did less straining forward of 
t.he neck muscles. 
Spine: an increase of 8.8.cm. in the sitting height indicates that 
.a great deal of releasing of tense muscles occurrel:l in the back. The 
. I 
change ca.n be seen between' figs.· 13 & 14 - the lordotic durve is less 
. J 
exaggerated after 30 lessons. . 
': . . > ... _ ~· . 
• . f 
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Shoulders: the excessive narrowing of the shoulders blades towards 
each other caused the narrowing of the.back and unnaturally wide· 
' . should.ers ·. This space was wi.dened by-- 2·. 1 cm·. which_ enabled the' 
arms to increased their stretch by the remarkable extent of 13.1 cm. 
·Chest: this release between the shoulder blades is also·reflected 
in the rib measurements - over ) cm. is afr encouraging amount of 
:extra .space for breathing flexibility. Since Case A had struggled.·· 
.with stimulating en~rgy in her breathing mechanism, this release 
. j. ' . 
of tension must have greatly assisted: her· improvement. 
/'Spine: The iordotic curve indic~t~d' in fig.s 11' and 13 is less 
·.,. 
exaggerated in' figs. 12 and 14. The measurement change in the-
sitting height is verified by th~ visual o~tline of fig. 14 where·· 
the weight ·of ·the· torso. has released into the sitting bones and -· 
·the back has released outwards slightly. 
Pelvis: the measurement of the .legs lying down indicated that 
the pelvis has·dropped forward in the front, by 3.5.- 4.5 cm. 
This is vef.ified by the visual outline of the buttocks in figs,' 
11 and 12. · · 
. ' . 
Legs:· the 'over-stretching of the front thigh ·muscles and shortening ·' 
Of the back thigh muscles that cause·d excess wrihklin~ of the ·knees 
~~s changed.in fig.12 and the knees are less bra~ed back. This 
assists With th~ redistributidn of ~eight o~er ~he centre cif 
the '·ankles. This balance gives more space to.the organs of' the 
abdomen and it can be seen in the visual outlines of the abdomen 
. ~ ~· .· 
in figs .12 and 13 that the abdomen is flatter and more elongated 
after 30. lessons. More space gives more length to the muscles; -
more length 'gives more r1e{ibility and 'strength. 
As Case A's singing teacher, I was informed of her progress 
··:..towards these improvements and the combination of her Alexander 
and singing lessons was timed according to her progress with 
releasing inte-rfering tensions> The progress of -her ·ability 'to 
direct release in he'.r 'muscles : helped us to decide when· she was 
,· 
ready to use dire¢tfons in her practice and sihging lessons.· 
-(We learned 'from the photograph us·ed for fig .• 11 that in profile 
·the elbow COVere'd sight Of the lordotic' '(;urve, SO We act.ually-
instructed Ca:se .E to hold her hands :tdgethef for her ·profile· -
fig~ 24 .. so that her' luirib'ar spine· was visible.) 
'. 
. : . ~ 
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Table 4 ·CASE B 
Measurement 9th March 1985 24th Ju1y 1985 Change 
Weight 52 •. 0 kg. 52.0 k~. 
Height 157.6 cm. 157.6 cm. 
c 
Occipital Protruberance/ 12.0 cm. 11.5 ~~· 0.5 cm. 
7th ·cerviCal ·Vertebra , 
Sitting Height 83.2 ctn. 82.2 ·cm. 1.0 cm. 
Neck· Circumfe.rence 31~8-cm. 30 .8~ cin.· ·1.0 cm. 
Shoulde'r Width·· Back· .. ' . 42.5 .. 36.4 6. 1 cm. cm.· cm. 
Shoulder·Wi<ith Front " · ·· 39 .e::e:ni. 35.5 tt:n'. 4 ~'3 cm. 
Iriterscapufae Distance 13 .i:f cm. 15.3 cm. l.5 cm. 
1'.' }l.fos·. Exhale'd ' 67.8 ,. 66.3 ·1.;5. cm. ctn •. ctn. 
74.5 ' 
r , • 
' Ribs Inhaled cm. 75.0 cm. 0.5.cm. 
tactual· ~expansion l .;, 6'~7 8 ~ 'T :C:m • 2·.o·.cm. tm. 
Chest Inhaled t. 84:2 87.7 cm~ 3.5 cm. cm. 
Chest Exhaled 80.2 cm. so.a· cm. 0.6.cm. 
Chest 'Normal 81.5 ctn. s4·.o cm. 2.5 cm. 
Waist 65.0 ·cm. 64.5 ctn. 0.5.cm. 
Arm s"tretch Left 206.-6 cm. ·202.7 cm. 2. 1 cm. 
Arm Stretch Right 199.8 cm. 202.4 cm. 2.6 cm .. 
-·(ieft/right difference> o'.s.cm .. 0.3 ·cm. 0.5 cm . 
. ,I. 
Left Leg Lying Down 87.9 cm. 82.3 cm. 5.6 cm .. 
Right Leg Lyi'ng ··nown. 87.6'cm. 82.4 cm. ' 5.2 cm. 
(left/rigpt difference) 0.3 cm. 0.1.cm. 0.2 cm. 
~ ll'Ea.SUrEirents.were taken 19 weeks ap:irt after 30 Alexand~ Tethnique. lessons. 
' 
Weight·: no change. 
Height: no. change.«. 
less 
less 
less 
less 
less 
more 
less 
more 
more 
more 
more 
more 
less 
more 
more 
.less 
less 
less 
less 
Neck: a small change of 0 .5 .cm. shorter seems to indicate ·that b'efore 
her Alexander lessons she.was stretching her neck'back and tip s'lightly .. 
A comparison of the neck .positions in.fi:gs. 15 and .16·. bears this 
oµt •-:<A reduction in the circumference of the neck indicates that her· 
shoulders dropped away from her ears. 
Spine: Case B's physical profile, befo\e Alexander lessons indicated 
. tha.t .she had very tight muscles on either side of the S\:Yin~'~. (She had · 
been taking·regular gym classes and decided to·stop while involved in 
the thir.ty Alexander lessons.}: Her change iJ1 sitting he.ignt"- 1.0 cm. -
- -· ----------- - .. 
shows tha.t she'-·released some unn"ecessary pulling' of her back. 
. -· 
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Shoul.ders: (;ase~B ~s~"physlci3._.i profile . .also stated_ that_~~he was very 
,, 
tense round the batk•-0f the· n~ck~ -The change~in :measurement of the 
.- -----
back shoulders is vast - 6.1 cm. less~ This is further 'indication I . 
, • ,.- r ~ • - • - • 
that the should~rs dr'C>pped away: from the ears and· ·released. a great deall 
. - .. . . ~ ., . . . . . . . ,,... ' ' - . ' . -. ~ 
of tension. ·The front of the shoulder also· iost a great deal of tehsion 
. . . ' . . . , ~.. -
as the upper .arms -dropped towards each other and ·J:.he. front' of \-qe 
- ./ ..._.,.. ( ~ . t 
chest released. Further indication of this release is.the increase 
in the interscapulae <lista·n'ce by 1.5. cm. ·~·the sho~~der blades 
. - . I 
are no l_onger qeing helct unnaturally high and .the lower; points of the 
shoulder blades ~have· dropped down .her back. An1 ,~ncre~se of ?ver 2 cm. 
. _,. . . ' \ • I 
in her arm stretch is further indication that .her shoulders· released . 
. ,- 't /. 
Chest: flexfbllity. in ,the ribcage is indi9ated by the )ncre~se of 
I ," ~ _· /·' i; ' ,, ' • ' ' t 
2 cm.· in her rib expansion. Her .ribs ar.e able ,to colH:i.pse 1.5 cm. 
. ·; . . / . . I I . 
further towards her cen'tre and ~xparid 0 e'5. cm. outwards,, gi v·ing ·an 
expansion _gafin th.at :can be_ put to good use in her. singing 
lessons. 
. • A .. 
Waist: a loss of 0. 5 ·.cm. is protably· caused by her. pely;is dropping 
down and away from her.' ribcage through loss o'f tension. 
Pelvis: the pelvis has· dropped away from the ribcage by over 5 cm. 
on each side . 
Legs:. it can be seen from a corhparison 'of/figs-'15 _and 11) that 
I I, '- . ·, 
the knees have released during· t~e Alex~pder. lesson~. The back 
of the thigh appears les.s Shortened. ) 
General ,Observations 
. ... •, 
Case B made repeated comments about how·~~laxing he~ Alexander 
lessons were. She also,repeated in her diary and interviews that 
.·. 
' 
she was less·. tired generally, she was less1 anxious a~out her work 
a~1d· examinations, that she achieved a ·great deal more with her time, 
I 
that she was not as scared of saying the wrong thi~g· all·thetime .. 
She was delighted with. ·her measurement changes becaqse her chest 
measurement incre·<?-sed by ,3.5.cm. and her wa1st decreased by 0.5.cm .. 
without having to attend the gym! \ 
I 
She thoroughly enjoyed her Alexander lessons, b~t was rjepeatedly 
' subject to dizziness while lying on the table. She described this 
as a reluctance to "let· go" her tension any further ana deci_ded not 
to continue after the thirty lessons because she·· did 11ot feel ready 
to "let go". Her intention was to make use of. Alexander at :a later date. 
i 
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.. Table 5 CASE. c . I 
·' · 
. ' '~ 
i. 
. ... 
.... _ .. , 
J ·, i 
" Measurement , \-:·: 
-
9th March ~1985 7th September 19851Change 
" 
~·· 
; I 
- - 64.0 kg. Weight 64.0 kg •. 
' 
. i 
H~ight 163.2 cm. 164.4 cm.· 1.2 cm. more 
Occipital Protrub'erante/ ... · ·· ~o.o cm. 8.5 cm . 1.5 cm. less 
./, 
7th Cervical VerJ:'e.bra 
Sitting Height ; 86.2 cm. . 86. 7 cm. O. 5 .cm. more 
• 
Neck Circumf.erenc~ I 34.4 cm. 33.2 Cm'. 1.2 cm. less 
' ' 
Shoqlder Width aa.·ck 43.7 1. 42.0 . 1. 7 less cm; Cm(• cm. 
I 
Shou:lder.' Width Front 41.0 cm. 37.5 cm·. 3. 5 cm. less· 
' 
Interscapu1ae Distance ··- 1'2.2 cm. 16.0 cm. 3.8 cm. more 
Ribs Exhaled· 75.5 cm. 72.0 cm. 3. ~·cm·~ less 
80.6 
·;· 
1·.2 cm~ Ribs Inhaled 81.8 cm. cm. less 
; 
(actual expansionf :6.3 cm. . 8.6 cm. \ 2.3 cm. more 
Chest- Inhaled 97.7 cm• 95.7'cm. 2.0 cm. lessl. 
Chest Exhaled 90.3 cm. 190 .o· cm. 0.3 cm. less 
' Chest Normal . 9'3.5 cm. 92.2 cm. 1.3 cm. .less 
Waist 72.6 cm. 72.•6 cm•. 
Arm Stretch Left 2013. 1 ctn. 208.7 Cril. 6.6 cm. more 
Arm Stretch Right 20~.5 cm. 210.9 cm. ~·. 4 .cm. ·more 
. J (left/right difference) 2.8 cm. o.8 1cm. I 2.0 cm. less 
Left Leg Lying Down 92.7 
I 
cm. 86.3icm. 6.~ cm. less 
\ 
Right Leg Lying b;wn 93.5 cm. 86.5. 'Cm. 7.0 cm. less 
(left/right difference) . 0.8 cm. 0.2 cm. 0.6 cm. le:;;s 
These measuraiEnts were taken 26 weeks ap:i.rt after 30 Alexander Technique lessens. . There 
• " . I 
w:is also a break of. one m:mth between her last Alexander TeChnique lesson .al-id the taking 
of the rneasurarents, which indicates tlat Case C retalned the evidence of muscle reiease 
. ' t· , 
in her:body even when\she had ha~a braiik.frcin Alexander Technique lessons. 
Weight: al though there was no change in Case C' s body weight, she was told· 
repeatedly during the course of Alexander. lessons that she looked ~s though 
she had lost. weight. A c9mJ?arison. of figs 17 and·~ 18 shows a generally more 
streamlined effect in fig. 18. 
Height: 1.2 cm. is a smal) change in heii:;ht. It was interesting that Case 
c commented several times that she felt taller. 
Neck: the change in the relationship of the head to the cen~ral vertical iine 
·or th~ body'i~ shown in figs. 17 and 18 - the.head i~ further back on the 
-. . ;· ·--· ·--- -- ·-·- - -
spine, has shortened. the diStanc_e between . the OC<;iput and seventh cervical . 
by_. 1.5·. cm. while lengthening and the distance between ~he .ears.and the shoulders . 
. ,. .•" 
' . 
• I' 
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!Figure 191 CASE C ·. I Figure 20 I 
., ... 
Shoulders: a compari~on of shoulder levels in figs. 19 and.20 shows a remarkable 
.j ~ ' • 
change.- the left shqulder has dropped away from the ear and the whole of the 
• ,..-·, ., o· .!" 
right side of the back ts less shorten~d. The measur~ments show that there is 
., ,i..._ 
less tension.held in the shoulders, as the back exi:anse has lost 3.5 cm. and the 
front has lost 1.7 cm. Physical profiles also indicate~ loss of shoulder tension. 
Spine: the slight changes in sitting height and standing height do not signify. 
- ' ·,·~·'I', • • 
Chest: .a pattern of expansion is apparent in the chest and ribcage area. 
The sho~lders blades have dropped back· and' aowri a.hd the:uppe~ 1 chest· is more 
open. This is verified by the measurement of .the·interscapulae distance - an 
increas~·of 3.8 c~~; residual tensio~ in' ihe uppe~ chest h~i rele~sed and the 
chest arid rib measLlrements are smaller; however, .. the actual flexibflity of the 
ribcage has increased by 2.3 cm. - the mos~ Yitai aspect for ·a 'sl.nger. Analysis 
of her .own breathing pattern and ihtentions. b'efore and during the Alexandei>.' 
lessons indicated that she was aware of her breathingbeing "too high" at times 
and she w·as always· looking for ways of "supporting down".· 
Waist: Case C wa's v~ry ~urprised that her' waist measurement had not changed 
because she. had been told so many times that she looked as tho~gh·she had lbst 
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· · weig}1t. We came to ·the conclusfpn that she must t,iave redistributed 
her weight ·and an examination of--her visual outlines at figs. 17 
a·nd 18 shows a lengthening_of her abdominal wall with the r:.esultant 
loss of a slight bulge. 
' . 
Arms·: th~, release of tensiori on the r~gh~ side of Case C's body is 
··reflected ·in the ·increase of her arm!? stretch more on the right side 
· than on. the left.· by l. 4 cm· • 
. . <Pelvis:a comparison of figs. ·17 and 18~shows a considerable·visual 
change· in the tilt of her pelvis - the;.distance between the fr~nt tip . 
.. ;Qf her pelvis arid her..i1:mer ankle having.;dropped by 6.4. cm.·and 7 cm. 
. I . 
~It is interesting. to note that her sho~rtened right ~'ide was again 
. I . 
,reflect.ed in th·e right hip being high_er'.' off her feet than her left . 
',hip, and that after the Alexander lessons both sides of.the hip are 
.,,.almost :.equidistant from the .feet • 
. -Legs:. Case C' physical profile indicat.ed that there was,,habitual · 
' tension in. her legs ~wi'th her:- knees normally braced bad<. (fig. ·17). 
During the course pf her Alexander les~ons she stated more than.once 
):,hat she was aware of .. tension in her legs. The flexion .of her knees 
];.s sqnewhat. .exaggerat_E;!d fo.r the pl1rotqgraph at fig. 18, but it .shows · 
·that she :h~s released·· t;he. crease of ten.sion in the gluteal muscles · 
·and,. lengthened the back of. the thigh. 
;Fa_ce~ and .EYE?S: a comparison of figs.· .17 and 18 shows a _remarkable : 
change in the .mould of .. the (ace - the eyes look level with no strain 
·and. the slight double chin -has disappear.ed. Case C's performing 
. profile stated that she was. often reminded to lift;. .her chin ~While 
p~rf'orll)i_ng and this change. in normal st,ance would help toward~ 
conquering this old.habit. / .. 
... ·-· 
: ' ·-
( ... 
General Obser"ations. ~·· 
C~se,: c_ made very intell;gent use pf her Ale~an_9er _Technique - she 
- . 
lay on the floor to release tension before ,recitals and s.aid_ it 
\.k (. 
helped her; she realise.d the value or wident.ng the lower back; 
" i 
she experim~nted with suspending her.body from. her crown and lettin~ 
her knees do the walking; she fully_ intended to continue her 
.Alexander lessons she she settled. into her ne;w work at the opera house. 
"'·. ,. . 
She also experie~ced a }ilase_of disorientation which passed when she 
begari to understand the.value of releases. 
' 
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Table 6 - CASE D 
' 
... 
Measurement 16th March 1985 4th August· 1985 Change 
Weight 
Height 
71.0 ··kg. 
·'.. '168.·0 ·cm·.··· 
Occipital Protruberance/ 11. 5 an~ · / . 
· 7th-Cervical Ve~tebra 
Sitting Heigtlt 
Neck Circumference 
Shoulder Width Back 
Shoulder Width Front 
' 
· ·,88.3, cm. 
38.3. cm. 
47 .O ·:cm. 
45.7 cm. 
Interscapulae Distance 14.4 cm~ 
Ribs Exhaled 91iO~cci. 
Ribs Inhaled 
(actual ~x~ansioh) 
Chest Exhaled 
Chest Inhaled 
Chest Nor.mal 
Waist 
Arm·~tretch Left 
Arm. Stre!tch. Right . 
(left/right difference) 
Left Leg Lying Down 
Right Leg Lying Down 
(leftiright difference) 
98«0 cm. 
1:0 cm. 
. %.3 cm. 
' 
102.5 cm. 
9~.7 Cril. 
87.2 cm. 
220.7.crh. 
222.5 cm. 
1.«8 8fil •. 
93 .. 5 .Cl'l. 
i 
95·, 1 cm. 
1.6 cm. 
75.0 /kg. 
- .170-.2· cm. 
. 11 • 5 -Gil.'· 
· 87. 7 cm. 
38.8 cm. 
., 
.' 
48. o .cm. 
• 44 .0 cm. 
· 15 •. '4 ·cm. 
96~2 cm; 
· .... · ·-·· · ... 
103.2 cm. 
• 7 .o cm. 
100.3 cm. 
\. 
10~.5 cm. 
105.0 cm. 
93.0 cm. 
222.0 cm. 
224.5: cm. 
2.5 cm. 
'88.2 cm. 
89.8 cm. 
1.6 cm. 
.. ,""--
('.,..., .' 
' 
' 
4.0 kg more 
2 :2· 'Cm. more 
0.6 cm. less 
0.5 cm. more 
1.0 cm. more 
1. 7 cm. ··less 
1 • 0. cm. ' more 
5.2 cm. more 
5~2 cm. more 
i 
6.0 cm. more 
6.0 cm. more 
, 
r 6.3 cm. more 
5.8.cm~ more 
1.3 cm. [)lore 
2.0 cm. more 
0.7 cm. more 
5.3 cm. less 
5.3 cm. iess . ---.-~ 
. -
These :nmsurernents were taken 22 weeks a{l3rt aft.er 30 Alffi<al'lejer ~Technique lessons. The 
increases· in the. girth measurement cannot be accurately carrrent.ed uµ:m because CASE D 
. . 
increased his weigtlt by a significant. arrount ( 4 kg;s) which l'!Eant that the changes : 
' ' ' 
were obviously not only due 'to muscle releases: 
Weigtlt: an increase in body weight of 4 kgs. unfortunately disguised· all 
.the.girth measurements. In spite of the increase in "weight, however, 
c_ase D wro.te repe,::i-tedly in his diary that he felt lighter, freer, "airborne", 
that his ribs did not weigh . anything and that many friends comment.ed that 
he had lost weigh~. 
Height:' a chqnge of 2.2 cm. in overall height, with no increase in his neck 
' 
or spine, indicates that· Case D .lost some tension in his legs. His physical 
.. 
profile stated that bef()re his Alexander lessons his legs were extremely tense 
and his feet were "unconnected" with his body. 
" 
Neck: it can be observed in figs. 21 and 22 that. there is less shortening· in ·--·7· 
1 
. " 
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'14th August 19851 
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1. 
CASE D 
l 
i··, ... 
I 
/. 
i 
.\ 
front of the throat and less pulling back of the base of the skull. To 
make this even clearer, fig 21 has been superimposed on fig 22 to .show 
how the head has rebalanced on the tip of the spine (fig.23). His physical 
profile stated that he held his head too far back on his body which was 
causing shortening in the back and a great deal of shoulder tension. This 
can be observed in the clear outline of fig. 23. 
Shoulders: the smoothing out of the shoulder hump (kyphosis) is very clear. 
In spite of the weight gained, the shoulder width in front shows a decrease 
in the holding up of the shoulders and a much smaller increase in width.than ,, 
the. 5 or 6 cm. extra girth implied in the ribs, chest and waist measurements. 
Arms: the increase in arm stretch and interscapulae distance indicates that 
tension has eased in the shoulder blade area • 
. .. -·-'-----
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R~lvis! ··a .:carefuT examinatio_n· of' f.igs_. 21·;·a~_d 22· -shows that,, th~ 'balance of 
his whole body weight on -the tip o!'.his spine has moved forward and.this has 
'incluped a dropp~ng_of t~e _pe~yis_ towards his-··f~et by over 5 crq •.. ·. , : 
"Legs: the knees appears thicker .and more ,;locked" in fig. 21 and, in .spite of 
:-·-. • • • ': .•• · .:'.._. t • ~ < • ·"< I .y ;' . 
the- obvious. tension .in h-is toes. in fig. 22-, his .. knees seem .more. fle):::ible and 
...:.. ,( ,_.I.' . 
. tlie legs look 1onge_r. 
,',. ,. ; 
,General Observations· 
'The most remarkable featur,e of Case D's lessons was his detailed diary and 
.. I ~. < t._< _ • •' '-> • ~ 
;t.r:emendous -e~th~siasm_~~ He- had been working on th,e bariton,E'.~tenor ~1!ange 
·for a .l.o~g time and was alway15 ',looking for w~ys to make this· cl;lange easier .... 
' •' • ' < \'• <- J " • • c • ... • • 
;After 8 ~Alexander lessons .his si,n_ging teache_l/ stated that his br:ea~~·ing had 
" definite~y impr.oved - he was \l~ing his lower. ·back ribs more ~:a(ld wa15 Je15s 
tense i_n ~he .. diaphragm area. She, also sai.d .that his voca~ .t.imbre._had changed. · 
He felt., .that the ability to achieve a fuller -Top A natural had a tremendous 
, <; ~I 
effect on his self ~confidence. 
' . ~ ~ 
He. ma<;le repeated reference to improvements in the quality of his li.fe. · 
I: 
· He. was developing the confidence to stand· his ground in social relationships 
~ . ~ • I. ' • • '<. • ' ~· • ',. • ' 
and related this to. the. improved use of weight in his feet .. He thpught 
• • · , , .; I - , , ·• , • ' •• , , ~ · ,, • I ·, '• 
his concentration improved. . His," speaking V?ice resonated_ gul te. di_fferentiy 
during Alexander _lessons . .,On~ year later .~e. was. ;=;till attending_ hi,s 
Alexander lessons. and his teacher corilmented ~-~at the tension in his_ legs 
~;3.d finally eas.ed to a .ran:u:i<able extent.~ 
Ji 
. f,; -.r .. ,, , 
..._, .· 
"·. 
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.Table '7 ~.;..-_ CASE E 
Measurement 9th March 1985 27th. ~uiy 1985 . Change< I · 
I 
.Weight 
Height __ 
I 
.. · 55.0 kg.' 
' - ' 166.5 cm. 
Occipital Protruberance/ 1 h?,-tm. 
7th Cervi~al Vertebra 
Sitting Height 
Neck Circumference 
Shoulder Width Back 
I ,'' Shoulder Width Front/ , 
Interscapulae Distance 
... 
Ribs Exhaled 
. Ribs Inhaled 
(actual expansion) i 
Chest Inhaled 
Chest Exhaled 
Chest Nornfal 
Waist 
· Arm Stretch j!eft 
Arm Stretch Right 
,/ ~ " 
_85.0, cm. 
33.0 cm. 
"44.3 -cm. 
. \ 
44.4 ·cm. 
13.6 cm • 
. 1 
70.3 cm. 
74.9 cm • 
4.61 cm. 
88.0 cm. 
. 81.~. cm. 
83.6 cm. 
67.0 cm. 
218.0 cm. 
219.1 cm. 
(left/right 9iffer.encel · l. 1 c.m~ 
Left Leg Ly'ing Down 
Right Leg UyJng Down 
A (left/ right difference) 
97.0 cm. 
97 .4 ctn. 
0~4 ·cm. 
' i 
53.0 kg" 
165.8 dn. 
11. 8 cm. 
86.0 cm. 
31 .8 cm. 
· 46 .O cm. 
41. 0 cm., 
13.4 cm. 
71.0 cm. 
76.4 cm. 
5.4 cm. 
91.5 cm. 
86.0 cm . 
87.3 cm. 
67.0 cm. 
217.5 cm. 
219.0 cm. 
1. 5 cm. 
87.5 .cm. 
88.0 cm. 
I . 
1.51cm• 
. I . 
2.o kg. less 
0 .. 1 cm. less 
0 .'6 cm. more 
.1.0 cm~ more 
\ ' L2 cm. less 
1 . 7 · cm. more 
3.4 cm: less 1 ' 
, 0.4 cm. less· 
0.7 cm. more 
' ; 'II 
1. p ;1dn. 
o.8·. cm . 
3/5·cm. 
' . more 
. , 
more 
; 
more 
4~2'cm. more 
I 
:3 • 7 cm. more 
0.5 cm. le.ss 
0 .. 1 cm. ~ess 
0.4-cm~ fnore 
9,5 cm. less 
9. 4. cm. less 
1.1 cm. more 
These measurarents were taken 20 weeks ap:irt after 30 Alexan::le!-- Techniqu~, lessons~ · 
Weight: the ·loss of 2· kgs. is not par~icualrly sig~ificant.· 
Height: the small loss .in height is interesting. in' view of. the the slight ·· 
gain in sitting height and the. loss of ~ength in the front: of the~leg. 
' . Neck: Case E's physical, profile and her overriding habit in singing was 
poking her head forward ~n moveme_nt. -The strain this caused can be seen 
in fig. 24 both by the tension marks in .the front of her neck .and the 
protruding cervical vertebrae at the ~ack. This tension has eased in 
fig. 25. 
Shoulders: her physical profile also stated that she held her shoulders up 
\ 
·and back with a great deal of tension ahd in her early iAlexa.nder lessons she 
! 
stated that iletting go of, the tensiOn felt as though her arms would fall 
right off. The poking out of her sho
1
ulder. blades has visib+y lessened " . ·. 
~ I 
. ;"' 
I 
.I 
(· 
I. 
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between ·~fig.· 24 and 25. The measurel'l)ents bear this out by showing that the 
arms . haV~ . reieased downwards ·.and the arms seem . slightly longer. 
Spine: Case & had'. :an excess.iv~ lordotic curve \;hl~h was hidden by her 
arms whe'n, hanging loose for . the phptograph · at fig. 24. : After. the. 30 
Alexander: lessons the turve···had eased· enough for· the lumbar ~c.urve· to be · 
vi1sible·. ·-. 
Chest:, Case: E:-:.:had. been trying to increase the strength ·of her brea:th ·support 
-for a long time~ She was very encouraged by the focrease in her rib and 
chest measuremer.its and. her ·singing teacher. stated that her breath~· suppor:t. 
was improving. 
Arms: Case E'S· arms stiffened.··considercbly while· shecsang and the habit was 
present in normal movement .• ·They 'have .released· somet·tension and hang mor~ · · 
freely · f,rom the shoulders. in' Ftg 25. ' 
Pelvfa: the~.change· of over 9 cm. ·in· the distance between the pelvis.and the 
inner ankle is e.normous .• ·.This indicates that a considerable amount of. tension 
. . . . . . . 
was ·held .in the lower ab'domen'. and could ·account ·for ·the· minimal breath ;support . 
.. ·-, . ·.. .. . . . 
Releasing •some,.of this .tension ·enables the lower back ·to·relea:se and tne 
lordot.ic curve.to ease. It also·means that the'whol:e 'of.the length: from 
the heels to· the skull is more- streamlined .• 
·" 
· . .. ( .. 
General Observations 
Case Ewas v_ery enthusiastic about her Alexander lessons and kept.a careful 
diary. She became reasonably articy1a.te lV.hen discussing th.e Alexander 
" • • • ' .- ') • ' ·,,, " ~-' < •• • 
Technique and continued, lessons ·after th~· pro~ect .. was completed. 
'. 
She suffered fro.m a few w.eeks of disorientat,ion after she started the 
course of lessons which. sh~ .desc_ri:bed as .being .aware that. her use was 
not. adequate. but feeling that she .. had not yet. lea~ned enough di.rection 
. to be aple tQ. ~hange it.. But she. passed through that: z:;tage and use~ her 
experience.; of Alexander Technique to improv~ her own tec;tchin~. skills 
durin~ her. t.eaching practice . 
. •, 
,·/. ' ,""' 
' 1.,_· • 
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VI CONCLUSIONS 
' Application of Knowledge_ Gained from Gase .Studies 
I. _taught four, other :students singing at· the same time as Case A, -
_initially without , Alexander Technique lessons and, after 9 months, 
. with Alexander lessons .between the~r. singing les.sons. : 
The ;tendr: started with very ·poor po._sture -after suffering a- ·broken· .neck 
in a car accident and res·ultant,..deteridration of his vocal rnechan.ism. He 
had good natural ability for perceiying ·improved sound which made him 
realis_e that hi_s voice, w;as .suffe'ning: . .". _He had little conirl'land over postural 
if!lpr,ovement_ in th~ first nine months of singing lessons,. although he did 
·improve his sound. Aft~r ten .Alexander lessons, he suddenly realised why 
• ' ' '.~~ • • 0 ' 
postural. change was necessary and he began to improve .very fast. Within 
< _) I • < • • • ~ • i •· • • • 
6. months.of-his_fi~st Alexander lesson,_ he was accepted as a chorister 
• •• , "r ." ..-
at ~he local opera hoqse .. 
rhe mezzo-soprano: made steady progress impr~ying her sound ~~rin~ her 
first 9 months of singing lessons. We tried' on several_ oc.casions _to 
iry~rease flexibHity in her lower back, but it searBcl fixed into an old 
habit of pro:tection against a previow~. injury. The Alexander, lessons 
eased this· immobility and she sl_owly began to find her singing skills 
much less effortful. 
Th~ soprano: started singing lessons kith :me after many 'years of very 
poor sirlgi.ng· instruction and ·haa a v_ocal ·break for the entire octave 
above middle C : Her breath lasted for only three. or four notes· and he.r passagio 
notes were always flat,. ·It .took ·her· a long time to appreciate why 
postural interferences also : i_nterfered with her sound, but after she 
started Alexande~ lessons she was much more positive about the need for 
change and her rate of progress il'icreased. ·stie made. 'some important . 
career. changes after a year .of Alexander ·lessons , and developed ;a mor_e 
. ~ . . . . 
positive attitude about many aspects of-life. ·.By the end of,two year:s 
she could execute long coloratura runs in Handel arias without any 
strain on her breath. 
As with Case A, these singers· took o;Alexander lessons •with experienced· 
teachers who were wflling to discuss their progress with me ... Sometimes 
the development took us by·surprise, ~ut often I asked the ·student to 
request help with certain releases that were needed.for the next stage. 
The Alexander teachers also informed me . if there had been a sudden 
· improvement in a tense area and I could try to use that information. 
Usually it was obvious from the student's understanding that progress 
had been made. 
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Exa~ples'of details of progress can be found in Case studies B - E. 
I 
Case B: her - greatest area of tension was in her- ·shoulders and neck. 
. ' . 
''• 
This was also the area that showed the greatest release. Her singing 
teacher said that her upper register tended to lose lits quality·and 
[- , . • _I • 
become "white". ·Once: the student' arid ~inging tea.cher .become aware of 
; .. ,, '· \ ' ' ' ' 
such tension 'release in the shoulder, there can be a more positive 
'., 
appr_oach to the learning of more reson~nt ~pper notes .. , , 
,.., : • .,., • ,·.,·;,, ' i.,., ~ r ·" ,. ( -. ft' • 
Case C: .she suffered fro~ ten.s~o.n, mostly in her ribs and ,l~gs._ Before 
her Alexander lessons she was· able to breath with her whole torso .while 
'', 
sit~ing, but would lose the abd~minal/lower _rib -~smnections _when .she 
st.cod up to sing. Her i.ncreased flexibility in the ribcage indicated 
· a great improv·ement iri the exhalation ability - in other words she 
" .~. . ' ' 
came in clo-ser contact with the reflex-facilitated spring of the ribs 
. ~' ~ .. < =" ~_I' ·- . 
that results from singing with the final quantity of air flow in the 
· : 1 · . I . . ·: .' :-; .. :·. , -,-,," :· 
lungs. · This realisation can help considerably with breathing instruction. 
The knowledge ·.th~t~ the legs are l~~s ,.tense can also be ·put to good use in 
(4 •• 
siriging: lessons by using the "monkeY' position for freeing notes that tend 
to become constricted. 
' 1, 
Case D: · the release· of tension ,,round . the ,shoulders and back of neck can 
be used to explore new sensations of placing upper notes. 
J ~: ;'. ( 
Case E: her inCn,2aSed rib capacity can be used to put new energy into her 
,· E ' ' • • . _,,.., ., -, ,, - , .. I_ \,• ~ ' ·, ' .. ', 
breath support system, so that she does not h·ave to imagine that her 
breath will always be minimal. 
The above are b~ief examples of suc_ce~~ful and. P?ssible liason between 
. , 
Alexahdei and singing teacher vi~ the studept. N~turally, it is not 
, ... 
expected that such detailed measurements are necessary to detect change. 
,( . :~' ' .... : . . ·_ ', . '>·. -_-, - • 
In time, the changes become self-evideht. Even after I reached a level · 
of expertise in my owri training whe~ I c~uld assist· the· stu.dent tow~rds 
changes in muscle use, I found it preferable to work from the student's 
own understanding of his improved muscle use, as gai.ned away from his 
I 
singing lessons, rather than.being fully responsible for assisting his 
• • -- ( < ' • ' ' 
general muscle re-education ·as· well :as improving his singing skills. " 
1 • See · p. 136-
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Interferences 
One of the most important conce'pts \hat: I lea;n~d from studying 
.i ; 
Alexander Ted1,nlque at the same time as singing. was the concept 
.. 
- ' ,·•J 
of interfering with the sound. During t'he cou~se.of my first :.··. ' 
thirty, les~ons I 'became". 'aw~~e ~f ~;st of m; 9wn. interferences and 
underst;~d that in .hime I would -be able t"o :ie~;n how to ·inhibit 
most, of them with_ a view to el
0
iminat:ing them from my. singing action. 
. . ' . ~ . ' 
I knew at this stage what muscular actiort was necessary for· producing 
• ( ' " - ' ; • ' : • :: .' I t• , I : : ·; ,, ' • ' " • 
good sound,· but at first I was not awa~e that I was introducing many 
more actions that were not 'necessary for good sound •. Once I. became 
a~a~~ of thes~ inappropriate ~~tion"s, I u~de~~t~·bd that the inter.:. 
• ~ . J- • I , ! .~ K"; , 1'I ;:_::; 
·ference was a muscular movement that 
!·'·· ... ····•: 
a) · did not help t~- proquce go~d sound; • i 
b) . ·used-. up energy _as a .result-; . 
c) ·:disturbed the poise of. ~he 1_bo9y_ in perfo,rmapce; 
d) · channelled energy away from the ,_aPP!:':opriat~ ~nd n_ecessary muscular 
ac:tion;. 
r 
e) -~-invariably became stronger and more noticeable and used up more · 
energy in the most demanding passages of a song or exercise and 
in the various passagg:i0$ . of the voi.ce. 
In my case these int~rferences couHFbe defined 'as. 
a) working upwards in my shoulders as the pitch entered head voice 
, 
... 
r:ange; 
. /· 
' b) increasing further tension in the left shoulder and elbow in 
'r": .. 
difficult passages; 
' ". .. ' 
c) s~ifting my body weight to my left foot ~n difficuit,passages; 
d) tightening the m~scle~ in my right leg/hip, joint ~~,high notes; 
e) 
f) 
. ,. . 
. ' ~ 
stiffening the back of my neck for the range from t~p A upwards; 
' ~ -
pulling my abdomen and epigpstrium inwards at the end of my breath 
capacity; 
g) pushing out my lower back and dropping my chest when I wanted firm 
breath support; 
i) tipping forward on my toes for high notes and hence tightening in 
my feet. 
I observed these exact interferences in my .own students .over and over 
.. again, plus ·many others in different parts of the body• One of the 
commonest was the lifting of the left shoulder. Case A hadan 
___ !_!l_t~_'::'~st_ing little double jerk in her abdomen before she began a 
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phrase.· Ciise E a·nd I bdth had· the amusing experience of feeling a 
te~ch~r hold -our left arms while·we were' in full spate singing a 
song and finding that it stopped the voice! We had both got our· 
· left -arm ·interference_jo inJotved with the mechanism of singihg t~at 
, -· . , I ;~ - ' . . , : --
we -could not sing without 'heaving· thesouhd out with the left arm. 
Pure common se'nse told us that 'the left arin can~bt po~sibiy 'produce 
.. , • 1·< • :'"" - 1' i • . - .' • . ·- • 
sound and that if is in· no way co'tinect~d ·with the breath support 
system; ~ut we· - . and cou.ntle.ss other singer.s - tise' the left arm, 
for· i1 brea~h · suppoft" unconsciousiy. . Once one has tried and succee;ded 
in overcoming such ~ri interference :that is relatively obvious to 
understand and the'refore to inhibit' it then> becomes easier to 
imagine and sticceed in inhi'biting. interferertces like· stiffening the 
back of· the neck.: Th~ most ~xciti.ng ~tep·· is ;the far· mor"e ·subtle 
inhibition of iettil'lggo te:fis1on ih the throat and achieving instant· 
mental direction over the opening of the throat. This means that 
the •·ded.si6n' to open the throat can be' timed wit·h the appl-'opriate. 
energy. from the breathing mu'scle,s, at the appropriate stage of a"'' 
warrit:...up se·ssion or an aria, or at the appropriate ' pitch o·f the 
voice·. 
' ' 
This. po:Wer of inhibi tibn can be· usecf more· and m·ofe' during Alexander 
Technique lessons,' w.ith the ·teacher's help at first ahd then through 
the student·i s own directions. As' the student's confidence and success 
grow ·the 'inhibition starts ·to work;in singing lessb'ns when the 
singing teacher points out' an urineccessary ihterference~· The same 
muscle~: t~at··tend:to· inte~f~re in singing lessons ~r~ u~uallt the 
same ones that "interfere to a. lesser extent in d~ily movemeri ts' 'so' 
as the.Alexariae~ T~cbn±Q~e· begins to affect the ordinary daily 
m6~ements, the abilit~ to change interfering habits in singing 
lessons increases. 
. '· 
, ~· ',- .. 
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BREATH:.LNG 
"It is the mind behind the· muscles· which enati>les man t:o: ·do the things 
.which. we_ consiaer peculiarly human." 1 • The.se words were said by 
.PMllip ·'!:9bias, Professor of Anatomy and Dean of' Medicine at the 
University of the Witwatersrand in Johannesburg. He takes this 
observation right into the essence of great singing when he 
describes his reaction to hearing Joan Sutheriand. singing Bellini: 
" •.• when we heCJ.r' such singing, we are·· listening to the music: of the 
muscles, the sounds of contraction, as· it were. We are receiving an 
audito~y glifupse of what the muscle tone and flickering ~ay be like, 
· a sort of transubstantiation of the silent music of th.~. 'Qo_dy .into 
tangi.~le, ~e~istrable musica.l not~ ti9n." 2 • 
It c0uiL.d_,_be argued that if a singer :does. not h_ave a high degree of 
such muscular tone and co-ordinat~on as a natural gift, then he has no 
' ·. 
business presenting himself as a soloist before a paying. public. 
. ' 
However, we are confronted with. the re.ali ty of every possible combin-
ation . of the complexity_ of skills require9 to produce a singer .among · 
both students and professionals. Some skills have· to be l.earned. 
painstakingly, others come quite easily and naturally, some are 
lost in the process of gaining others,. some disappear under 
pressure and so on .. ,As singers and l-eaohers we have the respons..,. 
ibility of keeping the balance between .. t.he singing .and the acting, 
the standar~s and the career, the pressure of work and the quality of 
life, the fulfilment of individual potential and the response to , 
outside demands - the balancing act is continual and cannot be , 
ignored. 
All this is made much. more di·fficult if the breathing system loses 
its .balanc;e. It became vital to me to rediscover ·a balance in my 
breath support.and tl1e .joy of .this discovery is relived with every 
student.who is prepared to go through the t'e-examination of their 
breat_hing and .its role in creating tone and carrying out phrasing. 
The vocal casual.ties that assault the ear from- the· performance 
plat_foi:-m are sufficient evidence that not many singers have the 
patience or the guidance to tackle this -problem sensibly. 
. . . 
1. P • · V • Tobias; Ml\N The Totter:i.rlg Biped, The Evolution ·of· his Posture Poise and 
Sldll, Lecture on Proprioception, Posture and flrotion at Univ. of~ Sooth 
Wiles, 16th Febru:rry 1981, p. 56. 
2. Ibid~, p. 55. 
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Releasing the breathing mechanism is· an integral part o.f the Alexander 
Technique and breath control is taught in yoga, medita_tion .and countless 
. . 
other disciplines. _It is of ~ital importance that singing .teachers are 
no longer confus_ed ab.out how to achieve a balancE7d breath control 
because. an imbalance not only causes vocal prob~e:"1!3 ir:t tJ:ie __!<:mg term,, but 
could have more profound effects on the whole being of a singer •. This 
possibility was suggested to me by a comment by Emma Jung (Carl Gustav's 
. . . 
·,. 
wife) in her paper on "Animus and Anima" - . 
"Perhaps the ·organs o( · br.eathing have. a pecul1iar relatiOnship to spirit, 
as is suggested by the words animus_ or.pneuma and ,Hauch, breath, or 
Geist,.spirit,·and therefore react with special. sensitivity.to the 
process of ~he spi;it." 1 • 
The study of· the r~lationship between balanced br:eathing and balanced 
personality is a whole field of enquir.y on its own. · .. ). certainly . feel 
that the improvement in the baJ,ance of my own breath.control has led 
• l • ' • I ~ < • , 
to improvements in my co~trol of nerves, my phrasing, my interpr~tation, 
. ' . . ~ ,, . ' ) ~- : . - . 
. . 
my .presentatio~, my self-image -as a singer, my fi~ure, my ability to 
communicate to students the sensations of breath support and' above all, 
my abi~i ty to achieve effQrtless. sound. . All .these things have improved my 
r~la'tionship to my work and certainly .he.lpe~d to create a better balance 
in my life, 
Every student !!as come .to me with a different combination of breathing 
skills. Those thq.t have absorbed the details of , ..breathing support. the 
quickest have been th~ ones. who have had no singing lessons. a_t all. This 
bears out Alexander's premise that the.Jearne9 habits are the hardest 
ones ·to unlearn. There have been some remark.able moments in the students' 
learning processes.. . \:)n~ soprano. took about three singing lessons: to 
become.aware of all the-different muscles involved in.breath support 
and, when this picture was completed for her, she immediately gave up 
smoking. Another . soprano:, after ten lesson~,. began to µnderstand the. 
importance of preparing. her muscles to_ sing between phrases - she.then 
claimed that she was using.her improved breath support to break a life-
long habit of rushing from one ,thing to ar:i9ther all day_ long. One 
baritone claimed that the process of. learning how to/take his .. voice 
higher and fuller than ever before in his fourth lessori by using his 
·full, breath support actually launched him into a new phase in· his 
work as an artist. What these three cases have in common is the 
observation from the students that the improved breathin~ also 
1. E. Jung, "~and AninE.: '00 Essays by EimB Jung", pp 9-10. 
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in:proveci: the quali'fy of their exi$tence outside singing. Even if it 
is only a remote .possibility .that the converse is true - i.e. lmbalanced 
.breath control adversely affects singers' existence outside siriging -
the task for the singing teacher and singer to find a good balance is 
essential. 
This task is' not made .easier by the fact that ev'ery individual's · 
breathing balance· is slightly different· from the ne.xt: The mechapism 
is also ·altered by the ;amount of air taken in with inspiration. In 
his ·book The• Body Moveable· ; . Dav id· Germon, an Alexander Technique 
teacher ·who ha$ synthesised descriptions and' drawings of .the mechanics 
of the musculoskeletal system, .makes the following ·statement. -
"The.balance between.descent of the diaphragm and protrusion of the 
abdominal wall (abdominal breathing) and the elevation of the ri'bs 
' (thoracic breathing) varies in different individuals and with the 
depth of respiration. The thoracic.element is usually more marked 
.· . : . . . . .. 1 • 
in females and in both sexes in deep inspiration." 
This ,element of variation in the mechanics of breat~ing ~liminates 
the possibility of developing a 0 blueprint." for breathing instruction. 
The wisest course to follow is to deve~op the muscle tone of all the 
breath supporting muscles and then develoR the singer's awar~ness of 
whether or not he is making use of.all of them to produce a particular 
sound, and to learn to listen to the effect on the vocal tone when 
certain elements of the breath support system are missing. This 
gi-ves th.e singer o.ne of the most valuable tools in awareness and 
contr'.ol - a sense of choice. It brings even the singer with a very 
average. vocal instrument nearer the .satisfying experience of making 
. ' . 
what Tobias calls the "music.of the muscles". 
It emerged clearly from my own experience and from the case studies 
that the postural framework has a direct bearing on the potential 
of the breathing support system. This seems like an unnecessary 
statement of the obvious because most of the books about sing~ng 
training involve a discussion about posture. One of the most 
~: . . 
detailed analyses of the problem can be found in Van A. Ch~isty's 
book "Expressive Singing" where he devotes.seven pages to the 
following principle: "Vital, upright, expansive posture is the 
third great fundamental in singing." He states "Good posture will 
not .be:learned easily arid quickly through brief study and only 
1. D. Germon, The B::x:ly M::weable, P.138.' 
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.1 .. 29. 
intermittent observance ohly for short intervals at a time in 
the vocal period; it is neces_sary .th~t correct posture become an 
habi~~al, natu~al attii~de· ih ~lass arid out." 1· 
Botl') the_ ;singer. an.9:c th~ singing teacher-· come up against the' same 
.problem demonstr~ted by Alexander at this. point ."" that, although 
they both know that c~rtainpostural attitudes are detrimental to 
good breath control and vocal tone, their only guide towards 
correcting that attitude is the singer's awareness of how t.he old 
habit, feel3 and his ignorance of how the new habit should feel. 
Because our .. feel.ings are untrustworthy the. singer's tool of the . 
sense of·feel is at best slow .to change, at worst an obstacle' to 
experiencing.a new sensation.~ Hc:>wever detailed Van,Chr~sty's 
. . . ' -~ - .. . . . \ . . 
account. of ideal posture may be, i_~ .does not over<;:onie this probJem 
of debauched kinesthesia. 
. . 
This is where Alexander Technique ~ontribute~ to solving the 
dilemma. It· is best to illustrate this by an e~".lmpl~. _Van Christy 
.states "If the small of.the back is allowed to reiax in a pronounced 
curve, . it is.· impo.ssible to· obtai~ the necessary _resi.~tant tension 
in· the diaphragm· and muscles of. the back ribs for adequate breath 
control." 2 · This ·~hewed itself to be true in Cases A and .E of 
the study project. Howev~r, both Case A and E had bee~ ~ryi_n~ to 
learn ade~uate ,breath c~ntrol at the s.~me. time as ·using th_eir 
backs with pronounced curves in their everyday movement. The 
. . . ~ t . : ~. ' 
muscles were so accustom~d to beini contracted in this position 
that they had ceased to send c_ori:'ect feedback to the .brain abo~t . 
the state.of their cqntraction. So, however hard the singers might 
., :.·, ' I , ' 
try to mobilis~ their.lower back rib mus~les to a~~i~t 'the diaphragm 
action, 'they would fail to improve this yital part of their support 
mechanism. Of the six singers examined in the study, Cases A and E 
displayed the, least! amount of _energy in their breath support. 
,. 
After the course of thirty Alexander. Technique lessons, both showed 1 
.visual signs that the pronounced curve had eased - widened and 
lengthened. The measurements indicated that their space in the 
lower back had increased. The next step would be to take advantage 
of the newfound flexibility and help them to consciously use the 
lower back more constructively in the whole support system. 
1. V.A. Christy, ~ressive Singing, pp .. 33. . .. ----------.-. 
2. !bid., p~ 37. By "relax", Van Cristy presurJE.bly means collapsed inwards. 
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This is when the teacher's awarene;:>s of the student's development in. 
' ' 
the pro~e~s-o~studying the.Alexander Techni~ue can be put to 
constructive use. -There is no point in asking- a student. to be 
flexible- in- the lower_back.until the flexibility returns tq those 
_ mµscles. Once there are signs tl)a t the ,s11udent can exercise som~ 
mental control ii) this~area, then the teacher c:~n advise about.how_ 
.. and when: to _use t.hese muscl_es. 
· Regular. lessons .in_ the- Alexander T~chnique. pelp_<;,_t.he ,singer in the 
.following ways: 
1. . Muscles that are too' tense ·to give- ·fe~dback'~to tJie ·brain begin 
t"o release their tens.ion and -begin to resporid·'to-·merrtal ·direction. 
2. ---Directing mentai instructions-to-certain.mi.iscles·ifi·the breath 
support system is the first step towards _gaining:control over 
_these muscles-• 
3. · Energy then follows thought; and. the niusc~e pegi-ns to play. a .role 
in producing improved vocal tone:. ·r "· 
4. - Increased awareness and_ power _of rhent_ai directign benefits the 
singer in· every aspect of acquiring singing skH1$_(l.nd.ts put 
- - ' ( 
·to constructive us~ at ,~very sta:ge pf the pro<:;eS$. . 
5. '.U11doing the tension1 helps the singer; bec9me aw~re of the natural 
reflexes of the body and ~nables him to !llake maxi!llum use of the 
6. 
1. 
, natural flow. of en~rgy_ pefo.re deciding hcw.moch "doing" is necessary in the 
.breath support system. 
Awa~~~ess can be used constructively to examine the reasons for 
~. c. , ' • • • • • : • \. ' • ' . ~ ~ t 
changing habitual tensions, instead of-the cominon situation of -
. '" . { ' 
living with recurrin~ vocal faults. _Undoing te~sion facilitates 
~ >. • ~·,.. ~I· r;" 
the solving of recurring vocal faults and makes the recognition 
(. • ' • ; • ' ., t • ~ ~ • • ' • '. • • ' • ' -:-
of th~m a more positiye process. 
,- ~' 
., ' . 
In time the singer becomes aware of how much actual "~_oing'' is 
:necessary to creafe the required breath flow for the quality of 
'tone. desired. · 
'' -
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.. I have found that the practice of applying these benefits grows ·. 
daily with· each student and with each practice session·of·my 
own. Naturally $ome .of the directions I used in my own sessions··· 
I show to·my $tudentsand they .in turn contribute their·reactiolis 
·to usibg these direction$. In· this way we ·have built up. the core 
.. ' 
· of some good working directions for .increasing the efficiency of 
·· the breathing muscles. As outlined· in my first six months of 
attempting to combine Singing and the Alexander Technique; r: had 
to understand what my singing teacher was expl~ining and then tise 
whatever newly acquired insight· into my ·muscle Lise. I had to put 
into practice the'-advice given in my singing· lessons.· 
· The methods of -commuhi'i5ating infoq:nation about _new ways of using 
the breathing mustles·I picked up from all the.singing teachers 
. ' . . ' 
I have met in New York, London,- Europe a:nd South ·Afriea. 
i. Words: A verbal description is quickest and sometimes enough 
. . . ' . .' I 
to stimulate the desired action in the student. More often than 
not- it requires further amplificafion. BLit'-when ·talking ab'out 
the deepest layers· of muscle in the abdomen,· for. instance, one 
only has words because these muscles are n·ot accessible to 
touch and can only resp.ond to mental direction and visualisation. 
An example is the idea of using.downward support deep inside the 
abdomen ~ a diff"°icult c:oncept to teach because of the apparent 
inaccessibility. I wa~ given two excellent descriptions in"~6rds 
·which helped me to. conceptualise the action~ 
'· "I~agine you have a diamond shape drawn horizontally between the 
• 
two front pro_truber~nces of your pelvis, your pubic bone and 
yoµr coccyx .. ,Imagine that there is a pliable diaphragm across 
this diamond and that you can apply varying amounts of pressure 
to the middle of this diaphragm. That is the point of downward 
pressure that stimulates most of your breathing reflexes." 
Another helpful description: 
"Rather than think of the mustles working on the outside of your 
body, imagine two rods passing ,horizontally ·through your abdomen 
at the level of·your pelvis, one from side to side, the other 
from the middle of the front"to the .back and *here they.-cross 
each other;· you apply downward pressure to supporf your,.sound. 11 · 
·'' . 
:rhese descriptions work~d very well for me when that was the 
~ . 
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advice r needed· at that point' but they don It Work SO Well if the 
student is not quite ready to respond to that particular piece of 
. ) . 
advice. As muscle ·release from Alexander Tectihique·lessons penetrates 
deeper into the myscles, there is moi->e response from such directions. 
2. Visualisation:· this is implied in most.of the wcird descri~tions and 
some student's are better at it than others• The baritone who was 
·also an.·artist had a remarkably strong ability to visualise muscle 
action. This ability is definitely enhanced by Alexan'der Technique 
lessons because the changes in muscle use are often achieved by 
visualising' space o'r freedofif in particular area's that are tense~ 
3. Drawings: my $fforts at drawing the pharynx, · tongue, jaw and ·teeth · · 
have improved considerably 'Since. I. found :myself in the situation 
of looking. _fo~. m()re avenues of description of sound. I have even 
- tried drawings of the inner muscles of the body as they relate to 
- . 
the various· bones to.give a student an idea of where t.o direct 
their· thoughts. . I 
4. Diagrams: - some students are very vague about anatomy and I· find 
that they fun~tion better, if_ they see actual drawings of the are~ 
I .am h0ping that they will bring into their a.'ction. These are 
always ready for use pinned up on the wall of my studio. ·David 
Gormon's book "The Body Moveable" is perfect for this purpose. 
5. Models: many Alexander teachers have scale models of the bones 
or complete skeletons to ·demonstrate a mechanical point about the 
movement of the body. When I am discussing a particular connection 
in the breathing action, I' find that {tis more accurate to direct 
the studeht's'attention to a particular bone or joint and then 
direct· or 'feel the muscle action starting.in the Hgaments. 
6. Demonstration: ·this form of· instruction is generally overused in 
singing l.essons. lt is useful for a beginner or a ·student who had 
. very limited awareness of muscle use. But it is tiring on the 
teacher's voice and the student can always fall into the trap ·Of 
imitating the teacher's vocal quali'ty, rather than understanding 
exactly how.he has achieved the tone. It the studerit has a strong 
ability to mimi2, he falls niore easily into 'this . ul tiinately non-
technical method of pro.ducing his voice.· !t is uiSefui- at times 
but should not beiover-~sed.· 
7. Touch: this is a very powerful tool in the'corrirnunication of new 
ideas. It can·be tised in several ways. The student can be asked 
to place his fingers against certain external muscles) for example 
the muscles just inside the front of. the p:tlvis at the iliac crest'. 
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1 The student can thelf-feel if the muscles are .responding or not. The teacher 
can al$o feel if. the student is actually using these muscles;:or. 
if he .just .thinks he is. The $tudent can also be asked to feel 
the teacher's muscles workins"in this way.t6 get an idea of the· 
. . 
muscle.tone th~[ can be achieved. This is useful because it is 
difficult totbelieve that unu$ed muscles can· actually becare.· involved 
in energetie support. The success of this type of teaching depends 
on the personalities involved. Some students:and teachers are more 
inhibited about such forms of instruction than others. If a student 
takes Alexander Technique lessons, .he will become more familiar with 
learning hew ideas through the $en$e of touch and will learn to 
direct.new instructions" in.the mustle that can feel.the teacher'$ or 
his own touch on· the surfate ~f his muscl~ layers.' 
It.is not possible to overstate the increased powers of communication 
that the teacher can gain by training as an Alexander teacher. The 
training cours~ initially ~ncreases one's own powers.of direction .all 
o':'er t~e body and. then one Jearns to. ·yorrupu~icat.~:;th~s through the 
hands by directing in one!s own body and 1thinking directions in the 
-· ... .. 
student's body. It sounds simple in words but it takes three years 
to learn. _There is no way that a singing teacher can learn to teach 
. 
Alexander T~chnique without completing this demanding course. The 
.·results, howev~r, are.very sa~isfying. CXie's pow~rs of'observation 
. . ' 
· are lrlCreaSed a hundredfold; One IS Unders'tanding Of body m'echaniCS 
lo t-..- ) ~ ' 
·helps with the understanding of singfog technique; one's ability to 
identify the muscles' that'are not working becomes' a.vital tool in 
one's own singing and iri the students' singing;· and, most important, 
"orie is·.given the power to actually change the posture for the'better 
in those students that.'are being hindered by ·habitual postural 
·imbalances. 
H9wever, not all teacher$ can afford. the course; ·nave· the· time, have 
th~·· desire, are suitable ·candidates .for, or. are the right age' group. 
Before I was able to successfully teach an Alexander Technique lesson, 
I worked in cO-opera ti on· with several Alexander t·eachers, telling them 
what .I was hoping a particular student might master in.singing and. 
de$cribing some of his difficulties. Once the student got started. 
on Alexander lessons, I would suggest to the student that he ask his 
teac)1er to teach him "whispered ah"·or "monkey" because I felt that 
the student would benefit by learning.how to incorporate this .into his 
s·inging lessons so that ultimatel'y° he···e:ould learn what it feels like to - · 
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release tension in certain parts of his boOY while he was singing. I also 
taught the students while an Alexander teacher was present and their 
muscle use was observed when I asked the students to carry -out a parti-
cular exercise. The Alexander teacher·would then comment on unusual i . . 
tension while the exercise was being sung·, and then it. would be 
repea"ted with the .Alexanaer teq,cher pl?ci ng her'hands ·on an: .area 
of·· the body which would encourage the student to release .while singing .. 
' Then the student ·would try~ to do this on his own trying to maintain 
the release in action. In this way th.e singihg teacher and the Alexander 
'-.:-, . 
teacher could deal with tension problems as they arise. It is quicker· 
in the long run because the student is la~gely. Unawa.r:-e· o( his tensicin 
habit and usually unable to cure it througl:i wili po\fJe~. If' there is 
limited time for this sort of co-operation, the mere fact that· a teacher 
is willing to attend Alexander lessons can hardly fail to add to the 
, quality of the teaching. 
These then are the meahs whereby the teacher can help the student 
apply new ideas in breathing. Obviously they apply whether or·not 
the student has taken Alexander Technique lessons. 
Bai~nced stance 
• 
It is· usual ·.for an Alexander Technique lesson to start with learning 
releases while standing. .The idea is for the student to find a distribution 
. of his weigh,t that ci.11ows him to 'make the most of his postural reflexes. 
I found a ve~y clear description of th~ ~ay in which this posture is 
maintained.in Tidy's Massage and Remedial·Exercises: 
"Normally the body is kept in the correct posture by the beautifully· 
. I • . 
balanced action of opposing muscle groups, and by.efficient working 
of· the nerves which control this type of muscular activity. Such 
. i. 
activity is, in effect, an anti-gravity reaction. It is known ~s_. 
postural tone, and exi_sts throughout the body'. This form of work 
does not, however, produce fatigue in the same way as do.Voluntary 
contractions of the same muscles. If a man be asked toextend his 
/ .... ~:, 
spine, or even his knee, repeatedly, the muscles ~ill soon tire; yet 
he can remain in a sitting or standing position for a very long time. 
Although the muscles are in a state,,of contraction, and although the 
impulses producing this condition are carried by t,h·e same nerves which 
initi~te voluntary mov~ment~ the contraction is ~ static (isometric) 
one, and the.stimuli reach the muscle fibres at a 'much slower rate -
·only about. 8-~~·.· 9 per second, instead ~of the 50 ;~~ .so per second 
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J Illustration 5 .. I 
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required to bring about a tetanic. (isotonic) contraction. Moreover, 
each stimulus reaches only a small number of mu.scle-fibres, one set 
' . , . 
2contracting, and then relaxing as another set contracts, so that no 
f 1 ' II i. single fibre is in action or ong ?t a time •. 
.. It _is thiS postural.<.toroe· ·~that Alexander Technique helps to regain and 
• " ' < ~ • 
the student learns a growing awareness of how to retain it even 
~ . . . 
while singing; arid certainly when preparing.tosing. This means 
that.the muscles begin their voluntary contractions for breathing 
" . . . . ' ~ ~ .. . . . . 
from a bal?nce.d rest~ng state rather than q.n, aire·ad! hard-w6r~i!1g 
tens~ state. ~n example of this woµld be the student who tends to 
' . . ,,.. ·~, .i ' ,· ' ,· ·. . 
lean forward on. _the toes whil~ s-:inging, especially high notes. This 
. . 
leads to a tightening in the small of the back and, of course, makes 
• . . . . ' l ' . ' . . . ~ 
the high notes· much~.nio.re difficult. Whereas, if he keeps his 
baJance, the back can be brought into the support mechanism with no 
resist~nce from the series of muscles that were. distorted to strain 
the body forward. 
Sitting balance (See Illustratio_n 5.) 
The ·same principle can be applied to sitting. The Alexander student 
will ].earn very early on how to find his sitting bones and thereby 
stimulate all the reflexes that enabl·e to torso to maintain an 
· ... 
erect posture whi.le sitting. These two lower point§ of the pelvis 
~ . ' . . ' 
(ischial tuberositie5) can support the trunk with~the pelvis tilted 
. . . ' . 
in forward or backward positions and it is important that the student 
... .,. " ... _ -
learns the middle position where he supports his torso without 
becoming tired. 
Reflex-faci.ii tated Breathing 
It took ~e a long time to work out the value of naturally 
co-ordinated breathing as taught in Alexander lessons and its 
relevance for singers. Singers u.se different techniques. and 
change their ideas about breathing throughout their lives. 
A thought process is .enough the help one singer while another 
singer is help by a "doing" action in the breathing. Everyone, 
. . ~ . 
including singer·s, operates a slightly different balance in 
. . 
normal everyday breathing. Yet the mechanism is constructed 
the same and one feels there must be ~n "ideal" system. 
1. Tidy's M3ssage and Remecliai Exercises, pp. 339 - 340. 
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Th~ ~roblern with research on breathing is that it invariably includes 
people \:!ith poor postural co-ord.foatfon. Thus the ·picture of. natural 
breathing is distorted froin. the :start. Any breathing technique 
~valving in such a situation would therefore include some element of 
compensatlon ·for. intetferences; The vaiue .of'- Al"exander Technique 
when examining breathing technique fa that it aims at reducing ~he 
'interferences, rather than compensating for them. 
Reflex-:..facilitatea breathing, .therefore, is allowing the· breathing 
mechanism· to operate without interference. Practically, that means 
. . 
with as litt_le interference as possible. I learned this breathing· 
in Alexander 1 es sons, · I:- experienced: the : guidance ·of my singing 
teacher._towa.f'.ds;·thiS breathing, and.gradually.taught myself tq 
sing with lhis natural breathing while practising. In time r 
learned to'allow it int·o rehearsals and performances. · Sirigers 
and n6h"".singers' aiike interfere with their natural breathing and 
it is· -a most' liberating experience to re-learn the natural. flow 
. . . 
of supported 'sound •. 
"/ 
Lying on the·table 
' Trie student follow~ the proces~ ~escribed for_lyint on the. table 
on page 3.9, releasing as much. tensi~n as possible .. · He' then follows 
·the process of.the "whispered ah", described on page 41. A more 
d~t~iled observation of what he is'acttiallY doing with his tireath~ng 
- ( 
now follows: 
he lets.all .the air out of his lungs 
he allows the breath to be drawn .in by the lungs - it is a process 
of allowing the air pressure within the lungs-to equal the air 
·pressure outside 
he counts numbers l .... • whenever he runs out of air, not necessarily 
well enunciated 
he allows air to fill' his lungs after he has stopped counting by 
letting the r_ibs :Spril)g out sideways / 
starts taunting again. 
N.B. 
This process highlights the idiosyncrasies of the breathing 
mechanism.- Some ribs do not spring out automatically, ESPECIALLY 
THE RIBS .OF SINGERS, who.have learned many complex ways of inter~ 
fering with this spring. Some have flexibility in the epigastrium 
.· ... - . . . (stomach wall) and the upper chest areaj so that their ·mechanism 
works on a vertical plane - their ribs move very little. · Some.· 
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.find it difficult to empty the lungs - this'has.to be achieved by 
letting the ribs fall towards the centre of the body NOT BY 
,.TIGH~ENING THE EPIGASTRIUM OR ABDOMEN. This tigl')tening· can be 
observed easily by an onlooker, and n6t~asily felt by the student, 
so it has .to be . pointed out the moment· it occ~rs, ·otherwise he is 
usually unaware that it is time to stop for th~ next fn flow of 
·air. 
The pro~es$ ·cah then be refined. The student can deliberately start 
counti·ng when the ribs have sprung onlY'half way to their full 
capacity, or when only quarter· of the way.· Then he can ·compare ·this 
wi.th allowing the ribs to spring to nearly . full cap~ci ty before 
stq.rting to speak or sing~ In this way he·can· aecide how many numbers 
he can count f'l.CCOrding tp the amount Of air he has ailowed to qow 
into his lungs. The sensation of speaking right to the last quantity 
if.air WITHOUT TENSING is the one that allows the rib reflex to ,, 
spring. Experiencing that last released "squeeze" on the air gives 
the singer·· 
l. access .to the reflex spring 
2., seve.ral more seconds to add on to the le;ngth of his phrase 
3. a· sensation of the :"core" of his sound. 
4 •. help with the UP direction of the body on.expiration 
. . 
5. extension of the full range of rib capacity 
6c;~avoidance of the necessity for· fixing the ribs cit.the most 
, . extended point because he learns to ·trust the extra reserve 
bf the inner core I, 
7. ·the tapering of the phrasing' associated with the expiration 
... 
1cif the Iast. quantity -Of controlled air flow'. 
. . 
This is the process of becoming re-acquainted with the natural 
breathing capacity, obviously learnt much more successfully by 
demonstration rather than by reading. At no stage should the 
singer gasp for or drag in air - if he does this, he prevents the 
ribs from aeting in a reflex-facilitated manner ... It cannot be 
expected that a singer will neier interfere with this r~flex by 
\ . , 
forcing his ribs outwards, but it is useful for him to be able to 
dl~tinguish between the two sensations.·· This is a ~ractical 
experier)ce of Tidy's description of postural tone (see page 134) 
- he is differentiating between a reflex-facilitated manner of 
of allowing the ribs to operate and a voluntary manner of forcing 
. . 
th~ .r.ib~_!.()_.~oye. in an outward direction .. The_ most important aspect 
of' this differentiation is the energy expended. Furthermore, the 
ribs ·become the phrasing controllers, which gives the singing that 
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essential warmth and sincerity associated with natural·airflow. 
Sitting (on a s_tool about 60.cm. high) 
The added bonus to the reflex-facilitated rib ac.tion is 
that the m4scles. in .th~ l.o!ler __ abdomen start to- supply the 
energy in the vocal tone of their own accord. Releasing 
I - ' ~ r_:_;-...: - • 
tension in the lower abdomen before making sound allows 
: i. ' . -
the natural connections of tJ:ie flexor musc_les running between 
the upper leg/front .lower abdomen and the lower back ribs, 
vital to the coordination of ::;upport .r"or the :diaph~agm and rib .. 
·controlling action. Sitting on the stool l!\akes the singer 
I -, • 
more aware of·the actual movements in the muscles of the 
pelvic floor and he can learn to mentally direct the 
quality of this action. He_ can experience the same sensations 
sitting on the horse without leg tensions. 
" 
Standing_. 
The whole system of reflex-facilitated breathing can be 
' interfered with b~ tightening in the legs. Achieving success 
'[ .' 
in lying and sitting positions encourages the singer to 
believe that tightness in the buttocks and legs is not 
necessary for making good sounds. The-iegs can be encouraged 
to .stay free by testing .whether or not the knee~ are hr.aced -
' ( -
if.the student stands with weight on one leg, the muscles.of 
the thigh should not be hard and fixed, but respond loosely to 
rolling by -~he hands.. The· student can also stand on one 
"' . , •, 
leg and allow ba;tancing .and rebalancing to Occur before . 
. -· ~ .. . . .. ' 
placin~ the. other foot on the floor - he should keep this 
" . ·.;::~ \ '. 
balancing qnd rebalancing sensation in both legs while singing. 
- t 
"Monkey" 
The mechanical advantages of the "monkey" position.can be 
• ' I'' • 
put to good use once .. the Al~xander student is advanced enough 
to sustain the "monkey" without undue strain. (Small children 
use this.position automatically for bending and picking up 
objects, but in.gener?-1 adults have to re-learn the freedom 
' 
in the joints.designed for bending - ankles, ~nees and hips). 
"Monkey" enables the student to carry out an ;:;_ction with the 
extensor muscles of his body at their maximl.tm length. To achieve 
this length he must release the whole extensor system from under 
the feet, behind the calf,· through the thigh, behind the buttoc.ks,-··· 
r . 
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. ' 
up the spine· and into the base of th~ skull. In addition, he 
'. 
develops strength in ·the flexor system which balances the extensor 
system throughout the body. Refle·x-facili tated action· i.s stimu-. 
lated by clear mental interition, which in turn allows muscles 
to lengthen, which in turn enables the muscle fibres to carry 
the in.tended action. By lengthening all the exte_nsor muscles 
in the body the student is working frdm a positi~n ·or maximum. 
advantage which discourages him from shortening in his. singing. 
Once. he· trusts: this lengthening and it has become a part of 
his· breathing mechanism, of course· the "mdnkey" ·position has 
served its ·purpose. 
Even·if the singer develops ways of achieving the sounds he 
wanis with specific ~eliberate actions ~ithin ~{s breathing .• 
. mechcinisn ·, it is important that he should retain his ability 
to operate reflex~facilitated breathing. If he does, then 
he can use this ability to measure how f~r from- naturally 
co-ordinated brea.thing hiS te~hnique · iS taking hitn. In 
. I . 
practice this means that if an operatic role requi.r~·s constant 
t-ension-producing breath control,. or he· is abnorm~lly. tired· 
after singing the role, and he is losing his ability to 
operate reflex-facilitated br~athing, then he has·a tool for 
making a- knowledgeable decision about the rore. He can· also 
use the reflex-faclli tat~d breathing to release wha'tever 
tension is being retained in his muscles after a strenuous 
rehearsal or performance. He can use the reflex-facilitated 
breathing while learning the ~ole in order to save· himself 
from ·bull ding · unriecessary tensiori ha bi ts into· his performance 
of the- role. It is-, however,' 'niy ow-n experience·· that 'the 
perforinar'lces I have given in which I have used ;reflex~ 
facilitated.breathing to· my maximum ability are the ones which 
have been most enjoyable for both the audience and myself. 
The Reality of Tension 
. . 
I return, however, ·to the point made by Leigh Howard on page 
6 ... "awareness of physical tension as a fact ..• " In reality 
one.has to·1ive·with tension as a singer and one is also fac~d 
as a singing teacher ~ith student~ at very.differ~nt stages 
in relation t_o -~l:!§!_i._deal of reflex-facilitat~d breathi~g, . 
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some of them moving further and further away from it. Each 
student has a different. combina_tion of difficulties: 
a) learned' -habits -of nbr~eatping.technique". -'.rigid abd~m.en, 
fixed riib.s ,- . -pushigg -· di_aphragm, t-ight .. gluteEl.l muscles;-. tight 
thighs, stHT knees _and·. feeL __ ; The_se can t·(lke years· to 
. ·- ,_ .... - ·. ,,_.:; , . - ,· . ' 
eliminate. 
- 't'. --.. -... , ,' - - · 1"':cr • 
bL minimal breathing. flexibility. that requires .conscious. 
\ 1 • ~ '· ~ ~ ~ - • ' • ., • <. ·-"- '. - - ' • • • \ : - "- • • 
development... - , . r --·· · -_ , . _. 
c) Imbalanced ac:tiv~ty in- t:he, t?i:-eath~ng me¢.fla~_ism that ev_entually 
. relies .on th~ ~~tal SUJ?P!'.;>rt from o_ne l)!USC~~ group while 
cancelling out the, activities of anothe~ muscle; group. 
' . . . . '• ' .... . . . . . . 
d) loss of: bel.ief .. i·n :the breathing sy~tem, 1that. leads to a 
. ·-. . -·. ... .. ,., . . . ... 
. "shut down" ,in .the-. whole system .• , ·. -
' . , ' ~ ' ' . . ' ,-' _.._ - . 
e) good _ na tunal. b~ea thing t)al!'lnc~ th~~ ,!1eed:S:-t9· _be .increased 
'. 
Whatever:- category a singer fits into, his responsibility is to 
use his br~athing mechanism as flexibly as he can_ at every - . 
stage, if he wants to retain his vocal quality-throughout his 
career. Over-tense muscles become exhausted over the years of 
undue wear and tear and. it is a sad event for the singer's 
main skill and means of self-expression to become prematurely 
exhausted. Alexander Technique assists the singer in finding 
the balance between' effort and ease and redressing it when 
necessary. 
From the teacher's point of view, it can be Cl. long, painstaking 
path from the over-tense breathing mechanism to the flexible 
command of natural air flow;· but, for .the long term health of -
the student's voice, it is necessary to keep the stude~t's 
direction aimed towards the natural breath $upport. This is as 
· true for professional students as it is for those who take 
singing lessons. purely as a therapy. 
Once the breath support attains an easy flow, the finer details 
of vowel formation , mouth position, tongue agility, jaw release, 
facial tension and "placing"· of resonance become much more 
resp6n;sive to true mental direction. The increased powers of 
mental direction gained in .Alexander Technique lessons are invaluaple 
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wnen dealing with these 'factors. 
·.· It must be re'cognised that· .a .skill learned with· ingrained tension 
habits will be ~ominat~a by those habits until .such ~time 'as :the 
Alexarider- re-education -i:=; _ s_trong· enough and cl:ear, enough to.- , 
compete with the ingraine,d respo.nse to the ~t_iniuius of wa'ntipg: 
• - \ , I . 
to execute the-skill in an "end-:-gaining" manner. To reach this 
. stage, it. ts necessary for the sipger to have a ,sufficient 
n~mbers of- 1es~onk ·to apply :f,fie ·prin~ip_ie of irihibition and 
thereby allow the skill to "happen". There is no standard 
:-·-"course" of. lessons ·because .t~is -stage :is reached by different 
people at different speeds .. - Descriptions and .theoretical 
principles-are useful; but do not take the place of the direct· 
experience g~ined .- with the assi·stahce >· of·ari :Al'exarider TechQique 
teacher. Once ,t_he ·process of applying improved use_ becpmes an 
integral part ·of' the singer 1 s- awareness, he has acquTred a 
- ' . . .. 
fundamental skill vftal to his.development as a performing 
>artist. 
~. :,: - ,··· . . ··; 
' 
.... ~ , . - ' 
• T • 
'" 
. '' 
•\ 
. I 
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